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PREFACE
A survey of Shakespearean oritioismwhioh limits itself to a
study of the oharaoters of the plays must of neoessity investigate in pass1ng many issues whioh influenoed the cri tios' opinions on the plays in
~eneral

as well as on the oharaotElrs in partioular. A oritio who find. a

play generally unsatisfaotory will not have the same attitude towards the
oharaoters as a oritio Who finds the struoture of the play aooeptable.
For this reason. this study whioh traoes the rise in the appreoiation of Shakespeare's abilities as a delineator of oharacters traoes at
the same time the rise of the appreoiation of Shakespeare'. oonsoious
artistry_

Both movements in the history of Shakespearean critioism are in•

ttmately oonneoted with the deoline tn the prestige of neo-olassioism. For
this reason attention is given to the theory of neo-olassioism and to neoolassioal estimates of Shakespeare.
This study investigates the aohievements of the major oharaoter
analysts of the eighteenth oentury. Thomas 1Vhately. yaurioe J,{organn. Henry
)(aokensie and Riohard Cumberland. and attempts to show that the aohievements
of these men oame as efforts to make speoifio the older praise of Shakespeare at the same time that they denied the validity of speoifio neoolassioal rulese

These men found that Shakespeare possessed an art whioh

.

was effeotive, even though Shakespea.re was apparently unaware of the
iv

p

T

existenoe

0' the rules of art laid down by Aristotle and his oommentators.
The investigator of Restoration and eighteenth oentury Shakeepear

entietam must agree with T. S. Eliot when he observes that to pass frcm the
Shakespearean critioism of Jobn Dryden to that of Samuel Jom.on is to pas.
frOlll one oasis to another.

1

In the writing of this thed s it has been

necessary to make that journey. and indeed, to go beyond the work of Samuel
Jo}mson.

It a survey ot this oritioism shOW's the gradual development of

the appreoiation of Shakespeare's oharaoters, this journey bas Dot been 1II&de

in T8in.

...

1 "Shakespearean Criticism from. Dryden to Coleridge." A Caupanion
to Shakespeare Studies. edited by Harley Granville-Barker and G. ~. Harrison,
Cambrid e En land 1949.
.
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CHAPTER I
THE BASIS OF NEO-CLASSICAL DRAMATIC CRITICISM
This first chapter will attempt to summarize the methods and

.

doctrines whioh formed the basis of neo-classical dramatio criticimn and
will attempt to present in same detail the theory of characterization
whioh neo-classical critics espoused.

Such a procedure is necessary in

order to emphasize the importance of the work of the authors of the first
character analyses of Shakespeare's characters; for to state the findings
of these first character analysts without placing them against the background of the criticism which was being written at the time by neo-classical critics would ocoasion little interest in their work inasmuch as the
reader would find very little or nothing in their analyses which he did
not accept as undeniably, true but certainly commonplace.
A second reason which suggests this manner of presenting the
subject lies in the origin of these analyses.

From the Aristotelian ex-

amen of the plays of Shakespeare on the usual basis of plot, character,
thoughts, and diction,

s'~udies

of Shakespeare's characters slowly emerged

during the eighteenth century, and in the later part of the century CRme
to olaim the almost oomplete attention of the literary oritics of Shakespeare.
For

~hese

reasons a consideration of the main tenets of the
1

R

2

poetics

an~

•

the

e~aborations

made upon it by the neo-olassical theorists

is necessary in this study of the aohievements of the first analysts of
Shakespeare's oharacters.

In Chapter VI of the Poetics,l Aristotle enumerates plot, obaraotar, diction, thought, speotaole, and melody as the oonstituent parts
of the

d~ama,

and in the

remaini~g

chapters of the treatise he explains

their proper use in the drama and in epio poetry.

The last of these two

elements, speotaole and melody, do not figure in his discussion because
Aristotle believed the effect of tragedy oan be experienced by the reader
of the playas well as the speotator at the performanoe of the play.
Acoording to Aristotle "the first essential, the life and soul,
so to speak, of Tragedy is the Plot • • • •"2

By plot he understands "the

combination of the inoidents, or things done in the story • • • •"3

The

disoussion of the plot takes up the greater portion of the whole treatise,
extending

~am

Chapter VfI through Chapter XVIII with the exoeption of

Chapters XII and XV, the first of these being a disoussion of the organization of the parts of the play and the second being the important ohapter
on the proper oonstruction of the oharaoters.

I De Poetica translated by Ingram Bywater in W. D. Ross, ed.,
The Works of Aristotle, axford, 1924, XI. Unless otherwise noted all
referenceslrre to the Poetics and are made to the specific chapter in the
Poeticse
2

Chapter VI.

3 Ibid.

3

4t

•
The importance of the plot in the mind of the author is in-

dicated by the length of the discussion he devotes to it.

His main

theory4 is that the plot is the imitation of an action and hence must have
unity and necessity in its incidents.

A plot which undertakes to present

the adventures of a man's life will not have this unity because one man
acoomplishes many actions during his life which do not have any necessary
relation between them.

Here of oourse same Restoration and eighteenth

_century critics were to find the history plays of Shakespeare "faultyn;
and, if the plot,"the first essential," was incorrect, how could the play
have any merit?
The second constituent of the tragedy according to Aristotle is
character or that element in the dramatic personage which reveals his
moral purpose in the action of the drama.

The third constituent of the

drams. is the "thought" expressed by the dramatic personage, or what Aristotle called the element by which the dramatist displays his "power of
saying whatever can be said, or wha.t is appropriate to the occasion.":;
Thus Aristotle makes a distinotion between the moral-and intellectual
qualities of the persona.ges of the

drama~

How this distinction was ob-

served by the neo-classical critics will be seen latere

Last among the

literary elements of the drama mentioned by Aristotle is the diction

4

Chapter IX.

:;

Chapter VI.

4
employed ~ the speeches of the characters. 6
When literary critios wanted to examine a work in detail it was
natural for them to use the "Aristotelian" or exe.men method of analyzing
plot, charaoters, thoughts, and diotion. 7

Comeille had popularized the

method by issuing in 1660 a series of exe.mens of his plays in which he
attempted to justify his practices in the light of neo-classical theory.S
This aotion was almost foroed upon him by the appearance in 1657 of Fran-

Jois

Hedelein, Abbe'd'Aubignao's Pratique du Theatre 9in which Comeille's

6

Ibid.

7 The first English version of the Poetics, Aristotle's Art of
Poetry Translated fram the OriGinal Greek, according to Mr. Theodore-rroUTstoni s Eh £ion, Toget1i'erv.rI"th Mr. Dacier's Notes TransIatea fram the French,
London, 1705, was not, a~;:rrs~itle states, a translat~on from t~Greek.
The anonymous translator used Andre Dacier's rather free French version as
his text. The French translation by AndriDacier (1651-1722), La Poetique
d'Aristote traduite ~ Frantois avec des remarques~ Paris, l~~summed up
in the remarks at the end 0 eacn-cnapter the crit~ca1 theor~es of the
earlier formalistic critics of the seventeenth century. Even before its
translation in 1705 the work had not been without influence in England.
In 1693 Thomas Rymer spoke of Dacier and LeBossu as the reformers of modern
critioimn--cf. Short View of Tragedy, London, 1693, iii, and John Dryden
praised it in l695.--~ter P. ker, ed., Essays of John Dryden, Oxford,
1900, I, 83-89. The English translation was re-issuea I'il'r7b9 and again in
~714 and remained the only English translation until the anonymous translation fram the Greek te:d appeared in 1775.--cf. Marvin T. Herrick, The
Poetics of Aristotle in ~ni3lf1.nd, new Haven, 1930, 81, and Joel E. Spingam,
ed., Critical Essays ~cl1e Seventeenth Century, Oxford, 1908, I, 1xxiii.
8 George Saintsbury, A
New York, 1905, II, 262.

~story ~

Criticimn, Second Edition,

9 In this work which an anonymous translator ~urned into English
in 1684 under the title of The Vfuo1e Art of the Stage, d'Aubignac (as he
was known in England) presented "Ail AnalySis""Or EXsmen of the First Tragedy
of Sophooles, entitled Ajax, upon the Rules de1iver'd for the practice of
the Stage."--cf. IV, 153-166.

$

5
plays are usually used as examples of what not to do in writing tragedy.

10

The examen vms introduced into English oritioism in 1668 by
John Dryden who inoluded an "Examen of the Silent Woman" of Ben Johnson
in his Essay ~ Dramatio Poesy.ll
in its disoussion.

But Dryden'S examen is short and general

In 1678 the whole rigor of the neo-olassioal examen was

presented to English readers in Thomas Rymer's almost line by line examination of Fletoher's tragedies, Rono, Duke of Normandy, A King and No King,

--

-----

and The Maid's Tragedy, in his book entitled The Tragedies of the Last Age

----

-

Considered and Examined by
Sense of All Ages.
----

~

Practice

~

the Anoients

~ ~

Common

It is to Thomas Rymer rather than to John Dryden that

the oredit must be given for the popularization of the examen in England. 12

Dryden used the form only once and then loosely; Rymer examined the plays
of Fletoher in detail and uS0d tho examen a seoond time in 1693 when he
published his Short

~

of Tragedy, a work which will be disoussed in some

detail later_
,

The use of the examen method became increasingly oommon in England after the appearance of the Short

~ ~

Tragedy_

In 1696 John Dennis

---- ----

brought out his Remarks on a Book Entituled, Prinoe Arthur, An Heroiok Poem
..

whioh fol1ov{s the examen method wi th great preoision. 13

It is oal1ed "the

10 Kathleen T. Butler, A History of Frenoh Literature, London,
1923, I, 209..
- 11 Ker, Essays of John Dryden, I, 83-8912 H~rriok, ~ Poetios of Aristotle, 60.
13 E. N. Hooker, ed., Critical Works of John Dennis, Baltimore,

1939, I,

46-144.

6
first rea.. literary review· in English" in A. F. B. Clark's study, Boileau
and the F;ench Classical Critics in England. 14 Other examen type works of

--

-

Dennis inolude his Remarks ~ Cato, ~ Tragedy (1113),15 Remarks ~.!.P1ay,

----

Ca11'd The Consoious Lovers, a Comedy, (1123),16 and Remarks on Mr. Pope's

--

-

Rape of the Lock (1128).11
-----

These works form only a small part of Dennis's

writing, which extended from I$?2 to 1129.
Aristotelian neo-classiclll principles.

In all his writings he follcnvs

In the works cited above, hovrever,

he uses the examen as the basis of organization of his work.
In

Jeremy Collier's Short Viaw of the Immorali"by

~

Profaneness

of the Stage,18 the learned author used the principles of the Poetics to
analyze the plots, characters, and the morals inouloated by the plays.
In particular he subjects Sir John Vanbrugh's The Relapse, or Virtue in

Danger (1691) to a thorour:h scrutiny in examen form.

George Saintsbury

says of it:
There is hardly a sharper and more well-deserved beating up of the
quarters of a ragged dramatic regiment anywhere than that (at P.
212 seq.) on the glaring improbabilities of Vanbrugh's plot, the
absolute want of oonneotion between the title part of· it and the
real fable--Tam Fashion's cheating his brother of Hoyden--and the
way in which the charaoters are oonstantly out of oharaoter in order
that the author may say clever things. 19

14

Paris, 1925,

2~S.

15 Hooker, Works of Jolm Dennis, II, 41-81.

---

16 Ibid., II, 251-214·
11

Ibid. , II, 322-352.

.....0...-

18

London, 1698.
19 Histo of Criticism

s

II

o •

7
The remarkable thing about the oontroversy is that William Congreve, who
answered in his Amendments

~~.

Collier's False and Imperfeot Citations

(1$8), and James Drake in his Antient ~ Modern Stages Surveyed (1($9)
both used Aristotle in their rebuttals.

Of the whole quarrel M. T. Herrick

sayss

Apparently no one among the reformers or the supporters of the stage
thought of objeoting to the"rules'; eaoh group felt sure that Aristotle and the authorities would support their side. 20
Of greater literary importanoe than any of the preoeding examens was Joseph
Addison's study ofPara~i~ Lost during 1712.21

Of this study M. T. Herriok

says.
His papers in the Speotator have made the Aristotelian Fable, Manners
Sentiment, and Diotion familiar to students of oritioism on both sides
of the Atlantic. 22
Even Alexander Pope lent his prestige to the use of this form.
In the prefaoe to his translation of the Iliad (1715)23 Pope makes a cam-

parison of the

achieve.m~nts

of Hamar and Virgil in their respective epics.

This he does by using in a systematic fashion the familiar divisions of
Fable, Manners, Sentiment, and Diction.
The main conoerns of this method are summed up by the querulous

20 Poetics of Aristotle, 78.
21 Spectator, Nos. 267, 273, 279, 285, 291, 297, 303, 309, 315,
321, 327, 333, 339, 345, 351, 357. 363, 3$9.
22

The Poetics of Aristotlo, 105_

---- -- -------

23 iiilliard Highley Durham, ad., Critical Essays of the Eighteenth
Century 1700-1725, New Haven, 1915,323-354.

2

8

Charles Gildon, who said that he put these questions to playgoers who, he
thought, liked a play without examining it carefully enough.
Pray gentlemen, what are the beauties of this piece? Is the fable
masterly? Ar~ the characters justly distinguished? Are the manners
truly marked? Are the sentiments natural? Are the incidents well
prepared? And do th~y justly produce terror and compassion, as well
as the catastrophe?24
The answers to these questions, simple as they may seem, depend upon a
knowledge of the basic doctrines'of neo-classicism as Charles Gildon no
doubt would have advised the uncritical admirer of a play who unguardedly
answered "yes" to these questions.

What were these doctrines?

When the French Aoademy oensured ~~ in 1638, its principal
objeotion to the play was the play's supposed violations of vraisembla.nce,25
the major doctrine of neo-olassioism.

In its various applications vrai-

semblance, it can almost be said, is neo-classicism; for in the effort to
maintain it, all the rules for which neo-olassicism is famous were established.

In his study of the genesis and development of French neo-clas,

sioism Rene Bray says of this doctrine:
Et pourtant ctest In r~gle essentielle de notre doctrine. Dict~e
par 180 raison, fondce sur la fin ~orale assigne ~ la po~ie, elle
oontient ltinterpretation v~'itable du naturalisme olassique. Ctest
en son nom que se livre toutes les batailles litter-aires, elles est
a 180 bas de toutes les critiques. Ctest dire qutelle touche a tous
les probl~es essentiels de notre ~tude.26

24 The Laws of Poetry, London, 1721, 221$
25 H. C. Lancaster, A History of French Drama.t~c Literature in
the Seventeenth Century: ~ TWo, Balt~re, 1932, I, 149-150.
26
193 1 , 192 ..

La. Formation de Ie. doctrine classique en France, Lausanne,

9
.[ts comprehensiveness can be seen in the fact that the whole
literary work was bound by the rules of vraise.mblanoe, or probability as
it is oalled in English.

In the first plaoe probability was to be observed

in regard to the action itself.
on the basis of its prob[:bility.

The plot was to be seleoted or rejected
',lith i t as his guide the poet was to

select certain incidents of the action for presentation on the stage; other
inoidents were merely to be narrated.

In the second place it vms to be

observed in the depiction of the personages of the dramatis personae.
Here probability appears as the theory of les biens~ances or the theory of
oharaoter decorum.

Lastly probability was to be observed in the represen-

tation of the action on the stage, and here it appears as the rule of the
unities. 27
The neo-classical oritics found the basis of this ,doctrine in the
Poetics.

In three explicit statements and in passing comments throughout

the work, Aristotle

pre~ents

his idea of poetic truth.

,From what we have said it will be seen that the poet's function
is to describe, not the thine; that has happened, but a kind of thing

that might happen, i. e. what is possible as being probable or necesary. • • • The distinction bebveen history and poetry consists
really in this, that one describes the kind of thing that has been
and the other a kind of thing that might be. Hence poetry is something more philosophic and of graver import than history, since its
statements are of the nature rather of universals • • • • By a universal statement I mean one as to what such or such ~8kind of man
will probably say or do--which is the a~ of poetry.
The right thing, however, is in the Characters just as in the

27 Ibid.
28

7

Chapter L'C.

10
of the plry to andol,vour alsays after the neoessary or the
probable; so that wi,cnover such-find-ouoh a personage says suoh-andsuch a thing, it shell be the necessary or probable outcome of his
character; and whenever this incident follows on that, it shall be
the necessary or tho probs.ble oonsequence of i t. 29
inci~ents

Speaking generally, one has to justify (1) the Impossible by
reference to the requirements of poetry, or the better, or to opinion.
For the purposes of poetry a convinoing impossibility is preferable
to an unconvinoing probability; and if suoh men as Zeuxis depicted
be impossible, the answer is that it is better the:l should be like
that, as the artist OUGht tG improve on his model.~O
The ori tics also noted tltnt i.ristotle had praised those poets who oreated a
tragio situation th!:t arouses the human feeling in one, like the
olever villain (Sisyphus) deceived, or the brave wrong doer worsted.
This is probable, however, only in Agathon's sense, when he speaks of
the probability of even improbabilities ooming to pass.3 l
This later sort of probabilityj however, the oritios called

nextraordi~

in contrast to the ordinary probability which "is possible as being probable or necessary."

Extraordinary probability was looked upon w'i th slight

favor, and successive critics added restrictions to its employment.
Aristotle's statements concerning probability allowed the oritios
to distinguish

thr~e

orders of facts: the real (the historioal fact), the

scientifioally possible (the event whioh can happen) and the probable (the
event which is likely to he.ppen).

Aristotle had claimed the last as the

subject matter of poetry, and the critics set out to define its provinoe
in detail.

The English translation of d'Aubignac's Pratique du Theatre

xv.

29

Chapter

30

Chapter XXV"

31

Chapter XVIII.

11

presents

~e

critics' opinion:

There is nothing therefore but Probability, that can truly found a
Dramatic Poem, as well as adorn end l'inisn it; not that True and
possible things are banish'd off the Stage, but they are received
upon it only so far ~s they are probable; and therefore all Circumstances, that want this Ch!lrccter are to be alter'd so as to attain
it; if they hoptd (sic) to appear in publick. 32
The difficulty in meeting this demand that the poet seek only the
probable in his work lies in a

d~finition

of the probable itself.

Did

Aristotle understand by the probable event or character the average event
or oharacter, and did he mean a numerical average so to speak?

The French

critics and their English followers decided that if an event seamed prob/'

.

In the words of Rene Rapl.n, "The Probable is what-

able, it was probable.

ever suits with Common Opinion. n33

The difficulty lies of course in de-

termining what the common opinion is.

Aristotle, as we have seen, praised

certain poets whose probability was extraordinary,34 although certainly
he did not recommend its constant use.

And he had recommended the use of

historical names in traGedy as an aid in establishing probability because
"that which has happened is me.nifestly pOSSible, else it would not have
carno to pass."35

But the justification of an event as probable because it

32 The Whole
1684, I, 750

~

!!.. the

Stage, translated ananymously, London,

33 ilReflections on Aristotle's Poesie" translated by Thomas ~er
in The ¥{hole Critical Works of Monsieur Rapin, 1706, II, 157. Rymer's
translation originally appeared in 1674, the same year that the work was
originally published in French.
34 Chapter XVIII.
35

7

Cha pter IX.

12
had

haPpe~d VfaS

not sufficient for the critics.

Boileau had reminded the

poet:
Je.mais au spectateur n'offrez rien d'incroyable
La vrai peut quelque fois n' etre pas vre.isemblab1e .36
Or as John Dryden and Sir William Coronas put it:

Write not what cannot be with ease conceived;
Same truths may be too strong to be believed. 37
The history of neo-classical criticism seems to be the history of
the narrowing of the concept of probability.38

Suocessive critics found

more and more "truths too strong to be believed" and hence the "Common
Opinion" was directed ae;ainst them.

Even the latitude which Aristotle had

allowed the poet to put improbabilities upon which the whole story rested,
as in the example of Oedipus's not knowing
outside the dramatized story39

WBS

h~l

Laius had met his death,

disallowed by d'Aubie;nac:

and I cannot consenl; tha.t tho Poet should suppose any incidents
against probability in those /,dventures which precede the Action
represented, becauqo that thoy being a foundation for things which
happen aftenvards on the stage, it breaks all the Chain of Events,
it being against all order th~~ a thing probable should be built
upon an improbable one • • • •~
The "probable" came to be a matter of average everyday experience.

~

For

36 L'Art pO(ltiquo, III, 47-h8, as found in Albert S. Cook, The
of Poetry, Boston,JB'7c.T J 187.
37

Ibid.

The Zuglish translation appeared in 1683.

38

Bray, La Formation, 198-202.

39

Chapter XY.

40

The Whole Art, III, 76.

13
Jqhn Dryden in his Grounds of Criticism in Tragedy, the "probable" was "that
which suoceeds or happens oftener than it misses.,,41
When one accepts this arithmetic attitude tcwmrd the probable it
is possible to understand the attitude of the neo-classicists in general
towardS plots and characters which did not meet the standards of ordinary
experience.

Modern- Aris';otelinn. critics reject this attitude towards the

probable and point out the narrowness of tho neo-classical interpretation
of this doctrine.

S. H. Butcher sums up the modern criticism of the neo-

classical interpretation in this ;vay:
The 'probable' is not determined by a numerical average of instances;
it is not a condensed expression for what meets us in the cammon course
of things. The e.. i I(~.J of daily life, the empirically usual, is derived from an observed sequence of facts, and denotes what is normal
and regular in its occurence, the rule, not the exception. But the
rule of experience cannot bo tho law that governs art • • • the persons,
who play their parts, are not D.verege men and women • • • • The thoughts
and deeds, the will and the emotions of a Prometheus or a Clytemnestra, a Hamlet or an othello, are not an epitomized rendering of
the ways of meaner mortals. • • • But vre do not think of measuring
the intrinsic probability of meeting their counterpart in the actual
world.42
'
Irving Babbitt also condemns this attitude of the neo-classical critics and
blames them for having been "not capable of a poetic faith, not willing to
suspend his diSbelief in passing from the world of ordinary fact to the
world of artistio creation.1I43

41

Ker, Essays

o~

John Dryden, I, 201.

42 Aristotle' ~_ Thoory _?f

?o~try ~nd Fi~

Art, New York, 189511

43 Rousseau and Itomanticism, New York, 1919, 22.

~ly

if we insist on the aotual probability of seeing in the

.orld of our own experience the events and oharacters of the poet's oreation can our attitude be that of the critio who oensures the plot of
this fashion:
-OthelloTheinCharacter
of thLt State is to employ strangers in their Wars;
But shall a Poet thonce fancy that they will set a Negro to be their
General; or trust a Moor to defend them against the Turk? With us
a Black-amoor might rise to'be a Trumpeter; but Shakespear would not
have him less than a Lieutenant-General. va th us a Moor might marry
same little drab, or Smallooal Wench: Shake-spear, would provide him
the Daughter and Heir of some great Lord, or Privy-Councellor: And
all the Town should reckon it a very suitable matoh: Yet the English
are not bred up with that hatred and aversion to the Moors as are
the Venetians, who suffer by a perpetual Hostility from them,
Littora littoribus oontraria ---44
If the probable means tho numerical average, it is difficult to urge anything against the findin ~:s of this critic.
Just as the apDlicstion of a rigidly understood numerical attitude towards the probability of events brouGht many cautions into existence,
so the application of

t~e

doctrine of probability to the characters of a

dramatio work brought into existence a multitude of rules and observations
to insure the poet against a violation of probability in creating the
personages which he had selected as members of his dramatis personae.

In

Chapter XV of the Poetics, Aristotle Gives directions for the creation of
oharacters.

And in the creation of characters as vrell as in theconstruc-

tion of the plot, probability is to be maintained.

44

Thomas Rymer,

~

Short Viow of Tragedy, London, 1693, 91-92.
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The tight thine, hov;over, is in the characters just as in the in-

cidents of the play to endeavor alvreys after the necessary or probable; SO that whenevor such-and-such a person says or does such-andsuch a thing, it shall be the necessary or probable outcome of his
character; and whenev~r this incident follows an th~t, it shall be
either the necessary or probable consequence of it.45
The poet will achieve this probability if he observes four
cautions in creating the characters.
should be "good," that i["

In the first place the characters

the inclination of the personage should be re-

vealed in the actions and discourses of the

cha.r~cter

in the play.

Seoond-

ly the oharacter ascribed by the poet to the personage must be appropriate
to him.

Ironically Aristotle expla.ins this requirement with a negative

example by saying that it is not appropriate to asoribe manliness or
oleverness to a WQman.
with extensive exegesis.

The neo-olassioal critics were to remedy this laok
Thirdly the oharacter must be like the original.

That is, if the poet portrays Achilles in his play, he must give him the
srune qualities of

oharac~er

that other poets have given him in the past.

He cannot, for instance, show his Achilles to be stupid, beoause oommon
sense knows the charactol' o.s the wily Achilles.

Obviously this require-

45 Chapter Arv. At least one theorist, Charles Gildon, complained
that the characters in f, history play cannot be as effectively portrayed
as those in a tragedy or comedy. "But here is the Misfortune of all the
Characters of Plays of this Nature, that they are directed to no End, and
therefore are of little Use, for the Harmers cannot be necessary, and by
Consequence must lose moro, than half their Beauty." He continues by
pointine; out that the V .. olo11ce, ro.e;o, erief, and motherly love of Constance
(in Shakespeare's King ,J olm) are not productive of one incident "md are
of no use. If there1la.cr58en a just design of the plot the manners of the
characters would have produced the results. Cf. I1Remarks on the Plays of
Shakespear," in C. Gildon, The ',Yorks of lfr. Yfilliam Sha.kespear, London,
1710, VII, 339.
- - - .- -
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exis-.s only for tho;Q characters drs.vnl from history or myth.

Lastly

the poet must make his characters act consistently throughout the play.
Aristotle oensures Euripides because in Epbigenia at Aulis the oharaoter
of nEphigenia the suppliant is utterly unlike the later Ephigenia. n46
The two questions put by Gildon concerning the characters'
being" justly distinguished ll and. tho "Marmers truly marked" have their
ba.sis in Aristotle's fir:;t und socond character requirements.

If the

a.ctions and inclinations of the character were vividly defined, the critio
approved of it.

If the character acted as a character so conceived

should aot, the oritio again approved.

But since this was a very diffi-

cult subject the critic stood ready to tell the playwright how the actions
and inclinations of the character should be conceived in order to receive
the critic's accolade for "manners truly marked."

As a result of the

critical work done on this subject, the idea of the type character end the
doctrine of character de,::orum developod and in timo assumed an unchallenged
position in neo-classiciam.
The critics set about ex:olaining Aristotle'.s four requirements
f.or the creation of characters by using two other classical texts as commentaries on it.

In the first of these, Book II of the Rhetoric,47 Aris-

totle presents an

enumer~tion

and analysis from the orator's point of view

of the various types of :11.lTI1.cn character in relationship to the emotions

46 Cl).apter;"'V •
47

Chapter XII-XVII.
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and

moral~ualities

of man, dividing the various types of human character

aooording to age and fortune.

Under the first division, age, he analyzes

the emotions and moral qualities of the youth, the man in the prime of
life, and the old man; under the second he analyzes the qualities of the

man of good birth, the wealthy man, and finally the powerful man.
The second text which was made to serve as a commentary on the
~etios

was the

~Poetioa

deal with character.

of Horace.

Two sections of the Ars Poetica

In the first of these,4B Horace paraphrases Aris-

totle's four requirements for the construction of a character laid down
in Chapter XV of the Poetics, and here he introduces nothing new.

Haw-

ever, in a later section of the Ars Poetica, Horace says that only the
dramatist who suoceeds in character delineation can hope to suoceed; and
then he presents full-le!l.[th lists of likely habits for the child, the
young man, the man in the primo of lifoJl end the old man.
Aetatis cujusque notandi sunt tibi mores,
mobilibusque decor naturis dandus et annis.
Reddere qui voces jam scit puer et pede certo
signat humum, gestit paribus oolludere et irrun
colligit ac ponit tamere et mutatur in horas.
Imberbus juvenis, tandem custode remoto~
gaudet equis cnnibus at aprici grrunine Campi,
cereus in Jithuu fleeti, monitoribus asper,
utilium tanlus provisor, prodi::;us aeris,
sublimis cupidusque at nmata relinquere pernix ..
Conversis studiis aetas animusque virilis
quaerit opes et amicitas, inservit honori,
oommisisse cavet quod mox mutare laboret.
Multa senern circumveniunt incommoda, vel quod
quaerit et invantis miser abstinet ao timet,uti,
vel quod res omnis timide gelideque ministrat,

4B

Horace, Ep\~~~lae, Liber Secundus, III, 11, 114-127.
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dilator, spa lon~us, iners, avidusque futuri,
difficilis, quaorulus, laudator temporis acti
se puero, casti~ator censorque minorum.
MUlta ferunt anni venient~s commoda secum,
multa reoedentes adimunt. 49

•

The similarity of the two passages leaves little doubt as to Horace's debt

to the Rhetorio.

The charaoter sketoh of the child, however, is not found

in the Rhetorio.

The result of Horace's application of Aristotle's analysis of
the types of charaoter to the criticism of dramatio characters had a farreachine effect.

Aristotle's division of character in the Rhetoric was

49 Ll.156-l76. The translation by Wentw'orth Dillon, Earl of
Roscommon (1633-1685), is not the most exact or fluent of the attempts to
translate the Ars Poetica. It is hero reproduced because of its popularity during the period. First prin'ced in 1680, it was reprinted in 1684,
1&15, 1709, and 1733. It is found in Alexander Chalmers, ed., The Works
of the English Poets, London, 1810, VIII, 273.
-

-

Mind hat" our tempers alter in our years.

And by that rule form all your characters.
One that hath newly learn'd to speal and go,
Lovas childish plays, is soon provok'd and pleas'd,
And changes every hour his vrovering mind.
A youth, that first casts off his tutor's yoke,
Loves horses, hounds, and sports and exercise,
Prone to all vice, impatient of reproof,
Proud, careless, fond, inconstant l profuse.
Gain and ambition rule our riper years,
And makes us slaves to interest and power.
Old men are only walking hospitals,
Vlhere all defects and all diseases crowd
With restless pain and more tormenting fear,
Lazy, morose, full of delays and hopes~
Opress'd with riches which they dare not use;
Ill-naturtd censors of the present age,
And fond of all the follies of the past.
Thus all the treasures of our flowing yee.rs,
oUr ebb or life for ever takas away.
Boys must not have th' am~itious cares of men,
Nor men the wenk anxieties of age.

2
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for the purpose of rhetorical exposition.

That the division was

rhetorical and not aesthetic can be seen in the faot that Aristotle did
not allude to this section of the Rhetoric when he was discussing oharaoter.

Hmvever, he does

fj

nude to the Rhetoric later in the Poetics and

when he is discussing thr) thouf,hts expressed by the charaoters in the
drama,5 0 but there he is discussing the modes of persuasion. 51

Of the

oonsequences of regarding the divisions of the characters made in the
Rhetoric as aesthetic qualities, J. A. Spingarn says:
The result of the attempt to transpose them to the domain of poetry
led to a hardening and crystallization of character in the neo-c1assical drama. But the aesthetic misconception implied by such an
attempt is only too obvious. In such a system poetry is held accountable, not to the ideal truth of human life, but to certain arbitrary,
or at best empirioal formulae of rhetorical theory.5 2
Here again the law of probability is put into operation.

.

Aris-

totle has defined the qualities which one usually finds in young men, old
men, rich men, poor men: Horace adopted the divisions and the qualities;
the neo-classical critics stood prepared to enforce probability in character creation by using them as examples of human conduct which the
dramatist could not neglect without being in extreme "danger of violating
probability.

The result is that when the young man is presented he is

presented as being passionate, changeable, violent, hot-tempered, loving

50 Chapter XIX.

51 Rhetoric, Book II, Chapter II.
1899, 86.

3

52 A nistory of Literary Criticism in the Renaissance, New York,
---

f~------------------------------------,

z
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honor and victory, careless

concernin~

money, trusting, sanguine, filled

with expectations, easily chented, courageous, shy, having exalted notions,
and the like.

The old man is presented as hesitating, cynical, neither

loving nor hating warmly, small-minded, not generous, cowardly, shameless,
lacking confidence, loquacious, angry in a feeble way, a slave to gain,
and so on.

The general truth of these observations cannot be denied.

These are typical human trnits, nnd using them as the norms of imitation
gives the playwright type characters.
Striving always for probability and putting aside all singular
qualities, neo-olassioal oritics insisted on the complete generality of
the character.

Charles Gildon writing in 1710 presents the acoepted

-,

view53 when he says:

Thus Homer in the action of Achilles intends not the Desoription of
that one l.ndividual :':an, but; to show what Violence and Anger wou'd
make all Men of that Character say or do; as therefore Achilles is
a general and Allegorical Person do ought all Heroes of Tragedy to
be, where they should speak and act necessarily or probably as all
men so qualifY'd and' in those Circumstances wou'd do, differing
from History in this that the Drama consults not the truth of what
any particular person did say or do, but only in the general Nature
of such Qualities to produoe such words and Actionse 54
The result of follovdnc; this theory in character oonstruction
is at once evident.

The poet beGins his development of the character of

the dramatic personage with an undetennined character before him and then

53 Andr:Dacier makes the same comment on Achilles in La P~tique
d'Aristote, 133.

54 "Ali Essay on the Art, Rise, and Progress of the Stage," in
Charles Gildon, The Works of Ur. William Shakespear, VII, xli-xlii.

"
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adds

trai~s

to it in acoordance with the demands of the plot.

When the

demands of the plot have been met, the character is finished, and no doubt
funotions effectively in the world created by the poet.
the world outside the croation is another question.

Its trueness to

During the eighteenth

century the critics who (malyzed Shakespeare's characters claimed for
them--and proved Shakespoare's

~enius

in doing it--a trueness to the actual

world.
In their search for generality the critics discovered other

souroes of human charactor unmontioned by Aristotle.

Jules de la Mesnar-

di~re. the publication of whose Poetique in 1639 closed the struggle for

regularity in the drama in French and fixed classical doctrine,55 listed
six sources of character traits: age, passion, present fortune, condition
of life, nationality, and sex. 56

It was his treatment of character which

established the notions of character decorum for which the French drama
became famous,57 and which served as a model for later French and English
critics.
The doctrine of charactor decorum cames as.a corollary to the
doctrine of the type character.
of Aristotle was
his traits.

55

t~at

As we have seen, the first

requir~ent

the character be "good" or well distinguished in

The critic asked only that the traits which were given to the

Rene Bray, La Fonnation, 103.

56 Helen Reese Reese, La Mesna.rdi~re' s POE3tique (1639): Sources
and Dramatic Theories, Baltimore~937, 107.
57

2

Ibid., 221.
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oharacter::.F, received high praise for their "r,oodness.,,58

Hence it can be

seen that the critics who praised Shakespeare's characters for this reason
did not necessarily reaH ze that they were more true to life than the
"good" charaoters of

oth~r

drbl£l:: tists who drew their characters according

to a standard type.
In elucidating the second requirement, that the traits attributed

to the personages be agreeable, the critics looked to the Rhetoric and to
the passages in the Ars Poetica which Horace had borrowed from Aristotle
for

ex~ples

tunes.

of what traits were agreeable to men of various ages and for-

And what Aristotle and Horace lacked, Mesne.rdi~e and his followers

stood ready to supply.

The first requirement, that the characters be

"good," was thus completely fulfilled by observine; the second requirement,
that the character have the

pro~er

selected did not agree

tho -units of the type character as it was

accepted in the

II

~:ith

traits.

If the traits which the poet

Conunon ,Opinion ll of critics J the poet was guilty of a

breach of decorum.

Of this very important requirement Mesmardi~re said:

Par la propri:t: des moeurs, le yo~te doit cons~d:rer qu'il ne faut
jrumais introduire sans necessite absolue, ni une fille vaillante,
ni una femme savante, ni un valet judicieux • • • • Mettre au theatre
ces trois esp)cEls (Ie personnes avec ces nobles conditions, c'est
choquer directemon:. la VTctisemblance ordine.ire. 59
Of the six :)Qi,rces of charncter traits, the condition of life
of the personage, or in other words, the renk and position in society

58 Works of John Dennis, II, 425.
59 La Po~tique, as quoted in Bray, La Formation, 221. Page
references to La Po~tique do not appear frequently in Bray's book.
t
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which

eac~character pos~essod,

was very important in determining the

probable charaoter traits which should be assigned to him. 60 Also of importance was his tree.tment of nationa1ity.6l

Here too the poet was to

-

60 A king should be so brave as to fear no danger and find
nothing impossible to the strength of the lawful use of his arms, so cautious as never to find roason either to retract his judgments or to condamn their outcome, so liberal a3 to sh~{ his subjects that he is the
dispenser and not the public thief of the wealth of his state, so good as
to live with his citizens just as he would live with his king if their
positions were reversed. Finally a king in tragedy should possess the
perfections which are ordinarily found in several princes because the
poems must imitate the actions of eminent persons and even of the most
perfect.
.
As for the tyrrmt, if he is bre.ve, he must be cruel; if prudent,
decei tful; if mild, tree.~horous; if Ii borG.l with one person, avaricious
with several. He should distrust everyone, banish from his court men of
high virtue inasmuch as 11 sincle encounter with them seems to reproach
him for his crimes, hate honest literary men because he should consider
them the just censors of his wicked actions and the executioners of his
fame, and flee the sight of all men, being the object of their enmity amd
aversion. If he possess D.ny virtue it must be tainted with vice. He
should possess nothing which can reasonably make him worthy of the throne
from which he dispenses the miseries which afflict so many people.
Queens should be chaste, modest, peaceful, and noble.
Governors of ohlpiros should possess these qualities: extreme
vigilance, stability, bo 1clnoss, skill, moderation" extraordinary prudence"
exact fidelity, perfect ncr.;lecl.:o of political science, in short, a useful
blending of probity and int8lli[r,enee.
The chancellor will be learned, serious, gentle, judicious,
a,ccessible, steady, affD.ole, but incorruptible; the pontiff, erudite,
eloquent, ceremonious, reserved, modest, religious, patient, and venerable;
the courtesan, civil, shrewd, careful, agreeable, correct, officious,
wheedling; the captain, brave, bold, watchful, ambitious, enamored of his
profession, frank, prudent, and hard working. Cf. Reese, La Mesnardi~re,
108-1~.

61 The nations are characterized as foll~/s: The French, bold,
courteous, indiscreet, [onerous, shrewd, inconsiderate, ~petuous, inconstant, prodigal, little laborious, polite, fickle in love, impatient and
foolhardy; the Spanish, presumptuous, uncivil to strangers, learned in
politics, tyrannical, ava.ricious, constant, fit of every fatigue, indifferent to every climate, ambitious, contemptuous, excessively serious,
blindly impassioned for ~~eir nation's glory, ridiculous in love, and

strive

<r,

~fter

the probablo--uctuully after tho average--in presenting per-

sonag es of various nationulities in his dramas.

,

So Mesnardiere presents

the traits he considers proper to the various nationalities.

He does oon-

cede that if it is absolutely necessary for the story a charaoter need
not display nations.l trs.its.

Thus, although as a rule Spaniards are proud,

the poet can introduce c. Jpunioe.rd of "une parfai te modestie," for, as he
continues, "rnalgr: les habitudes qui r~Gnent en chaque pays, i1 se trouve
des Espagnols parfaitament honnetes gens, curtois, civi1s, et mod;r~s. • •
•n

But aside fram this concession, the poet must of necessity
donne ces inclinations ~ ceux ~ qui elles sont dues, at qu'il na
fasse jamais un guerrier d'un Asiatique, un fid~le d'un Africain,
un impie d'un Persien, un v:ritable d'un Grec, un genereux d'un
Thracien, un subtil d'un Allemand, un modeste d'un Espagnol, ni un
incivil d'un Fran1ais. 62
One hears echoes of this initial work of this "grandmaitre des

bienseances" 63 for more than a hundred years. t4

Thomas Rymer knew his

furious in hatred; the En;-:lish, unfaithful, lazy, valiant, cruel, amateurs
of cleanlinoss, enemies of strf'TI["ers, heu€::hty; the ~talians, idle, impious,
seditious, suspicious, doceitful, homo-loving, subtle, courteous, vindictive, amateurs of politenoss, und impassion0d for gain; the Germans, sin'cere, unpolished, faithful, modest, banqueters, affable, brave, ensmored
of liberty; the Persians, relicious, ambitious, rich, clever, gentle, warlike, and defiant; the Greeks, vain, false, proud, shrewd, erudite, and
reasonable; the Egyptians, lazy, timid, voluptuous, and devoted to magic;
the Moors, foolish, desperate, little thoughtful of life, stubborn, and
faithless; the Thracians, cruel, wretched, barbarous, and vagrant. Cf.
Reese, La Mesnardiere, 110.

62

La Poetiquo as quoted in Bray, La Formation, 22~.

63 Ibid.,

C4

London,

220.

Cf. WilliaLl Cooke, The Elements of Dramatic Criticism,

1775, 50-51.
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_ork at fi;st hand,65

and the works of the later French formalist ~ritios

whO rephrased his theorios were well known in England.

John Dryden re-

peats the dootrine of th'l six sources of cha.raoter traits in "The Grounds
of Criticism in Tragedy."th c.nd in his Reflections, Rene Bray sums up
Aristotle, Horace, and },Iosnardiere on the slibject of character decorum:
Finally the manners must be proportioned to the Age, to the Sex, to
the Quality, to the Employm~nt, and to the Fortune-of the Persons:
and it ~s particularly in the second book of Aristotle's Rhetoric,
and in Horace's book of Poetry, that this Secret may be learned;
whatever agrees not with nis principles is false; Nothing tolerable
can be performed i~. Poetry without this knowledge, and with it all
becomes admirable. 7
In this passage the rigidity and artificiality of the system of neo-olas-

sical oharacter decorum appear in their most doctrinaire and unyielding
form.
Other perils remained after the poet had sucoessfully created

A crisis arose whenever

characters which were sharply distinguished.

there was a conflict bet,yeen Aristotle's second and third requirements,
agreeableness and likeness.

Suppose the character which the poet chose

to portray had possessed in life a trait which ill befitted his station.
This "nioe" problem intriGued Le Bos su, 68 Dacier. $

Dryden, 70Rymer. 71

65

George B. ;)utton. "French Aristotelian Formalists and Thomas
Rymer," P11LA, CambridGe, EUGs., XXIX, June 1914, .1$.

6h

Ker, Essuys_ of John Dryden,

I~

214.

67 Works of MonGieur Rapin, II, 161 ..
68

181.

Treatise of the Epick Poem, translated by W.J., London, 1$5,

$
~ Po:tique d'Aristote, 238.
70 rer I Es says '01'" J OM Dryden I I,
71 This was one-o~er's

assions.
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~ildon, 73 and fim'clly William Cooke. 74

Dennis, 72

Mauritius, the Greek emperor, was a prince far surpassing Valentinian,
for he was endued with many kingly virtues; he ,vas religious, merciful, and valliant, but withal he was noted of extreme covetousness.
a vice whioh is oontrary to the charaoter of a hero or a prinoe,
therefore • • • that emperor was no fit person to be represented in a
tragedy, unless his cood qualities were only to be shown and his
covetousness (which sullied them all) were slurred over by the artifice of the poet. 75
ThiS was Dryden's solution to the problem which was fully in accord with
the orthodox view.
The traits which supposedly spring fram the condition of life
of the oharaoter undoubtedly are the traits which ooncern the critios most
frequently_

Dacier had the traits which sprinE from the condition of life

in mind when he found fault with the title character of Ephigenia at Aulis.
Not only is she "unoqual" us Ar istotlo had pointed out in Chapter XV of
the Poetics, but the basis of this inequality lies in her initial lack of
traits agreeable to her position.

He complains that

elle pousse ses prieres jusqu'a la bassesse & a la lachete, & fait
para~tre pour la vie un amour indigne d'une princesse bien nee ••

• •7

Tragedies of the Last Ago and A Short View are full of critioisms of
(framatistswno cormni'Etecrthis I'"auIt.
12

Hooker, Itforks of John DenniS, I, 73.

73 IIRemarks on the Plays of Shakespearel1 in Charles Gildon's
Works of Mr. William Shakespear, VII, 1.

---

--'---

74 The Elements, 50-51.
75 Ker, Essays of ,John Dryden,

-------

76

La Po(tique d'Aristote,

243.

219.

f

Z'{

'ijp.der a theory )f this kind the persona,-e of the drama acts
acoording to his official capacity, and his e.ctions must follow the prescribed traits of the critics.

The king must at all times act in a regal

manner, the soldier in a military manner, and so on.

D'aubignao said of

the proper method of presenting a king:
When a King speaks upon the Stage, he must speak like a King, and
that is the Circumstance of his Dignity, against whioh nothing ought
to be done with Decency; except there be som~ reason to dispense
with this last, as ·that he were in disguise. f1
And Thomas Rymer complainod that in Fletcher's
did not act like a king () ,t like a lover.
plorable si t'.lation becs.'_,: -)

-"9 are 'to

pres~.=.e

-:'~"'.e

S;dl

~

King and No King Arbaces

In Rymer's mind this is a de-

a char8.cte::-ization does not take into

brea."':est 7ert;.;.es, r.::'e:-e we find

-t:~9 ~~!les..r:

of

rewards; and though it is not necessary that all Heroes, should be
Kings, yet undoubtedly all crown'd heads by Poetical right are Heroes.
This character is a flcw{er, a preprogative so certa~n, so inseparably
annex'd to the Crown, as by no Poet, no Parliament of Poets, ever to
be invaded .18

-_.-

This conclusion is not slrprising.
his French
~hat

master~

Rymer continues in the same vein as

...

Mesnardiere, who had been driven to the conclusion

in order to not shock deoorum a dramatist should be aoquainted with

court etiquette.19

Rymer manifests the same care for propriety when he

examines the question "Who and who may kill one another with decenoy" in

11 The libole Art of the Stage, II, 16.
78 The Tragedies of the Last Age,

--------

61~

19 Dutton, "French Aristotelian Formalists and Thomas Rymer,'1
PMLA, XXIV, 162.

~
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the drama ",80

It should not be thought that only the rigorists among the
critics held this view of typo characters and character decorum.
Dryden on occasion could propound the same doctrine.

John

He found that the

king in the Maid's Tragody
should not be shown in so vicious a character. Sophocles has been
more judicious in his Antig~ne, for, though he represents in Creon
a bloddy prince, but a usurper, and Antigone herself is the heroine
of the tragedy • • • • 81
The danger of this system of character presentation is obvious.
Crude and mechanical portraits can easily be achieved by following the
rules.

It appears easy to construct characters and put them into action

when the critics provide [,11 tho answers.

Rapin's directions to the poet

oontain this note of da;'::,<3rous simplicity.
The Painter draws Faces by their Features; but the Poet represents
the Minds of Men b"y---C"fi0ir Idanners; and the most general Rule for
Painting the Manners is to exhib~t every Person in his proper Character: A Slave, ~tn base Thoughts and servile Inclinations; A
Prince, with a liberal Heart, and Air of Majesty: A Soldier, Fierg~1
Insolent, Surly, Inconstant: An ~~, Covetous, V(ary, Jealous.
The particular is avoided by the poet; the general trait is
~ought.

Thus Joseph Addison preises Homer because his princes differ, as

he says, among themselves as much by their manners as by their dominions.
But Addison is not saying that the poet is seeking individual traits in

80
81

Tragedies of the Last Age, 117-120.
-------,
Ker, Essays of ~ Dryden, I, 217.

-The

82 Works of Monsieur Rapin, II, 159.
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creating ~s characters rather then r;enera1 traits.

This becomes clear

when he praises the differences in the various personages and then goes
on to say that even those personages whose oharaoters seem to be based
on courage alone differ from eaoh other as to the partiou1ar variety of
oourage eaoh one possesses.

But at the bottom of eaoh oharaoter lies

the general type. 83
If the oharactor nets contrarily to one of his probably traits,
decorum is violated

becn~lsc

the poet has shocked the reader.

In the last

analysis, any violation of the probable is a shock to the reader, and
hence a violation of decorum.

In this sense decorum "is the most Uni-

versal of all the Rules.,,84 Rene Bray in his study of neo-c1assioal doctrine finds that in this sense all critios of the period have this all
embracing sense of decorum in regard to the aotion itself, the oreation
of the characters, the sentiments expressed in the drama, and the reaction of the whole worl- on tho 8udience.85
In summing up the reqniremonts of characterization whioh were
made by these neo-o1assica1 critics, we have seen that all the rules were
made with one thought in mind.

The poet must follow the probable in his

oharacterization, just as he had to follow the probable in the selection
of his action.

83

The flaw in this theory of character was the same flaw

Spectator, No.

273, January

84 Works of Monsieur B.apin,
85

Bray, La Formation, 216.
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which we h$ve seen in their theory of the action: they conceived the
probable as the average, as the everyday event and character.
Having considered probability in regard to the de.manda which
the critics made in order to preserve it in the selection of the action
and in the creation of characters, this study now takes up the demands
which the critics made in order to preserve probability in regard to the
representation of the ac·cion on the stace.

Here we come to a discussion

of the unities of time, place, and action which occupied the efforts of
many oritios during the neo-classical period.

Its importance in a study

devoted to charaoter oritioism is not great in itself; however, in the
minds of many eighteenth century oritics the unities had an important
place.

Shakespeare's plays, according to these men, were "faulty" in

this partioular..

The studies of the Shakespeare's charaoters however

directed the attention of the readers to "boauties" which they had been
unaware of, and these beauties made the" faults" of violations of the
unities seem to be negligible.
The unity of action is aotually the only one of the three
unities which Aristotle spoke of in the Poetios.

To him it was undoubted-

ly one of the most important requirements in the dramatic for.m.

It is

explicit in his definition of tragedy.
A tragedy is an o.c;;ion that is serious and also, as having magnitude oomplete in i:;self • • • • 86

86 Chapter VI.
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!ristot1eJnsists upon this neoessity for the unity of the action throughout the Poetics and devotes Chapter VIII in particular to explaining what
be means by one action.

In establishing the unity of time as a necessity in the drama,
oritios noted Aristotle's observation that no time limit was observable
in the epic but "Tragedy endeavours to keep as far as possible within a

single circuit of the sun, or something near that.,,87

The Italian critics

of the Renaissance and their Frenoh neo-o1assioa1 followers took this observation as a law and proclaimed its binding force. 88
The critics dovoted much attention to the unities of action

In a discussion of the first of these, tragi-comedy was con-

and time.

demned; for in it the author joined a comic sub-plot to the tragic main
plot and presented two stories instead of one.

And plays on historical

events came in for a similar conde.mnation on the grounds that they violated
the unity of action.

Thomas Rymer scolded Ben Johnson for selecting

Catiline as a SUbject.
Plutarch, be as well

lI~:iCht

Ac~,ed,

not the

~

of the Apostles, or a Life in

and as properly called a Tragedy. as any His-

~ory of a Conspiracy?1l89 was his question.

And Ch.a.rles Gildon said that

when the unities of time and action were violated
I see no Reason why they may not as well, and with as good Reason
stretch the Time to 5000 years, and the Actions to all the Nation's

v.

87

Chapter

88

Reese, La:csnerdiera, 81-82, n. 63 ..
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and People of the Universe and as there has been a Puppet Show of
the Creation of the World, so there may be a Play call'd the History
of the World. 90
The unity of place is nowhere mentioned in the Poetics.

The

impetus which was behind its for.mulation91 and behind the demand for the
unity of time lies in the insistence on maintaining probability as it was
understood in seventeenth

centur~

France.

As Irving B.bbitt points out,

the neo-classical critic demanded in the drama strict logic or even
literal deception instead of the illusion of a higher reality.92
The hardheadedness of this position can be seen in D'aubignac's
presentation of it.

His" ordinary Principle" is that the stage is but a

representation of things, and that we are "to imagine that the things
themselves are there of which the Images are before us."

Having grasped

this "ordinary Principle," we must admit the necessity of preserving the
unity of place during the entire representation.

If the place is changed,

the logic of the whole \opresentation is destroyed.
This Truth, well UYLdorstood, Ill.Ckes us to know that the place cannot
change in the rost of the Pla.y, since it ca.nnot change in the representation, for one and tho sarne Image remain~ng in the s~e state,
cannot represent tv:o different thinGs; now it is highly improbable,
that the same space, and the same floor, which receive no change
at all, should represent ~10 different places; as for Example France

90

c~

Gildon, Shakespea.r, VII, 3578

91 AccordinGc ~:rcy, the unity of place unrolled itself slowly
from the unity of t.imo -:,' t-.lw affect of the principle of .probabili ty.
Thus in 1550 Scalie;er htd S 3t tho limit of place to the distance one
could travel by the most. ral:.id mo&ns of tr8nsportation during the time of
the representation. Cf. Brny, La }'ormation, 228 ..
I

92

Rousseau end Honumticism, 22 ..
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•

and Dlnmark; or within Paris itself, the Tueilleries and the Exchange
••• ,.•93
The logic of the argument is irrefutable.
one must agree with the conclusion.

Granting the premise,

No challenge to the premise was

heard in France, and few chs.llenges wore heard in England during the Restoration period.
were heard wi th

As the eighteenth century passed, however, challenges
incre~tsing

frequency; and finally during the last half of

the century the claim of the unities was disallovred.
Although the theory of d'Aubignac presented no exceptions to
its logic, the application of the theory of the unities was never rigidly
enforced in England.

The theory was propounded none the less in the

translated version of Boileau's L'Art poetique. 94 And Rapin said sternly,
"For unless there be the Unity of Place, of Time, and of the Action in

-

great Poems, there can be no Verisimility.,,95

But even Thomas Rymer did

not demand this regularity with the some force that he demanded probability
in the plot and decorum 'in the characters.

Of the violation of the unity

of place in Othello he said with rather bad grace:
Well absurdities of this kind break no Bones.
They may make Fools of us; but do not hurt our Morals .96
John Dryden had a better reason for suggesting moderation in enforcing

93

The 1;Thole ;, rt of the Theatre, II» 99.

94

Cook, Tho_ ~Tt _oE T..0etr~, 187.

95 iV"orks of Jf,onsieur napin, II, 146.
96

Thomas Rymer, A Short View

~

Tragedy, London, 1693. 106.

these rulsos.

Writing late in his life in the "Dedication of the Aeneis"

(1$7), he said that he was of Corneille's opinion that a too rigid observance of the unity of time might hamper the poet in that "the time
•
allotted by tho l(ncients was too short to raise and finish a great action!
and better a mechanic rule were stretched, or broken, than a great beauty
were omitted."97
The account contained in the foregoing pages has outlined the
theory upon which were based the particular rules for preserving probability in selecting the plot, for guaranteeing the observation of character decorum, and for preserving the unities of time, place, and action.
Using them the judioial critios made their ex~ens of particular literary
works.

Appeals to nature rather than to the rules were heard during the

Restoration and grew louder during the following century, but during the
Restoration and first part of the eighteenth century critics were able to
defend the rules as Dryden did by quoting Rapin in their defense.
If the rules be well considered, we shall find them to be made only
to reduce Nature into method, to trace her step by step, and not
suffer the least mark of her to escape us: 'tis only by these, tha~
probability in fiction is maintained, which is the soul of poetry. 8
Charles Gildon voiced the common sentiment of judioial oritics when he
said that appeals from the rules to nature could not be allowed because

97

Ker, Essays of John Dryden, II, 157-158.

98

Ibid., I, 228.
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the mea.n~ of the word is so wide that "it leaves it to the Fancy and
Capaci ty of everyone, to decide what is according to Uature and what is

no t .n99
This distrust of the uninstructed

jud~ent

of the average man

]Illl.de the neo-classical critic ready and anxious to rely on the rules in
order to be sure that his .judgments were wholly sound.

d'Aubignac pointed

out that a man relies on the rules of other arts when he judges them and
that is equally natural for him to rely on rules when he judges the dramatic art. lOO

Gildon is mere specific in his distrust of the reason un-

aided by the rules.

He affirms that the rules of art

sh~1

us what nature

is and how to distinguish lIits Lineaments from the unruly and preposterous
Sallies and Flights of an uninstructed Fancy."IOI
guide a critic could be sure of himself.

Ylith the rules as a

So sure was d'Aubienac of this

fact that he could boast to' his readers:
I dare boldly say, that whoever shall read this Treatise, shall
condemn many things' which they formerly thought very Rational. 102
The reader of his treatise cannot, as a matter of fact, deny this statemente

Using the examen method, the judicial critic first examined the work

on the basis of plot to see in how far its author had followed the rules

0/)

C ..

Gildon, ;:;r.akespear, VII» ix.

100

The W'nole Art, II II 80.

101
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in this
w~t

re~ard,

next ho took up tho characters and their aotions, then

they said, or the sontiments as they were oalled, and finally the

diction of the whole poem.

Those parts of the poem which followed the

rules were its "be;uties"; those which violated the rules were its "faults"
or "blemishes".

The result of the exe.men is most frequently disappointing

to the modern reader.

The critics has

~de

ticulars of the various Darts of the drama.
a certain unity.

many judgments on the parBut the whole critique lacks

In the process of analyzing the parts in a minute fashion

the critic frequently lost sieht of the impression whioh the whole work
had made upon him.

One gets this sense of the fragmentary nature of the

8xamen from Thomas Rymer's explanation of the process.

In his Essay Con-

cerning Cri tical ~ Curious Learning (1698) he says that "when he [the
judioial critio] makes his Judgment of a Book; he takes it in pieces and
considers the whole Structure and Oeconomy of it.,,103

Unfortunately, few

critics put the pieoes back together and finally judged the whole work.
In theory neo-classical critics agreed that there were those

poets who could deviate from the rules,
And snatch a cruce beyond the reach of art104
and thus reach the reader's heart, the aim of the poet.
critics had only their

OVnl

But in practice

jUdgments to follow in deciding whether or not

the poetic license had been justified.

The poet had to be very certain

103 As quoted in A. C. Baugh, ed.,

~

Literary History of England,

New York, 1948', 720.

104 A. Pope, An Essay on Criticism, I, 153.
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thllt the sri tic would

SO)

his

reD

son for deviating from the rule beoause

The Critic else proeoeds wi. thout remorse,
10,
Seizes your fame, fl.nd puts his laws in force.

ThiS proceeding without remorse as the critic put his laws in force is
oertainly one of the most unattractive features of judicial criticis.m.
The safer method of proceeding was to follow the rulos and not
to rely on one's own judGment.

Gildon's belief in the efficacy of the

rules in forming one's judr:;ment led him to promise his readers to
lay down such Rules of Art, that the Reader of Shakespeare may be
able to distinguish his Errors from his Perfections n~r too much
and too unjustly confounded by the foolish Biggotry of his Blind
and Partial Adorers e l06
Even John Hughes, the eighteenth century editor of the Faerie
Queene, who was no great protagonist of the rules because he knew that
they ",'"Ore not a substitute for [':eni us, did admit,

Notwithstanding this, they are useful to help our observation in
distinguishing the Beauties s.nd Blemishes in such works as have
already been produ~ed.l07
And still later in the century Hugh Blair admitted in his lecture on
Ii terary criticism that some works which contain" gross transgressions

of the laws of Criticism" acquire a general and even a lasting admiration.
But these works have gained their reputations in spite of such transgressions because

106

G. Gildon, Shakespear, VII, ii-iii ..

107 "On Allegorical Poetry," in Durham, Critical Essays, 99 •
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They4ll'poSsess other boautics which are conformable to just rules;
and the force of those beautios has boen so great as to overpower
all censure and Give to the public a degree of satisfaction superior
lOB
to the disgust arisin~~ from their blemishes.
Neither Hughes nor Blair was in sympathy with rigid judicial criticism,
but both take a position which implies that a rationale underlying all
beauties exists which is capable of formulation.
In concludinp; this suMTey of neo-classical critical theory,
the author will point on\.; tho h,o attitudes towards criticism in general
and the rules in particlllnr which, accordine; to Professor Sherburn, 109
represent the me. in points of view.

John Dryden attempted to reconcile

the successes of the unrestrained Elizabethan literature with the classical reasonableness of Aristotle and Horace.

110

In the Essay of Dra-

matic Poesy, Neander (who represents Dryden) argues that an observance
of dramatic rules in a roesonai)lo vray in reconcilable with the greater
freedom of the

Eli~abethan

dramatists whose great genius he recognized.

lll

In his "Grounds of Critlcism in Tragedy" he presents the question of how

.

far Shakespeare and Fletcher should be imitated, and to anmver this
question presents a short summary of Aristotle's principles, making

108 Lectures on l?hetoric E'u'1d Belles Lettres, London, 1790,
Fourth Edition, Three VOlumes, I,' ?D=?I. The first edition appeared in
1783, but previously the lectures had been "read in the University of
Edinburgh, for Twenty-four years."--Preface ..
109

Baugh, ed., A Literary History, 716-721.

110

Herrick, The Poetics of Aristotle, 72.
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frequent ~ntion of the French neo-classical critics
lish the grounds of criticis.m.

l12

in order to estab-

He finds the EnElish dramatists faulty in

the "mechanic beauties" of the unities but praises them for excelling the
French dramatists in character delineetion. 113
In particular .iud[7llonts Dryden shows a concern for the result

rather than the theory.

The authority of Aristotle meant little to him.

In his copy of Thomas Rymer's Tragedies of the Last Age (1678), he noted

an objection to Rymer's appeal to the Poetics.
'Tis not enouEh that Aristotle has said so, for Aristotle
drew his models of +;ragedy from 0ophocles and Euripideil.4
and, if he had seen ours, might have changed his mind.
And in the Dedication to Lov~ .:r::.~~'p'h~~ (1694) he repeated the same idea.
Had it been possible for Aristotle ~o ha~e.see~ the Cinna, I am confident that he would have altered his op~~on.115
His own practice was at times at variance with the rules.

In All for Love

(1678) he presented a scene in which Octavia and Cleopatra meet and ex-

112 Dryden spec ;:s of his [",lides in criticism as "Aristotle with
his interpreters I and Horace, end Lonr;inus • • • the authors to whom I
eme my lights. • • ." I'Jid., I. 207. \"j'ho the interpreters are appears in
r.eferences to " • • • B0:3Su, the best of modern critics • • • • " Ibid., I,
211, and "Rapin, a judicious critic • • • • n Ibid., I, 210. Of 1i.iiUre
Dacier he said, "Jilossu has not given more exact rules for the Epick nor
Dncier for Tragedy, in his late excellent translation of Aristotle, and
his notes upon himg than our Fresnoy has made for painting." Ibid., II,
136.
113

Ibid., I, 218.

114 George Birkbeck Hill, ed., Lives of the English Poets, Oxford,
1905, I, 474.
- -115 George Saintsbury, ed., The IYorks of
1893, VIII, 374.

~

Dryden, London,

che.Ilg e wor.,sls.

In his Prof'Rce to tho printed play Dryden admits that

strict observance of docDrmn ,'lould object to the meeting of the bro rivals
and much more to the spirited exchange of words which took place in his
play.

Yet he says of the scene:
'tis not unlikely that two exasperated rivals should use suoh satire
as I have put into their mouths; for, after all, th~~~h one were a
Roman, and the other a queen, they were both women.

He oonoluded that the POf)t he,s only to observe the bounds of modesty; 8.'1.y
further consideration is tlnieety Dnd affecta.tion."
eritical position of Dryden is difficult to summarize be-

T~e

cause of the variety of his opinions.

But, as Professor George Sherburn

points out, he is usually constant in his appreciation of naturalness,
"refined" wit, structural neatness and those rules vmich conduce to it,
variety and opposition to ":rhatever hampers it, of "bold" strokes and
"masculine tl fancy.117

Professors 3aintsbury1l8 and A. W. Yiard l19 concur

in their opinion of Dryden's consistent attempt to judge a literary work
an the grounds

of~the

impression it made upon him rather than on its

oonformity to a rigidly enforoed critical system.

The restraint of Dry-

qen in applying the rubs to literature and his unwillingness to judge
the place a literary ,'lork should occupy in the scale of perfection by the

116 Ker, Essays of John Dryden, I, 192-193.

-- ---...;...

117 A. C. Baugh, A Literary History, 717.
---...;;...

118 A History of Critioism, II, 373, 391.
119

Cambridge History of

En~lish

Literature, VIII,

24.
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number of rMles which it observed or violated were not shared by Thomas
Rymer, who has been oalled by Professor Sherburn "the standard bearer of
uniJ'na.ginative neo-classical rationalisme,,120

That his influence was no"\;

limited to his own life time is testified to by D. Nicol Smith, who is
12l
able to traoe his influence on to the time of Samuel Johnson.
Rymer shared with d'Aubignac and Gildon that distrust for his

own judgment unaided by the rules wh5ch has been mentioned previously.
His respect for Aristotlo B.nd his confidence in the accuraoy and completenesS of the Poetics also stand in marked contrast to Dryden's more casual
acoeptance of the rules ;Jecause they were "made only to reduce Nature into
method • • • •"

Rymer had a reverence for the rules.

Aristotle was the first that drew these Rules up into Compass, and
made Criticism an Art; and the Philosopher took such care to form
his Precepts upon tlto Practice of the best Writers, and to reduce
them withal to tho :'Gverest Tost of Nature and Reason, r~t he
scarcely left anythi.n:; for ,,'uccoeding Ages to do.
2
8

•

•

There is no doubt in Rynnr's mind that he is being reasonable when he
applies the rules to literary works.

But as George B. Dutton has pointed

out, Rymer holds that the demands of reason are formulated in the rules
a~d he does not exercise his reason independently of them in examining
123
the literary work. He applies the rules and observes the outcome.

120 A. C. Baugh, A Literary History, 719.
121

D. No Smith, Eighteenth Century Essays on Shakespeare, xiv.

122

As quoted in A. C. Baugh, A Litera~y History, 720.

123

"French Aristotelian Formalists and Thomas Rymer, tI PMLA,

XXIV, 168.

Whe idea of probability understood in a numerical way is the
main principle in his criticism.
foll~/ing

amazed.

The relentlessness of his logic in

the probabilities of plot and character leaves the modern reader
In his Shakespearean criticism, which will be examined in the

following chapter, this trait is the one which makes the most lasting
impression on the reader who considers his critical method and findings.

His sharp insistence on the distinction

be~veen

what he terms history

on one hand and poetry cmd philosophy on the other led him to object to
any singularity which was attributod to the particular story which the
poet had selected.

This is the grounds of his objection to Fletcher's

Rollo, Duke of nonnandy:

---

'Tis possible that a Prince may abandon himself to be rul'd by same
busie creature of no co~sideration. The Annals of Normandy may
mention such Dukes. History may have known the T'Ike.. But Aristotle
cries shame. Poe-tl'Y v;ill allo,v' nothinG so unbecoming, nor dares any
poet imo.gine tha~4···:;U. Llmi,·~ty ',;ould trust his Annointed with such a
Guardian-Devil.le:
His ideas of character decorum are extremely rigid in contrast
to Dryden's freer views.

In .his examen of The Maid's Tragedy he com-

pletely disapproves of Fletcher's handling of the characters of Evadne
and the King.

Evadne is an impossible creature because tragedy cannot

represent a woman without modesty as natural and essential to her; 125
and the King is faulty in that the plot demands that he be accessory to
a falsehood.

Rymer questions "whether in Poetry a King can be an acces-

124 Tragedies of ~ Last Age,
125

Ibid., 114.

La ..
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sary to a ..prime. • •" 126

It is Dutton's conclusion that Rymer's criticism

is a sweeping applioation of the rules laid down by the French formalistio
..

cr1 t1CS.

127
It is beyond the purpose of this thesis to investigate in de-

tail hmv completely neo-classical criticism made itself predominant
during the Restoration and the eighteenth century.

Certainly there were

men of letters who did not pay a great deal of attention to the rules
during this period.

128

In the opinion of Paul Spenser Wood, the oharao-

teristio individualism of the EnGlish people, the prestige of Elizabethan
literature, and the protosts against the strict rules of the Aristotelian
formalists were factors

~'rhich

classicism in England. 129

prevented the complete triumph of neo-

As he poin'i;;s out, however I' there was no

organized opposition to neo-classioism, and since the bold independence
of Elizabethan individualism had broken down, men of letters had to
choose between some sort, of cla.ssical restraint and literary anarchy. 130
It is also worth notinz that even those persons who were unsympathetio
with the rules were for,cxl to use neo-classical terminology for laok of

126
127
XXIX, 163.

Ibid., 115.
"Frenoh Aristotelia.n Formalists and Thomas Rymer," PMLA,

128 Thomas M. Re.ysor, "The DO',mfall of the Three Unities,"
Modern' Language Notes, Baltimore, XLII, January 1927, 1-9 ..
and

129 liThe Opposition to Neo-Classicism in England Between 1660
1700," PlilLA, Naw York, March, 1928, 183-189.
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Ibid., 197.

~ore

satiafying literary terms.

It is against such a background that

the judioial critioism of Shakespeare must be viewed.

CHAPTER II

THE NEO-CLAS:.) I;LL VI;:;:.';

m·'

.j iIAKESPZARE'

S CHARACTERS

The tenets of neo-classicism which were examined in the first
chapter of this thesis operated from the very beginnings of the Restoration oriticism of Shakespeare.

John Dryden, the "father of Shakespearean

criticism,,,l began the evaluations of Shakespeare suspiciously, it is
true, in his estimate of;hal:espeare in the

~ssay

of Dramatic Poesy (1665)

.hen he said of Shakespeare:
He was the man who of all modern, and perhaps ancient poets had
the largest and most comprehensive soul. All the images of Nature
were still present to him, and he draw them not laboriously, but
luckily; when he describes any thing you more than see it, you feol
it too • • • • No man can say he ever had a fit subject for his wit,
and did not raise himself as high above the rest of the poets,
Quantum lenta solent inter viburna oupressi.
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Shakespeare was the' Homer, or father of our dramatic poets; Johnson
was the Virgil, the pattern of elaborate writing: I admire ~, but
I love Shakespeare. 2
This estimate which came from the heart, Samuel Johnson later called" an

epitome of excellence" which subsequent critics and editors had merely
paraphrased and diffusod. 3 Fourteen years later, however, when Dryden set
I D. N. Smi th,
London, 19 0 3, xiii.

2

------- Century
l~i[hteenth

Essays on Shakespeare,

Ker, Essays of John Dryden, I, 82.

3 Smith, Eighteenth Century Essays, xiv.
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about
in

maki~

h~1

a systematic criticism of Shakespeare in order to discover

far Shakespeare and Fletcher should be imitated, Aristotle and his

cOJIllllentators were his guirles in criticism.4
Although the modern reDder may wish that Dryden he.d spent less
time on an exposition of

~,he

doctrine of Aristotle, the fact remains that

we owe the first character sketch of a Shakespearean character to Dryden's
efforts to explain Aristotle's remarks on the qualities which a well constructed dramatic character should possess.

In "The Grounds of Criticism

in Tragedy' the reader sees the interesting spectacle of the dramatistcri tic using his ovm works e.s well as the works of others to demonstrate
the accepted neo-classicnl principles, oensuring end approving his own
works as well as those

or

other".

Dryden based Lis
type character.

+~heory

of characterization on the idea of the

As a prccticinc dramatist the view which Dryden holds is

far from the later RomanLic vimv which sees the dramatic characters of
Shakespeare, at least, as individuals with fully rounded personalities

4 It is inte"fJst:~n~ to not.e that 'in An Essay of Dramatic Poesy,
Dryden had not emphasize tho imrortcl1ce of regurari ty ort'he plot. He
had taken the position t;,at the moC] of his umeration rightly followed the
oarlier English dramatis·cs in an andae.vor to foll~, in their plots" • • •
the variety and greatness of cnare.cters which are derived to us from
Shakespeare and Fletcher • • • • " Cf. Kar, Essays of Jom Dryden, I, 78.
And even in the exposition of the rules in the Grounds-O:r Criticism Dryden
adopted a practical point of view on the subject of the importance of the
plot. He grants that the plot is the most necesse.ry part .of the drama
upon which the firmness of the whole fabric depends: "yet it strikes not
the eye so much as the beauties or imperfections of the manners, the
thOUghts, and the expression." Cf. Ker , I, 213. The two statements emphasize the practical ba.sis of Dryden's judgments and his high opinion of
the importance of character delineation
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Ollly parts ~f which are suen in the actual drama.

Having created charac-

ters, Dryden mavl that tho dramatist hs.d to endow his characters with the
trai ts necessary to make the plot operate.

Dryden was well aware of the

fact that endowing each charaoter with a single sharply defined traitor
two whioh are called for by the plot is not enough if the dramatist wants
to create life-like characters.

In Dryden's

theory~

each character in a play is distinguished

from the others, not by a single virtue, vice, or passion.

A well drawn

character possesses
a composition of qll8.lities which are not contrary to one another in
the same person; thus tho same :m£.n mf3.y be liberal and valiant, but
not liberal and covetous; so in a comical character, or humor (which
is an inclination to this or that particular folly), Falstaff is a
liar and a coward, a glutton~ and a buffoon, because all these
qualities agree in one man; yet it is still to be observed that one
virtue, vioe~ and pnssion ought to be shown in every man as predominant over all the rest; as covetousnoss in Crassus, love of
country in Brutus; p~d the same in the characters which are feigned. 5
The theory here stated 1::. in full aGrooment with Rene' Rapin' s observation
noted in chapter one of L;UC, thesis.

The most obvious shortcoming of this

standard of character construction is the fact that it establishes a mini-

mu;m standard whioh condemns the U!UU3.tural joining of contrary virtues,
vioes, or paSSions in the same character.

The critic is unable to use it

to distinguish the masterful portrayal of a character from the barely
suocessful portrayal by the unskillful artist.

-

5 Ibid., 215-216.

comments on the characters of Shakespeare occur in

~ryden's

his remarks on the qualities of goodness and suitability which dramatio
characters should possess.

Shakespeare, according to Dryden, is eminently

suocessful in presenting clearly the manners of his characters.

"'Tis one

of the excellencies of Shekespeare thv.t the manners of his persons are
generally apparent, and you see their bent and inclina.tions.,,6 Fletcher
does not succeed as well as Shakespeare in creating characters whose inclinations are strongly marked by their actions and discourse.

But Ben

Johnson of all poets is most highly to be praised because ". • • the
manners even of the most inconsiderable persons in his plays are everywhere
apparent. n7

It is importnnt to note that Dryden is pointing out, not that

Ben Jonson's characters

C 1'0

more life-like, but simply that their inclina-

tions are more evident.
Shakespeare was 0.1so successful in attributing sui table charaoter traits to his dramatic personaGes, and so Dryden claims that Shakespeare's characters conform to Aristotle's second require.ment.

In Dryden's

opinion, the French dramatists commonly failed to give suitable manners to
th~ir

characters.

Thus, "Racine's Bajazet is bred at Constantinople, but

his civilitios are conve;rod to him by some secret passage, from Versailles

into the Seraglio. tle

6

Shakespeare is not guilty of this fault.

Ibid., 217.

7 Ibid.

e

Ibid., 218.

Having

"",~----------------------------------------------,

......
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given to
"

.'

•

He~ry

~ives
t>

the Fourth the character of a king and father, Shakespeare

him the perfect manner of each relation, when either he

transacts with his

SOIl

or with his subjects."9

Fletcher was not as successful as Shakespeare when he came to
ascribe suitable traits to his characters in the Faithful Shepherdess (c.
1609), the lhaid's Tragedy (1611), and Valentinian (1610-14).10 After campleting his remarks on Fletcher, Dryden turns his attention again to Shakespeare of wham he says that no one except Ben Jonson" • • • ever drew so
JI18llY characters or genero lly distinguished 'em better from one another ••
,,11

• •

To prove this

as~ortion,

Dryden presents an example to show the

copiousness of Shakespeare!s invention and to point out how well the particular character observed the qualities of goodness and suitability.
It is for this purpose that Dryden presents his analysis of the
character of Caliban.

He claims that in Caliban, Shakespeare has created

a character which is outside of hmnan IlB.ture.

In fact, he has made Cali-

ben "a species of himself I begotten by an incubus in a witch • • • • " and
here Dryden pauses to remark that such a birth is not !'wholly beyond the
bO\lD.ds of credibility,
attended to the

a~,

stickler~

lO[.st tho vule;ar sti11 believe it."
of

prob~bility,

Having thus

he continues,

Whether or not his 3eneration can be defended, I leave to philosophy;
but of this I am certain, that the poet has most jUdiciously fur-

9 Ibid.
10

Ibid ..

11

Ibid •
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n1shed him with a person, a language, and a character, which will
suit~m, both by father's and mother's side: he has all the discontents and malice of a witch, and of a devil, besides a convenient
proportion of the deadly sins; gluttony, sloth, and lust, are manifest; the dejectedness of a slave is likewise given him, and the
ignorance of one bred up in a desert island. His person is monstrous,
and he is the product of unnatural lust; and his language is as hobgoblin as his person; in all things he is distinguished from other
mortals. 12
In this analysis Dryden subjects the character of Shakespeare to the dis-

cipline of the rules and proves that the portrayal meets the requirements
of goodness and suitability.
ban

The evaluation is strictly objective.

has passed the test; he has no incapacitating deficienoies.

Cali-

Unfortu-

nate1y the test does not reveal what, if any, particular traits which
appear in his character make Caliban an individual who arouses pathos and
amusement in the audience.
Dryden's achievement.

Perhaps the reader should be satisfied with

The first a.nalysis of a Shakespearean character

proved that Shakespeare Vias not guilty of any gross psychological blunder.
The later critics could then go on to prove how well Shakespeare understood human nature.
Dryden points out another excellence of Shakespeare's portrayal
of characters.

In addltion to keeping his characters distinct, Shakesf'eare

understood the nature of the passions which he depicted in the lives of
his characters.

Yet ShaLespeare is not completely faultless in depicting

the emotions of his charccters, "but they [the failing~ are not so much
in the passions themselvos as in his manner of expression. _. • •" 13

12
1

Ibid., 219-220.
Ibid. 22L.
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"poncluding his inquiry into "how far we ought to imitate our

own poets, Shakespeare and Fletcher, in their tragedies," 14 Dryden ooncludes that " • • • Shakespeare writ better betwixt man and man; Fletoher
betwixt man and woman • • • •n

Yet he admits that Shakespeare taught

Fletcher 4°w to write about love, and in creating Juliet and Desdemona,
shakespeare had created "oriGinals."

In fine, "Shakespeare had an uni-

versal mind, which comprehended all charaoters and passions.,,15
The Shakespearean criticism of Thomas Rymer is confined to A
Short View of Tragedy, which appeared in 1693, This small book has a
-manifold importance in the history of Shakespearean criticism. It oontains
the first detailed critioism of a Shakespearean play; before this examen
appeared, references to Shakespeare's plays and his art had been couched
in general terms.
tion.

Rymer subjected Othello to an almost by line examina-

The book has several other claims on the critic's attention.

The

author employs the examen method on Othello and includes in his remarks
the first discussion of Shakespeare's dramatic method by comparing the
play with its souroe. 16 Julius Caesar and Catiline are also given a hasty
an,d disapproving examination in the work, but the main section of the book
is given over to the

exe~,intl:ti on

Macaulay to convict him of being

of Othello, a critical effort which led
11

the worst critic who ever 11ved," and

,i

I

I

15

Ibid., 228.

16 Harley Grenville-Barker and G. B. Harrison, eds., A Companion to Shakespeare STudies, Cambridge, England, 1949, 305.
---

Iii

Ii
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• bl oh

pramp~ed

•

the historian of oritiois.m, George Saintsbury, to sustain
.
17
the judgment of Macaulay.
The verdiot of Maoaulay and Saintsbury, however, differs from
that of Rymer's contemporaries.

And it is the latter verdict whioh is of

importance in the history of Shakespearean criticism, for the theory on
which Rymer based his judgments on Shakespeare long held an unchallenged
place in the soience of neo-classical critioism.

From 1693 until 1765, a

cogent defense of Shakespeare's oharaoters from the strictures of Rymer

.as lacking.

In the latter year in the Prefaoe to his edition of Shake-

speare, Samuel Johnson effectively attacked the theory of charaoter decorum
.hich Rymer had championed; but it was not until the middle of the nineteenth century that Rymer's jibe that Shakespeare himself did not know
whether Aot Three of othello "oonte.ins the compass of one day, seven days,
or seven years" 18 was answered.

This critio was respected for his great

learning in literature and history,19 and he shared with Dryden the literar~
authority in England for at least bvo decades during whioh time his influenoe alternately moved Dryden to submission to and reaction from neoclassioism. 20

17

George Saintsbury, A History of Criticism, II, 397·

18

Thomas Rymor,

!: Short

View of Tragedy, London, 1693, 127.

19 George Shel'burn, "Literary Criticism of the .Restoration," in
Baugh, A Literary Histor:', 718-719.
20
I, lxiv.

Joel Spingarn, Critical Essays of the Seventeenth Century,
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Although Rymer did not produco his examen of Othello and his
remarks on Julius Caesar end Catiline until

1693,

the introductory letter

attached to the Tragedies of the Last Age (1678) had promised to examine
them along with Rol1o, A King

~nd

half the design was accomplished

no King, and the Maid's Tragedy.
in the first book.

Only

But Shakespeare and

Johnson were condemned by implication when Rymer said that the English
poets had taken
a byroad that runs directly cross to that of Nature, Manne~1' and
Philosophy, which';ain'd tho Ancients so great venerat~on.
And a later reference -Co tho folly of judging Ro110 by comparing it to
othello, a folly

accoruh~:

to E.ymer similar to comparing one crooked line

to another, convinced Dryden that a Eeneral defense of Shakespeare had
best be made before Rymer presented his bill of particulars.

22

In A Shot't View of Tragedy, Rymer returned to the unfinished
task.
Age.

The result is in I)very way sim:i.lar to
The same rigid folloy/inc of

21

_

~hc

~

Tragedies of the

~

rilles, the same insistence on a

The Tragedies of the Last Age,

-.-;:;--- -- -- - - --

3.

22 This defense of Shakespeare and Fletcher took the form of
"The Grounds of Criticism in Tragedy." It is interesting to note that
Dryden cleverly defends Shakespeare fram the expected attack by assuming
that Shakespeare ivaS a great poet who nonetheless had minor failings.
"HOI" defective Shakespeare and Fletcher ha'Te been in all their plots Mr.
Rymer has discovered in his criticisms: neither can we, who follow them,
be excused from the srune or greater errors; which are the more unpardon-.
able in us because we ·want their beauties to countervail our faults." Cf.
Ker, The Essays of John Dryden, I, 211. "In the mechanical beauties of
the pTOt', whl.ch are"""""ffie ooservation of the three Unities, Time, Place, and
action, they are both deficient; but Shakespeare most." Ibid., 212. By
minimizing the importance of the unities, Dryden did what-ne-could to detend Shakespeare from another attack. Dryden's high opinion of Shake-
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rigid interjretation of l),obubili ty, and the same hail-fellow-\vell-'lIlet
vulgarity greet the reader.

Rymer selocted Othello for his examen because

it was the English tragedy which

II

is said to bear the Bell avray.,,2 3 And

Rymer considers that he is Generous to Shakespeare in selecting Othello
because in it Shakespenre hnd put "same phantom of a Fable.,,24

The fable

haS always been accounted the soul of tragedy.

And it is the Fable '::hich is properly the Poet's part. Because the
other parts of Tra~~C3dy, to ':ri t, the Characters are taken from the
Mornl Philosopher; ".['ho TilOU:.;hts or sen3e, from them that teach Rhetorick: and the laGt part, which is the expression, we learn frOiil
the Grammarians. 25

The rigid division of the various arts which are combined in the whole
work strikes an ominous note.

The reader wonders if any work of art can

possibly survive such a cold blooded dissection.
First Rymer presents a synopsis of the plot of the play and compares it with Cinthio's novel.
of the original story arn

m[~cle

In his opinion. Shakespeare's alterations
11

always, unfortunately, for the worse .,,26

Shakespeare gives the Moor n nome IUld c aIls him "the Moor of Venice, a
note of pre-eminence, which neither History nor Heraldry can allow.,,21
Proceeding to the plot, Rymer makes a general examination of it
speare as a depictor of character has already been discussed.
23

A Short Vimr, 86.

24

Ibid.

25

Ibid.

26

Ibid., 87.

27

Ibid.

p
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before he b.gins his detailed criticism.
probability.

The plot in general violates

It is improbable that the Venetians should select a Moor for

their general;28 it is improbable that Desdemona would fall in love with
a Moor and that "all the L'ovm should reckon it a very suitable match. •

••n29

The scene in the'!cnetian senate is improbable.

The Venetians know

that the Turks are makinG plans to, capture Cyprus; yet they neglect state
affairs to listen to Brabantio.

" • • • the publio may sink or swim.

They

will sit up all night to hear a Doctors' Commons, }~trimonial Cause. • •

."30 Further, Rymer points out that there is no one scene in the play
which shmvs that a war is GoinG on.

His greatest sarcasm is saved for the

handkerchief which seals Desdemona's fate when Othello sees it in Cassio's
hands.

It is unlikely that such a trifle could be the instrument of the

great disaster whi;h fo11~{s.

He asks,

~Vhy

was not this cal1'd the Tragedy of the Handkerchief? What can
be more absurd than (as Quint~Il~an expresses ~t) in parvis litibus
has Tragoedias movere?31
--

The answer to this question vias to

oe supplied by one of the first authors

of t character sketch of Othello in the following century.

The other a1-

leged improbabilities which are mentioned above are such as never bothered
anyone less sensitive to the truth than Thomas Rymer.

28

Ibid. , 90 ..

29

Ibid., 92 ..

30

Ibid., 100.

31

Ibid., 139.

~--------------------------------------------------I
~
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~f

these faults were the only ones which Rymer could find with

the plot of the play, it is hard to imagine that even he would have conde.mned the playas vigorously as he did.
e~er,

The greatest improbability, how-

lies in the constitution of the incidents of the plot.
Nothing is more odious in Nature than an improbable lye; And, certainly, never ~s any Play fraught, like this of Othello, with improbabilities.

Rymer seized upon the improbability of the a~tion's taking place in the
duration of time which elapses from the beginning of the second act of
Othello to the end of the third act, i.e., about twenty-four hours,33 for
his main point of attack.

32

Ibid., 92.

33 The action of Acts Two and Three passes \nth almost every
moment accounted for. In Act ~vo the whole party arrives in Cyprus from
Venice in three groups. Cassio arrives on the first ship; Desdemona,
Emilia, Iago, and Roderigo arrive on the second ship; and finally Othello
arrives on another shipe Act Two ends on the niGht of their arrival after
Cassio has been removed 'fram his office. Scene One of Act Three begins
the next morning with Cassio's bringing musicians to serenade the newly
wedded couple as vms the custom. Emilia promises to brine Cassio to Desdemona. In Scene Two, which is only a f~ lines long, Othello, rago, and
the gentl~en of Cyprus go to inspect the fortifications. It is in Scene
three which is an extremely long scene that rago first arouses Othello's
suspicion of his wife and Cassio, after Desdemona has made her first plea
for Cassio and has left the stage. She returns to Othello to summon him
to dinner, drops her handkerchief which Emilia gives to rago. Othello
returns to the stage, and Iago continues tO,feed his suspicion by saying
that Cassio has Desdemona's handkerchief. As the scene ends Othello and
rago have agreed upon ~10 uoaths of Cassio and Desdemona. In Scene Four
Desdemona has just discovered the loss of her handkerchief and asks Emilia
about it. Othello asks Desdemona for the handkerchief and leaves in a
furious temper when it is apparent that she does not have it. Later in
the same scene Cassio gives the handkerohief to Bianca and promises to
visit her that evening. Act Three thus ends some time after the noon day
meal on the day after the whole group had arrived on the island.

"~
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ihe third scene of Act Three with its two

meetin~s

during which

Iag o raises othello's suspicions "is the top scene, the Scene that raises
Othello above all other Tragedies in our Theatres."34

The popularity of

this scene. however, comes merely from
The Mops and the Mows, the Grima.ce, the Grins and Gesticulation.
Such scenes as this have made all the World run after Harlequin and
Scaramuccio. 35
Othello's actions

;nd

speech during the second meeting between himself and

Iago, when rago tells him of Cassio's dream prompt Rymer to remark
By the Rapture of Othello, one might think that he raves. is not of
sound memory • • • :-l'fuTVi'e find the. t Ia·Go. who should have a better
memory. for~ing his lias (tfter the very same Model. The very night
of their Marriage at Venice, the :Moor and also Cassia, were sent
away to Cyprus. In the ~econd Act, Othello a.nd h1s Bride go the
first time to Bed; the Third Ac:COpens the next morning • • • • We
saw the opportunity v/hich wasgTven to Cassio to speak his busom to
her, once, indeed might go a great way w1th a VOnet1an. But once,
will not do the Poet's Business; the Audience must suppose a great
many bouts to make the plot operate. They must deny their senses to
reconcile it t~6cammon sense; or make it any way consistent, and
hang together.

I
I ,I
'I'
"'I'"

I

Summing up the action of Act Three, Rymer remarks that the
action begins in the morning, at noon Desdemona drops her handkerchief,
after dinner she misses it, and then follows "this outrage and horrible
clutter about it."

But the action becomes still more confusing because,

"If we believe a small Damosel in the last Scene of this Act, this day is

34 A Short Viovl, 118.
35

Ibid., 119.

36

Ibid., 123.

:1

•

I"
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I

erfec t ua 11Y seven dnys.,,37
'"

This comment of Rymer is dravTn from Bianca's

spea.king of not having soen Cassio for a week.

But, according to Rymer,

the reader should not be disturbed because the poet hnnself is oonfused

•

and does not know whether the act "contains the compass of one day, seven
days, or seven years. n38
8lIlO unt

Rymer concludes that it does not matter what

of time the act compasses because "the rewgnance and absurdity

would be the same .,,39
There can be no doubt that Rymer's observations on the duration
of Acts Two and Three are correct.

No reputable scholar denies his an-

alysis of the time element; scholarship since his day indeed has compressed
the time of the last

~vo aots of the play.40 Rymer believed that at the

begining of Aot Four Othello and Desdemona have been" a week or two

37

Ibid., 126.

38

Ibid., 127.

39 Ibid.
40 The uninterrupted action of the play is discussed by H. H.
Furness in his Nev. Vario;'lilTl adi tion of the play. "Bie.nca asks Cassio what
he meant by tha"tSarae hv.~orchiflf which he gave her even now; so that we
are- still in Sunday in t;w uftornoon, after the gener'Ol'i"S'""isTanders invited by Othello had had their dinner. Bianca repeats her invitation to
Cassio to come to supper toniGht. To supper likmvise Othello invites Lodovico, who arrives from VeUJ.ce before this Scene closes.. Before the next
Scene closes the trumpets summon to this very supper. After Bie.ncats
supper Cassio is .rounded, and after the supper to the Venetie.n Ambassadors,
Desd~ona is s.mothered,--on Sunaay ni~ht, within thirty-six hours after her
arrival in Cyprus." Cf. New Variorum Shakespeare, Philadelphia, 1886, VI,
360. See also George Lym~ttredge, ed., The Tragedy of Dthello, New
York, 1941, viii, and 59-60 of this thesis. -----
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.
,,41<It Ac t ua 1·1Y as th e ac t b
·
Bi anca re tu rns th e handk erc hi eoL~
J,1e.rrJ.ed.
eg1ns,
which Cassio had given her "even now·,,,42 and Othello and Iago plan Cassio's
~urder

as he leavos Bianca's house after the visit mentioned in Act Three.

swmuel Johnson's comment on the duration of the action is typical of com~ants

on this point:
Since their arrival at Cyprus, to which they were hurried on their
wedding-night, the fable sedis to have been in one continual progress, nor can I see any vaouity into which a year or ~IO, or even
a month or two could be put. • .Iago indeed ad~seS-O~llo to hold
him off a whil~~ but there is no-r6ason to think that he has been
held off long. 4.?

H. H. Furness points out that Shakespeare was able to convey
two opposite notions of the passage of time in a play.

By one series of

allusions we receive the impression that the action is rushing by without
pause, and by another series of allusions we are beguiled into believing
that the action extends over days and months.

The discovery of Shakespeare

oonscious use of "two clocks" in some of his dramas was made only during
the nineteenth century.~l~

Until that time Rymer's censure of the basic

improbability of the plot remained in forcee

Obviously it was improbable

that a man would become jealous and strangle his wife after less than two
days of married life.

But, as Rarley Granville-Barker has pointed out.

a sacrifice of probability is necessary in order to make the plot operate.
41

Ibid., 132.

l¥

Act IV, Scene 1, 1. 154.

43 Walter RaleiGh, ed., Johnson on Shakespeare, Oxford, 1946,
198- 199.

Furness,

lJEl17

Variorum

VI

F
•
Only bj thus precipitating the action can it be made both effective
in the.terms of his stagecraft and convincing. If Othello were left
time for reflection or the questioning of anyone but Iago, ~ould not
the whole flimsy fraud that is practiced upon him collapse?45

Rymer' s inability to realize or his refusal to admit that the play oontained a story of great value which to appreciate the reader has to surrender some part of the probabilit,y was a defect of the system whioh valued
common sense more than the illusio~ of reality.

Undoubtedly Thomas Rymer

would have found George Lyman Kittredge's comment that the mathematical
inconsistency of the plot need not concern the

r~ader46

'I ~

as flying in the

tace of all oanons of art.
rraving thus demolishod the plot, Rymer moves on in his examen

to the characters.

~

this part of the drama Shakespeare had not succeeded

any better than he did with the plot.

Ii
Ii

In Rymer's opinion,

i'1.1

Tho characters or Manners, which are the second part in a Tragedy,
are not lest unnatural and improper, than the Fable was improbable
and absurd. 7
And in the pages that foUow Rymer applies the rules of character decorum
with a severity comparable to Chapelaine's earlier Sentiments de l'Academie
Francaise sur Ie Cid.
Othello is presented as a Venetian general, but we see nothing
done by him nor related concerning him that agrees with the state of a
general or even a man, unless it be killing himself to avoid a death which

45

Prefaces

46

The Tragedy of Othello, viiie

4:

A Short Vievr

t,)

::;hakespoare, Princeton, 1947, II, 26.

0

"I

i

,I
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the law is !loing to impose on him.

48

Furthermore, "His Love and his

JalOusie are no part of a Souldier t s Charaoter, unless for comedy.,,49

The

oath,

MY

Now, by heaven,
blood begins my safer guides to rule • • • •50

is unsuitable to a soldier's character.

Acoording to Rymer, "He is to rap
,I

out an Oath, not Wire-drnw and Spin it out: by the style one might judge

Illil!

that Shakespeare's Souldier's were never bred in a Camp, but rather h a d l {
belonged to some Affidavi t-Offioe." 51

The idea of the type character with

"appropriate" traits is uppermost in his mind.
Moor should act. 52

Othello does not act as a

According to Rymer, Othello violates the typical char-

aater of a Moor when he says as he approaohes Desde.mona,
Put out the liGht. and then put out the light:
If I quench theo. thou flaming minister,
I oan again thy former light restore • • • • 53
Rymer asks, "Who would call him Barbarian, Monster, Savage?
Blaokamoor?,,54

The answer to the question is obvious.

alone, calls the Moor these names.

4B

Ibid.

49

Ibid." 93.

50

II, ii, 206 ff.

51

A Short Vi EYW, 113·

52

See this thesis, 24.

53

V~

-

-

ii, 7-9.

54 A Short Vi O'N" 138·

Is thi s a

Rymer, and he

It is his theory of charaoter decorum

which lays it down as an nxiomatic fact that a Moor will not have feelings
oftendernos'S and sorrmv for a wife whom he suspects of infidelity.
sUll'lDJ8.ry. Othello fails as a chare-cter on

tyro

counts.

In

He does not act like

a general, nor do his deep feelings agree with any of the qualities which
i.

the oodifiers of neo-classical theory on character decorum had seen fit
to assign to the Moors.
Desdemona also fails to'meet Rymer's standards.

Shakespeare

had made the mistake of selecting a soldier to be the knave; " • • • and a

liil

venetian Lady is to be tho Fool."55

III!'

"

Desdemona acts foolishly in that she

'"

o6ntinues to press Cassio's suit 'when she should have seen that Othello
was growing jealous. 56 She is too quiet and without spirit. Vlhen Othello
aoouses her of infidelity57 her replies are too meek.

"With us a Tinker's

Trull, would repartee ,vith more spirit, and not appear so void of spleen~58

or

her asking Iago in the same scene how she could win back Othello, Rymer

oamnents, "No

woman

bred out of

0.

Pi{1;-Stye cou t d talk so meanly.,,59

Inno-

canoe and lack of suspicion apparently were not traits which could properly
be attributed to Venetian ladies.

In his critique of Julius Caesar,

Thomas Rymer returned to Desdemona's artless ways to condemn Portia for
I'

55

Ibid. , 94.

56 Ibid. , 127·
57 Act IV, Scene 2.
58 A Short ViEnv, 135·
59

.
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63
being "- -

-<It

the own Cousin German, of one pieoe, the very same inpertinent

silly flesh and blood with Desdemona.,,60

I",

Cassio receives only passing attention from Rymer who thinks
that he is not as military as a soldier should be.
soldiers according to typo are not lirflt hearted.

Cassio is light hearted;
Hence, of Cassio's

speech at the landing of uesdemona:

o behold,
The riches of the ship is come on shore. 61
Ye men of Cyprus, let her have your knees.
Rymer asks, "In the name of phrenzy, what means this Souldier? or would he
talk thus, if he meant anything at a11?,,62

Again Rymer criticizes the

charaoter because it does not follow its occupational charaoteristics.

A

soldier who is on duty in a Garrison or on a battlefield has grave respansibilities, and the critic has a rir;ht to demand that the character act in
acoordance with the graveness of the situation.
acters to have no private lives.

But Rymer allows the char-

His soldier gets no rest period; he must

be always on the qui vive for attack or defense, even though he has just
landed after a long ocean voyage and after having endured a storm which
disrupted his enemy's fleet.
But Cassio is only a relatively minor character.
his full scorn for the character of Iago.

Rymer saves

In oreating Iago, Shakespeare

60 Ibid -, 156.
61

II, i, 8h-f'5-

62 A Short Viovv,

no.

t
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II;
I',

--!~il

1f1lS

guilty Qf errors for \ll1ich there vrns no excuse.

Othello was poorly

drawn, but the unusualnos;'i of his beine a Moor offers soma slight excuse
for the poet's failure.

Iago is, however, more intolerable a charaoter

than Othellol because he should be like the other soldiers of our acquaint-

ance.

Never h~lever in tragedy or in comedy has there ever been a soldier

with his oharacter or anything like it. 63

.

Horace describes a soldier as

Impiger, iracundus, inexorabilis, acer. 64
But Iago is better described in Elni lia t s words as
sonta eterIW.l villain,
Same'busy and insinuating rOGue l
65
Same cogginC. cozenine; slD.va to Get some office.
Shakespeare know that hi s portrtli t of Iago v.ras inconsistent with the generally aocepted traits of soldiers, but, in order to entertain his audience
with something new and surprising, he attempts to pass against camnon sense
and nature
a close, dissemblir~~. fulso, insinuating rascal instead of an openhearted, frank, pLin-C.ec.1ini:jouldier, a charaot?}; constantly worn
by them for some t~,ouse.nds of years in the World.
His abetting Desdemona's murder

11

shmv:> nothine; of a Souldier, nothing of a

~, nothing of Nature in i t." 67

63 Ibid., 93. Iagots actions are not probable according to

Rymerts arithmetic view of probability. "Our Ensigns and Subalterns I when
disgusted by the Captain, throw up their Commiss~ons, bluster and are barefaotd."--Ibid., 94.
64 Active, wrathful, severe, and sharp_

132-13366 A Short View, 94.
---61 Ibid. , 131.

65 IV,

-

ii,

~~------------------~-----------------------,
~
65

4 character such

8.S

1a[';0 is unnatural according to Rymer and is

hence not a fit subject for poetry.

Iagots murder of Roderigo is apparent-

ly the final point which makes him an unnatural oharacter.

In Rymer's vi6W

Roderig Q was Iagots benefactor, and Iago should have been grateful to him.
"Philosophy tells us it is a principle in the Nature of Man to
rul. n68

-

~

grate-

It is not a suffioient justification to point out that in the

past men have been ungrateful; poetry must follow the probable.
History may tell U0 thQt John an Oaks, John a Styles, or Iago were
ungrateful. Poetr~' is tof-ono~l !fature~iTosophy must Oe'1iis
guide: history aYlu fs.ct in pnrticular cases of John an Oaks are no
warrant or directi(~fi)r u Poot. Therefore Aris:to-tlei'S'fiTways
telline; us that Po,'try is <f7'(ovclO(LO"-Cf'''V 'fC(l +,,~oro.lAJrtl"'''''
is more gen~ral and abstracted, is led more by the Philosophy, the
reason and nature of thin~s than History, which records things
higlety piglety, riGht or wrong, as they happen. History might without any preamble or difficulty say tg~t Iago was ungrateful.
Philos9phy than calls him unnatural.
---Rymer concludes that the poet does not deal with vrhat is unnatural, and
hence Shakespeare should have saved himself the trouble of describing such
a character as Iago.
Having finished his study of the characters of the play, Rymer
conoludes his study of the play by examining the catastrophe to see what
·
i ns t ruc t ~on
can be

. d
ga~ne

fr om ~. t •70

Rymer feels that there is no need to

examine the thoughts expressed in the play or the expression.

I

The plot is

fraught with improbabilities; the characters are unnatural and improper.

68

Ibid., 141-

70

I~id.,

145-146.

I:

The thoughta need not be examined because " • • • from such Characters, we
need not expeot many that are either true or fine or noble. n7l

And since

there is neither sense nor meaning in the play, " • • • the fourth part of
Tragedy which is the expression can hardly deservo to be treated on distinctly.1I72

Rymer points out that the failure of the play to observe

poetic justice means that the audience can carry nothing home for their
use and edification. 73

Rymer ends the examen by concluding with this

8~ry.

There is in this Play some burlesk, some htUnour and ramble of
Comical Wit, some shaw and some Mimickry to divert the spectators;
but the tragi cal part i'4plain1y none other than a Bloody Farce,
without salt or savour.
The reactions to Rymer's criticisms of Shakespeare's characters
are of great interest to tho student of criticism, for they show critics

j

I'

trying to disagree with Hymor's conclusions although they agreed with him
/

I'

in his theory of type characters vmich were supposed to follow the code
of oharaoter decorum.

In'general all the oritics objected to his i1l-

natured attack on Shakespeare and to his refusal to find any "Beauties"
in the p1aYJ they did not, however, contradiot any of his judgments on

the play.

Dryden's reaci~ion75 is typical of the refusal of the critios to

71

Ibid., 95·

72

Ibid.

73

Ibid., 146.

74

Ibid ., 146.

75

Unfortunatoly Thomas Rymer was a critic who tried to teach

I,:

'I'i

i"l

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..1'ji

I
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67
enter into

~

controversy with Rymer.

Almost all the faults which he has discovered are t~ly there; yet
who will reed Mr. l:ym.or and not read Shakespeare? For my mm part
I reverence Mr. Hyr.1or's loarning, but I detest his ill nature and
his arrogance. Indeed, and sugh as I, have reason to be afraid of
him, but Shakespeare has not. 7b

John Dennis in ~ Impartial Critic (1693) also found that " • • • his
Censures of Shakespeare in most particulars, are very sensible and very
just."

But Dennis blames Rymer for assuming that because Shakespeare has

"Faults" he has no "Beauties.,,17

His promise to point them out, however,

was not kept for many years, and then he did it rather anticlimntically
in the introduction to hi3 corrected version of Coriolanus.
When later critics came to criticize Shakespeare, they followed
the lead of John Dryden rather than .the lead of Thomas Rymer.

Dryden had

said that no man except Ben Jonson had created so many characters and had
kept them as distinct from each other as Shakespeare.
critics to a man agreed

~'ri th

Dryden in principle.

The succeeding

When they did object to

by example as well as pr<3cept. Tho literary world received his critical
dicta submissively enouch but did not great his play Edgar, which care~lly followed the rules, with enthusiasm. The play vms printed but never
produced. Dryden all~red himself this barbed comment in his prologue to
Love Triumphant (1693):
---To Shakespear's Critic he bequeaths the curse,
To find his faults, and yet himself make worse;
A precious reader in Poetic Schools
Who, by his own Examples, damns his Rules.
Nicholas Rm're, another practicinc drernatist, could not resist the temptation to point out in the prefact to his edi ti on of Shakesp'e(tre that Rymer
had not succeeded as a ;- lnyJfriGht. Cf. Rowe, The Works of :Mr. Shakespear,
I, xvi ..

-

16 Saintsbur,v, !he ~;orks_ -='_£ ~ryd~, XVIII, 111·

11 Hooker, li{orks of John Dennis, I, 41.

I:

p-----------------------------------------------------------------------,
speoific characters, howe-rer, their objections were based as Rymer's ob111

jections had "been based, on supposed violations of the decorum proper to
':ii!,

I

the characters according to their age, sex, quality, employment, and forI

tune.

A second criticism of Shakespeare's characters which was occasion-

ally heard concerned his delineation of female characters.
In the first of the three letters "On the Genius and \'[ri ting of

Shakespear" (1712) which John Dennis used as an introduction to his cor,-

i'l

,I
I!

I

rected version of Coriolanus, he expressed his opinion that "Shakespear

was one of the greatest Genius's that the World e'er saw for the Tragic
Stage."78

Even though he had encountered greater disadvantages than any

succeeding dramatist, he had "greater and more genuine Beauties" than any
of his sucoessors.

Indeed, Shakespeare seems to have wanted nothing but

time and leisure for thouEht to have discovered the rules of which he
appears to be so ignorant. 79
This is high praise. but Dennis could not praise his oharacters
without reservation.
His characters are always drawn ~ustly, exactly, graphically, eXeO
cept where he failtd by not knowing History or the Poetical Art.

His

ignorance of the "Poetical icrt" led him to violate "the Equality and

Conveniency of Manners of his Dra.ma.tical Persons" which he took from history.8l

In Coriolanus Shakespeare had not come up to the proper oonception

78

Ibid •• II,

79
80
81

Ibid.

Ibid.
Ibid. ,

5·

4.

1)

IiI,
I,

"I
I

of

Menenius~

the Roman sanator; Aufidus, the general of the Volscians;

and Coriolanus himself.

Shakespee.re had not given convenient manners to

the first two, and the third was unequal. 82

Aufidus's baseness and pro-

fligate villainy do not agree with his rank of general.

Menenius's char-

acter, which Shakespeare shows to be that of an errant buffoon, is a great
absurdity.

"For he might as well have imagin'd a grave majestical Jack-

pudding,· as a Buffon in a Homan

Se~tor.,,83 Since Menenius was

known to

have been an orator, making a buffoon was a mistake because

Never was any Buffon eloquent, or wise, or vntty, or virtuous. All
the good and ill Qual~aies of a Buffon are summ'd up in one word,
and that is a Buffon.
The criticism of Dennis follows the rules of decorum in general
and of character decorum in particular.
John Dennis admired Shakespeare.

There is no reason to doubt that

His comments on the other plays are

couched in general but enthusiastic terms.

In presenting his version of
I

Coriolanus, it was natural for him to point out what he considered the
faults of the original so that his audience might have a clearer idea of
his achievements.
Charles Gildon' s 8 5 adverse comments on Shakespeare are also

82 "For Coriolanus V/ho in the First Part of the Tragedy is shewn
so open, so frank, so violent, and so magnanimous, is represented in the
latter part by Aufidus, which is contradicted by no one, a flattering,
fawning, cringing, ~nsinuating Traytor."--~.
83

Ibid.

84 Ibid., 9.
85

In

1709 Nicholas Howe published his edition of the plays of

70

basad on'

S~espeare'

should observe.

s vi oleti ons of the decorum vrhich type characters

To some ,)xtont he is responsible for furthering the idea

that Shakespeare's female characters are not as fully developed as they
might have been. 86
When one considers that Gildon examined all the plays, he is
surprised that so rigid a neo-olassioist found so few faults in the drawing
of the characters.

YlJhat he considers breaches of general decorum take

Shakespeare in six volumes. In 1710 a volume containing Shakespeare's
sonnets and poems together with "An essay on the Art, Rise, and Progress of
the Stage in Greece·, Rome, and England" and "Remarks on the Plays of Shakespeare" appeared ostensibly as volume seven of Rovre' s edition. Actually
the book was the work of Charles Gildon and was published by Edmund Curll
(Jacob Tonson had published Rowe's edition). In 1725 a similar additional
volmne appeared to Pope's edition. It contained Gildon's "Essay" but not
the "Remarks"; hovrever a second edition of th8 book published in 1728 contains both.--Cf. H. L. F01-d, ShakospoG.re 1700-1740: A Collation of the
Editions and Separate Plays, OXford, 193'5~-~ Gndon f s "Remarksn--con.ta1ns the-rfrst systematic examination of all the plays of Shakespeare and
uses Rmve's edition for the citations which are very numerous. Gildon
uses the examen method, methodically commenting on the plot, conduct of
the action, manners, and sentiments. The importance of Gildon's work becomes apparent when it is realized that the next systematic examination
of the plays by a critic whose only concern was literary value was made by
William Hazlitt in 1817.

86 if It must be own' d that Shake spear drew Men better, than
Women; to 'whom indeed he has seldom given any considerable Place in his
Plays; here and in Romeo and Juliet he has done most in this matter, but
hera he has not given any gra.cefu1 Touches to Desdemona in many places of
her Part."--Rowe, Works of Mr. Shakespear, VII, 411.
Dryden liad seemea-to m1nimize Shakespeare's ability to draw female oharaoter.--Ker, The Essays of John Dryden, I, 228. Rowe had done the
same in the Prologue to"The hnbi tTOu'S'S1;ep-Mother (1700):
Shakespear, whose GeniuS";to itself a law,
Could 1"ren in every Height of Nature Draw,
And copied all but Women that he saw.
cr. s. Robinson, Enf,1ish Shakespearean Critioism in the Eighteenth Cen~ry, New York, 1932, 22.
---
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place in otgello.

Desdemmo.' s

from her and only raises

AU'

mnrri['~ge

to a Negro "takes away our Pity

Inclinlction against him..,,87

Similarly Gildon

objects to Iago as one "tnat can hardly be admitted into the Tragic scene
• because he seems to declare himself a settled villain.,,88 Gildon
• •
alsO objected to the characteri~ation of the Roman mobs in Coriolanus and
Julius Caesar, as Dennis had.

The Romans were at least as polite as the

oi tizens of London; Shakospee.re would have a difficult time finding" such
ignorant unlick'd Cubbs to have fill'd up his Rout" among the citizens of
London,

89
Gildon objects to Shakespeare's portrayal of the quarrel be-

tweon Elinor and Constance in

King~.

The quarrel is quite out of

oharacter, for Shakespeare allows them to say things which are "indecent

"

for their degree to speak.

Hora of course the critic is defending

nature as it ought to be; realism has no claim.
of Stocks Market might

do~

"For what ever the Ladies

Queens and Princesses can never be supposed to

talk to one another at that rate.,,9 0

Here one hears echoes of Dacier's

stricture on the conduct of Ephigenia whose pleadings for life were "indigne d'une princesse bien n;e • • • • ,,9 1

410.

87

Gildon, Works of Mr. William Shakespear, VII,

88

Ibid., 411.

89

Ibid.,

364-365.

90

Ibid.,

340.

91

The later critic Francis Gentleman in his Dramatic Consor,

,I

72
The characters flnd tho plot of Hamlet were censured severly by
Voltaire, whose opinions ,)f
tion to condemnation.

.~he.kosponre

vnried from the extremes of adula-

'raking the "inspired barbarian" view of Shakespeare,

Voltaire recognized that Shakospeare's " • • • great merit consists in his
92
vir;orous end ingenuous portraitures of human life."

Yet Shakespeare had

failed to achieve this perfection in Hamlet both in plot and characterizationa

Because of the importance of the reaction to his criticism of the

play93 it deserves quota ti on in full:
I am certainly very far fron justifying the tragedy of Hamlet
as a whole; it is a coarse end barbarous piece which would not be
endured by the Imvest of the populace of France or Italy. Hamlet
becomes mad in the second act, and his mistress becomes mad in the
third; the Prince, pretending to kill a rat, kills the father of his
mistress, and the heroine throws herself into the river. Her grave
is dug on the stage; ~rave-diggers make puns worthy of them, holding
death's heads in their hends; and Princ~ Hamlet replies to their
abominable coarsenoss by no less disgusting extravagances. Meanwhile, one of the Hctors conquers Poland.. Hamlet, his mother, and
his step-father drink together on the stage; at table. there is

London, 1770, II, 157, also censures the characterization of the royal
ladies, but finds that "what passes between Austria and the Bastard also,
1s fitter for coalheavers than men of rank and education."
92 Letter to George Keate, dated FebruarylO, 17{Q, in Works of
Voltaire, New York, 1901, XLII, 40, as quoted in Robinson, English Shake=
spearean Criticism, 244.
93 The ansvrers to Voltaire's criticisms of Shakespeare embrace
the whole theory of neo-classicism and hence cannot be treated in their
entirety in this thesis. Two standard works on the subject are J. J. Jusserand, Shakespeare in France, London, 1899, and T. R. Lounsbury, Shakespeare and voltaire,ITew York, 1902. Typical rea.ctions to Voltaire's
cr~ticism-of the characters came from Samuel Johnson (cf. page 88 of this
theSis). Actually Johnson's refutation of Rymer's, Dennis's, and Voltaire's strictures on Sha.kespeare's violations of decorum effectively
destroyed the validity of the theory of character decorum.

73
singiftg and quarrelling, fighting and killing. It would seem that
such a work is the fruit of the imagination of a drunken savage.
But amid these gross irregularities, which even to the present day
make the English stage so absurd and barbarous, this play of Hamlet,
by 0. still greater whimsicality, has sublime touches worthy of the
greatest genius. It seoms that nature took pleasure in bringing
together in ShakespcJnre' S head the strongest and grend§1tt imagination
with the lowest and most detestable of dull grossness.
Such a oritioism as this is based on a most rigorous conoeption of deoorum.
It recalls La Mesnardi~re's conclusion that the writer of a tragedy should
be aoquainted with the etiquette of a royal court.95
The characters of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth are censured for the
same reason by Gildon and other neo-classioal critics.

The charaoters fail

to oonform to Aristotle's requirement that characters possess qualities
which are agreeable to their station in life.

Gildon comments that "the

Character of Macbeth and his Lady are too monstruous for the Stage."

But

he is forced to admit that the play is popular and it is "in too much
esteem with the Million for any Man yet to se.y much against it.,,96 At
least three later oritios did not allow this popularity to stand in the

way of their strictures.

Francis Gentleman censures Hacbeth's language to

the servant who tells him of the approach of the English army because
the rage or grief of a king should always preserve peculiar dignity,
without wh~7h the author cannot boast of a chaste preservation of
character.

94 Robinson,

~~lish

Shakespearean Criticism, 245-

95

Cf. this thesis, 27·

96

Gildon, Works of Mr. Shakespear, VII, 394 ..

97

The Dramatic Censor, I, 99-100.
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..

concludes, "as oomplete a tool for ministers of temptation

to work upon, as fancy ever formed, and too disgraceful for nature to admit
exnong st her works.,,98
Lady Maobeth receives more severe treatment from Gentleman and
other critics, although the former critic admits almost unwillingly the
powerfUlness of Shakespeare's

dra~ng

of the oharacter.

First he speaks

of "this matchless lady-we lament so detestable, though a possible, picture of the fair sex."

He censures her saying "Was hope drunk • • •1199 and

concludes that one must blame a lady of high rank
for descending to .such a vulgar and nauseous allusion as the paleness and sickness of an inebriate state; nor is her compariso~08f
the cat, in the adage, much more the effect of good breeding.
Gentleman forgets Lady Macbeth's supposed gentility when he calls her a
"bloody minded virago" in reference to her speech about dashing out a
smiling infant's brains, and cames to the conclusion that even if such
characters do exist, "they are amonG the frightful deformities and essential concealments of .nature, which should be excluded from the stage." 101
Two other critics join in the chorus of condemnation.

Edward Taylor calls

Lady Macbeth a monster not worthy of the name of a woman.

9£ Ibid, 106 ..
99

I, vii.

100

The-Dramatic Censor,
-----_.

101

Ibid. , 88.
-Cursory
Remarks

102

~

I, 87·

Tragedy, 67.

102

In his work,

'i

l

75

-

The

Element~

of Dramatic Criticism, William Cooke censures Lady Macbeth's

s peech "The raven himself! s not hoarse • • • • " 103 in a very revealing

fashion.
This speech we cannot think natural; the most treacherous murder,
we hope, was. nevor tJerpetra. ted by the most hardened miscreant wi thout compunction; in that state of mind, it is never failing artifice
of self deceit, to uraw the thickest veil over the most wicked action
and to extenuate it by all the circumstances which imagination can
suggest; and if the mind cannot bear disguise, the next attempt is
to thrust it out of its counsel altogether, and rush1~p upon action
without thought; this last was her husband's action. 4
It can be said that this comment reveals the weakness of a type of criticism which identifies Aristotle's quality of suitable character traits
with those which the critic would like to believe natural.

The high

standards of conduct which neo-classical critics wanted mankind to possess
they demanded of the characters of the drama.

Shakespeare's characters

came to be praised by the character critics because they found the charactars to be drawn with profound insi[")1t into what human character was and
with a neglect for an artificial standard towards which man should strive.
Just as the adverse criticisms of Shakespeare's characters were
made on the basis of the rules which governed Aristotle's four requirements
which an author must follow in creating a praiseworthy character, so praise

of Shakespeare's charactors was accorded on the same basis.
(1652- 1715) was the first to fo11O';'/ Dryden's example.

Nahum Tate

In the Preface to

his version of King ~ (1681), Tate said of Shakespeare's ability to

103

I, v.

104 67. The emphasis has been added.
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If
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create chara~ters that
Lear's real and Edu'r's pretended madnoss have so much of extravagant "Nature (I kilo\" Tlof ho;;r elso to express iid as cou'd have
started but from 3h:.,ke spear's Cree. ting Fancy. 5
And the things which they say are so odd and surprising and yet are agreeable and proper.
people would say.

We are satisfied that they are the things that such
106

Not only do Shakespeare's characters have traits which are
suitable, his historical l{oman characters are "like" the originals, so
that one sees "the particula.r Genius of the Ma.ll, without the least mistake
of his character, given him by the best Ristorians."l07

Antony and Brutus

are the characters which he mentions to prove this statement.

In what Tate

has to say of the two characters we see a typical neo-classical comment on
the oharacters.
You find his Anthony in all the Defects and Excellencies of his Mind,
a Souldier, a Reveller, Amorous, sometimes Rash, sometimes Considerate, with all the various Emotions of his Mind. His Brutus agen has
all the Constancy, Gravity, Morality, Generosity imaginable, without
the least Mixture of private Interest or Irregular Passion. He is
true to him, even in the imitation of his Oratory, the famous Speech
which he makes him deliver, being exactly agreeable to his manner of
expressing himself; of which we have this account, Facultas ejus erat
Militaris et Bellicis accommodata Tumultubus. l08
--------

105

John Munro, ad., The Shakespeare Allusion Book, London, 1909,

II, 272.

106 Ibid.
107

Ibid., 266-267.

108

Ibid.
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The

analysis~is

ao ter •

exaot and springs from an evident appreciation of the char-

Neo-classioal

critici~,

however, could do no more than this; a

closer exrumination of eaoh of the qualities which the neo-classical oritio
enumerated became the

ta~k

of the authors of the oharacter analyses of

!

I
I

Shakespeare's oharaoterG.
With the pub1i;ation of :iJicholc,s Hovre's edition of the plays ot
I

Shakespeare in 1709, more fre'luent references to the characters begin to
appear.

Justly enough, the first

ei~hteenth

century editor of Shakespeare

provided some criticism of the characters in "Some Account of the Life &c.
of Mr. William Shakespear" which serves as a preface to his edition.

He

admits that Shakespeare's plots are frequently faulty, but he points out
that Shakespeare excels in showing "Tho

!IbnnEl~

of his .Characters

~

Acting

for thorn, and fit to be shewn by the Poet."l09
-or Speaking -what -is propor- ---- --- -- -- --- - Following Tate, Rowe points out that the reader will find "the Charaoter
as exact in the Poet as in the Historian."

Shakespeare shovrs the good and

bad qualities of Henry the Sixth: his simplicity, passive sanctity, want
of courage, weakness of mind, and submission to an imperious wife or preve.~ling

faction; and also his piety, disinterestedness, contemning of the

things of this world, and resignation to the severest dispensations of

I
I

divine providence. l10
VIII contained

f~,er

Although Shakespeare's characterizations of Henry
faults than the king possessed, this milder pioture

,
109 Rowe, Work:, of J'.Tr. ,;hakespoar, I, xxviii.

----

110

Ibid., xxix.
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waS
VIe

probabl~made

out

o~

respect for Queen Elizabeth.

In Wolsey, however,

have a just picture of a man who ..ras tyrannical, cruel, and insolent

in prosperity but worthy of Gompnssion after his fall from power.
followS Tate in

terSe

praisinG~;ho

III

Rowe

exact characterization of the Roman charac-

112

The comments 'o'lhich

H.01N'O

makes upon Falstaff and the various

preternatural characters show an appreciation of Shakespeare's ability to
maintain his characterization (Aristotle's fourth requirement: equality or
oonsistency).
masterpiece.

The chara8\;or of Falstoff is allowed by everyone to be a
It is well sustained throu,..hout the three plays in which he

appears, and even the account of his death in Henry V is extremely natural
and as diverting as any part of his life.

Rowe's final comment on Falstaff

reveals a personal enjoyment of the character which does not depend upon
any rules.

If there be any Faul~ in the Draught he has made of this 19wd old
Fellow it is, the.t tho' he has made him a Thief, Lying, Cowardly,
Vainglorious, and in short every way Viscious, yet he has given him
so much 'i'fit as to make him almost too agreeable; and I don't knC1V'T
whether some People he.ve not, in remembrance of the diversion he had
formerly afforded them, been sorry to see his Friend Hal use him so
scurvily, when he cOIfr to the Crown, in the Erid of tn.e-Second Part
of Henry the Fourth. 3
The preternatural characi;ers sueh as Caliban, the Faeries of A Midsununer

III

Ibid., xxx.

112

Ibid.

113

-Ibid.,

xviii.

p
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~ht's Dre~,

the

Witch~s

of Macbeth, and the Ghost in Hamlet are created

by the magic ·of Shakespeare -:ri th thouGhts and language proper to them. 1l4

Calibe.n is an example of :hru:osponro' s ability to sustain a "particular
wild Im.a.ge," and in

Rowo'~;

opinion, "is certa.inly one of the finest and

IIl0st unoommon Grotesques that was ever seen." 115
These comments and the observation on "that incomparable Charaoter of Shylook the Jew" which ROI.ve believes "was design'd Tra.gically by
the Author,,1l6 show an appreciation for the oharaoters which is expressed
in tems of the rules but >'rhich seem to rise

.n thin

the critic independent-

1y of them.

Shakespeare's abilities as a delineator of character were emphasized by Charles Gildon both in "An Essay on the Art, Rise, and Progress
of the Stage" and in the "Remarks on the Plays of Shakespeare."

In the

for.mer essay he remarks:
In this Shakespear has excell'd all the Poets, for he has not only
distinguish'd his principal Persons, but there is scarce a Messenger
comes in but is visibly different from all the rest of the Persons
in the Play. So that you need not to mention the Names of the Person,
the. t speaks, when you read the Play, the :Manner s of the Pe rs ons wi 11
sufficiently inform you who it is speaks; whereas in our Modern
Poets, if the Name of the Person speaking is nOr17ead, you oan never
by what he says distinguish one from the Otheru
Not only does Shakespearo draw distinct characters, but he draws them so
perfectly "that when we road, we can scarce persuade ourselves, but that

115

Ibid., xxiv.

116

Ibid., xix-xx.

117 Gildon, Works of

lITr.

William Shakespeare, VII, lie
,:i
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the

Discours~

• I

is real and no Fiction." 118

i II

After such sta.toments, Gildon'S remarks on the characters are
disappointing-

He says that he enjoys Falstaff, but he justifies Shake-

speare's conception of the knight on the basis that the historioal Sir John
Falstaff

althou~h

a knight of the Garter and a Lieutenant General through

"his Cowardice lost the Enttlo and betray'd the brave Talbot. • • • And
such Cowardice ought to stigmatize any Character to all Posterity, to deter
Men from the Like."

Shakespeare merits applause for this poetic justioe. 119

Apparently Gildon felt that he had to have a reason for liking Falstaff.
Although such a comment is not wholly typioal of Gildon'S
analyses of the characters, one notes in his critioism more than in the
criticism of any of the other neo-classical critics the laok of imagination which is apparent in their analyses of the characters.

They are able,:,
'{

to recognize Shakespeare's great characters, but when they are oalled upon

"I

to acoount for them, they remark as Gildon did of Shylook: "The character
. of the Jmv is very well distinfuish'd by Avarice, Malice, implacable Revenge, etc.,,120 At a liLda groater lenGth Gildon analyzed Don John of
Muo~

Ado About Nothing, une of his favorite plays.
The Character of Don John the Bastard is admirably distinguish'd,
his Manners are well mark'd, and everywhere convenient, or agreeable. Being a sour melancholy, saturine, envious, selfish, malioious Tamper, Manners necessary to produoe these villaneous Events,

118

Ibid. , 3°(,·

119

~.,

345.

120

~.,

321.

,;

,"
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they~idJ these were productive of the Catastrophe, for he was not
a Person brought in GO fill up
lumber only, oecause without him
the Fable could not have gone on. 2

thi

:1
1'<1

Such are the rornarks of typical judicial critics on the char-

'I

I'!I;
I,

acters during the first part of tho century.

I,

This mere naming of the

traits which characters display is also the method of later critics such
as Gentlaman, Taylor, Cooke, and generally is the practioe of Samuel Jobnson in the notes on the characters in his edition of the plays.

The note

whioh he appends to As You Like It is typical of his brief attention to
the characters.
I know' not how the ladies will approve the faoility with whioh both
Rosalind and Celia give away their hearts. To Celia much may be
rorgiven for neroism of her frte~dship. The oharacter of Jacques
is natural and well preserved. 2
Following the" examen method in his remarks on eaoh play, Gildon
and the other critics al[Jo cQImn!mted on the

II

sentiments" or what Aristotle

had referred to as "the )ower of saying vrhatever can be said, or what is
appropriate to the occas:ibn. 1I 123

Here as with the'manners all the efforts

of the poet which were in compliance with the rules were designated
"beauties" and those which did not comply were designated "faults."

121

Ibid.,

From

30~.

122 Raleigh,.i ~)hns on on Jhnkespeare, 86. Johnson's Polonius and
Falstaff, however, diff(i"i-:-from thO rest of hTs notes on the characters not
only in length but in their kind. In analyzing these two characters, he
sees them as characters which engage his imagination and he lifts them
out of the contexts of the plays and discusses them as characters which
are interesting in themselves. For that reason they will be discussed in
Chapter III of this thesis.
123

Poetics, Chapter VI.

II
II

il
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the exampleit of the remarj:s on the rrumnars it can be seen that the comments
were brief.

This briefno3s is no doubt due to the method itself v/hich does

not provide fine tests to apply to tho characters. and to the fact that the

main emphasis of judicial criticism was always placed on the plot.

The

comments on the sentiments were as brief and general as those on the manners.

124
Gildon's "Remarks" provides tho best example of such comments.

He finds Hotspur's description of the affected courtier "very good," as
are his passionate speeches after the king had rebuffed his family "except
that ridiculous rant of leaping up to the Moon, and diving to the bottom
of the Sea, &: which is absolute Madness."
king is very pleasant.

Falstaff's impersonation of the

The remarks of Worchester to Hotspur are judicious

and those of the king to his two sons are "very Politic."
thinks that Falstaff's account of his man is very pleasant.

And finally he
125

More fre-

quently Gildon contents himse If with listing "the fine Moral Reflections
and Topics of the individual plays." 126
Shakespeare

V{f: S

usually praised for his sentiments vvi th a

124 This clumsy distinction be~veen the actions and the speech
of the characters was a useful one in the neo-classical age when rhetoric
for its own sake was highly prized. When the characters came to be a n a l - I
yzed as individuals their actions and speech were naturally considered as
a unit.
125 Rowe, Works of Hr. Shakespear. VII, 293.
126 The beauti ;s of the sentiments found in Measure for Measure
are listed under the hec.:in;.;s: :.Iorey, Great Men's Abuse of Pow'er, The Pr~ vilege of Authority, On Plr,co and Form, On Life, and on Death.

jP::-------------------------------------------------------,
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general

prai~se

by critics who did not examine the individual plays closely.

Alexander Pope in his edition of the plays pointed out some of "the most
shining Pas sage s" by plac inc; inverted cormnas in the margins • 127 When the
beauty lay in the whole rather than in particulars, he prefixed a star to
the scene.

When ,{illiam ,;arburton brour,ht out his edition of the plays in

1747, he retained Pope! s

.Lndi c:::,!:2.ons of the beauties and marked his addi-

tional selections with d (;lbl(~ invol: ted corrnnas .128
brouGht out

~

Beauties of

~~1Rh spear~,

In 1752 'frilliam Dodd

lis ting Shakespeare t s reflections

on every conceivable supjoct in a work which w-as continually popular
during its mm and the follow-inC century.

Samuel Johnson remarked that

a system of social duty could be extracted from the plays, but that his
precepts and axioms droPf)C)d casually from him.l29

In the same vein Francis

Gentleman blruned him for feilin,-:: to develop a scene in Romeo and Juliet in
which he lost an opportunity for prescntinr,

f'.

worthwhile sentiment between

Juliet and her mother:
We apprehend a very agreenble scene might have been struck out between the mother and deuchter, on the SUbject of marriage, for
preferable to 1ks. Nurse's trifling rhapsody of circumstantial
nothingness; which though extremely natural, means nothing but to

127

The Works of Shakespeare, London, 1725, I, xxiii.

128 Wu-. Pope and :Mr. Warburton, eds., The ,[forks of Shakespeare,
London, 1747, I, xx.
129 Raleigh, Jolmson on Shakespeare, 21. Earlier in the Preface
Johnson had claimed that""-:-;R;lcCc;:0Dro had ami =tted opportunities of instructine; or deliGhtinG which.:hc tru in of the story seemed to force upon him.
He believed that Shakes: ,~rc! s r8ul power could best be seen in the plot
and dialogue and not in 301ected passages.

i,l:

!I
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raise s~e laughs, which we deem highly disgracifu1 to the nature,
bent, and dignity of tragic compositions • • • • 30
It was seldom however that the critics found it necessary to censure Shakespeare on this score.

With only slight exceptions Shakespeare was praised

for the beauties of his sentiments just as he was praised for the beauties
of his manners. 131
The

judici~l

criticism of'Shakespeare which appeared after Gil-

don's "Remarks" is neither large in bulk nor very specific.

The opinions

of William Cooke and Edward Taylor which have already been noted cited
Shakespeare to support their critical positions rather than to analyze the
characters for their own sake.

The extent of Johnson's specific criticism

has already been noted,132 and the criticism of Francis Gentleman in the
thirteen plays that he reviews becomes specific only in the consideration
of the charaoters of Macbeth.
Although Shakespeare's characters did not receive much detailed
criticism from judicial critics after 1710, the judicial critics continued

130

Dramatic Censor, I, 175.

131 R. W. Babcock's study, The Genesis of Shakespeare Idolatry,
Chapel Hill, 1931, 117-118, lists the anonymous WOrk, The Beauties of the
English Drama, London, 1777; J. A. Croft, A Solect ColIeCtion of the-Beau~les ofSha12espeare, London, 1792; and the-collections of C. Te:y'lorTil'I778,
I7B3';ano 1792 as other e::8.mples of works illustrating Shakespeare's beauties. To Babcock's list Ghould be added a series of thirty-two articles
entitled "Select Passages from Shakespeare" which appeared in the Universal
Magazine during the years 1791-1796. The author, who borrowed his opinions
TreeIy, frequently points out beauties of character.
132

Cf. this thesis, 81.
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to praise hi\characters.

In the Preface to his edition of Shakespeare,

Alexander Pope did not single out any special characters but observed:
His Characters are so much Nature her self, that tis ~ sort of injury
to call them by so dictnnt & name as Copies of her.13~
Theobald, who was concernod in tho Preface to his edition in 1733 with defendin~

himself from Popets attacks and with explaining his methods of
!~
i

editing a corrupt text, paused long.enouGh to praise the characters,134 and
his rival William Warburton added his praises in his edition which appeared
in 1747.135

The general opinion was summed up in the well-bred and polite

observation which Lord Lyttolton put into the mouth of Pope in his Dialogues of the ~ (1760):
No author had ever so copious, so bold, so creative an imagination,
with so perfect a law:ilodGe of the p(1ssions, the humours and the
sentiments of mankind. He painted all characters, from kings down
to peasants, with equal truth and force. If human nature were destroyed, and no monument were left of it except his wgrks, other
beings might know what ~ ~ from these writings.l;o
When Samuel Johnson praised the characters of Shakespeare in the Preface to
his edition of the plays,137 he can be said to have confirmed with finality

what had always been held by nea-classics.l critics.

133

Pope, Works

Sho.kosponro,
--- --.-- ------()f

I, ii.
!,

134 Lewis 'Theobald, The Horks of Shakespeare, London, 1733, I, xxi.
xiii.

135

Mr. Pope and Mr. Warburton, eds., The Works of Shakespeare, I,

136 The Vlorks of George, Lord Lyttelton, ed., by George Edward
Ayscough, 3rd--ea., London,--rr7b; Ir,-Il;ll.

-

137

Raleigh, Jorulson on Shakespeare, 14-15-

I,.~, : ;
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A survey of neo-classical critical comments on the characters of
<It

Shakespeare reveals not only the inability of the critics to deal imaginatively with the characters because of the poverty of the systrnn of character
evaluation but also the dijecroemonts amon!"; the critics when they came to
decide what the proper docorum of a particular character should be.

Dennis

had been offended. by the buffoonery of Menenius 6 but in the same year Gildon
had praised him for the very things

~vhich

8
made him unacceptable to Dennis!3

Lady Macbeth's violations of decorum had offended several critics 6 but
Thomas Davies saw her as having an undaunted and determinedly wicked resolution unmatched even in tho Greek drama except by the Clytemnestra of
Aeschylus. 139

This same critic did not blame Shakespeare as Dennis and Gil-

don had for giving Roman ci tizGns tho rude behavior of Enr;lish artisans
because there were artisfln:; in Homo end the Roman populace was not any more

.
HI-o
civilized than an E:il.glish
populvce •.
More important than those disagreements on decorum is the attack

on the theory itself.

This attack found its most cogent statement in the

Preface of Se.rn.ue1 Jormson's edition of the plays (1765).141

139

Dramatic Miscollanies, London, 1785, II, 130.

140

Ibid., 209.

In this work,

141 In her Essay on the Writings and Genius of Shab;speare, Ccmpared with tho Greek and t'fle F'ronch DrrunatiC"':f>oets" . VTfth Some Remarks upon
'tlie1Ji-srepresenta ti onsorlron-~re, London, "'f7t!j, '"""WS.JITrZaoemD"ontague attempted to maKe-vortaIre's confUtation specific. She distinguish
botween decorum 6 vrhich is concerned with manners, and morality6 which is
concerned with conduct. The observance of the first is a minor matter, and

,

;

'T

, '
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the main

sig~ificance

of widcll \':ill be exruninod in the next chapter I John-

son holds the' position that ::ihakespeare's plays are not either comedies or

I
Iq'i:

tragedies in the rigorous mId critical sense of the terms as neo-classical
criticism conceived them.

The plays of Shakespeare are of a distinct kind

which exhibits "the renl state of sUbhmary nature."l42

It is in a literal

sense that Johnson says thnt Shakespeare's drama is the mirror of

life.U~3

With this latter ideo. as his l.uizlinr:: principle, Johnson examined the
criticisms of Shakespeare':; chart'.cters for thoir violations of decorum.
The passaGe is a crucial ono in tho history of Shakespearean criticism and
deserv~s

full quotation.

His (Shakespeare's] adherence to general nature has exposed him to the
censure of the cri ticks, who fonn their jude;ments upon narrow-er principles. Dennis and Rhymer think his Romans not sufficiently Roman; and
Voltaire censures his kings as not comple1:sly royal. Dennis is
offended, that Menenius, a senator of Rome, should ple.y the buffoon;
and Voltaire perliap$ th-inks decency vii3"TIi:'ted when the Danish Usurper is
represented as a drunkard. But Jhakespoare always makes na1:;ure predominate over accident; cnd if he
the essential character, is
not very careful of.L sti::1ci:;::'onG Guporinduced and adventitious. His
story requires Roman 'Ol' kin;'s, 'Jut; he thinks only on men. He knew
that Rome, like ev~r:' ot}-,er city, had men of all dispositions; and
wanting a buffoon, h" went into the senD,to-house for that which the
senate-house would ccrtnin1y hfwe afforded him. He V!aS inclined to

preserves

breaches of decorum ou~ht to be forGiven in a work which reaches the sublime
Hence Mrs. Montague can forgive Prince Hal in the incident with Francis, the
servant, in I Henry IV, Act II, Sc. 4, but she condemns all the scenes of
II Henry IV in wh~ch-Uoll Tearsheet appears as an indefensible fault. Cf.
espeoially, ibid., 58, 85, 105. Her conclusion on the sllbject is similar to
Dryden's observation on t~lO moetinp; botween Octavia and Cleopatra in All for
Love. cr. this thesis. Ll'J.
--

-

142

Raleish, John30n on Shakespeare,

143

Ibid.,

14.

15.

,'I
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shew an usurper and D. mur(leror not only odious but despicable, he
therefoJ."e added drunk)nnoGs to his other qualities, knowing that kings
love wine like other men, and that ".,rine exerts its natural pow'ers upon
kings. These are the petty cavils of petty minds; a poet overlooks the
oasual distinotion of country and oondi~~on, as a painter, satisfied
with the figure, neglocts the drapery.l44
As David Lovett points out, Johnson clearly departs fram the
aooepted meaning of a type oharacter in this passage by turning the tables
on the earlier neo-olassicfl.l cri tic~ whom he accuses of not following
r
··
1) 6 .>Ie
. sources
eJ.r orJ.. tlClsm.
see tha t t he SJ.X
tlgeneral nature " .l.D. th·

0f

oharaoter traits which had been expounded by Mesnardiere and his French and
English followers are no longer necessary.

In the plaoe of the old general-

ized oharacterization Johnson puts a nmv class whioh includes them all,
human nature itself. 146
Although neo-clrssico.l criticism did not produce any great exemples of Shakespearean C>lD.ractor criticism, it is obvious that neo-olassioal oritios reoognized tho creatness of the characters.

:.'.

The statements of

the critios themselves atte,st to the fe,ct, and it must be remembered that
the last great judicial critic of the period demolished the ideo. of the type
oharaoter with i ts attendant and

II

probable" trai ts.

Al though it may be a

ooinbidence, the most accomplished of the analyses of Shakespeare's characters were written after ,1765, the year in which Johnson's Preface appeared.

1114 Ibid., 14-F,.
H~5

II

Shakespeare

ELH, II, 1935. 274-.

146

Ibid.

8.S

a l'oot of nealism in the Eighte'enth Century,"
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CHAPTER III

DEFENSES OF SHAKESPEARE'S

Jd~T

.AND ;{;';<>ULTS OF THE FIRST CHARACTER ANALYSES

Just as the judL7Uonts of the neo-classical critics on the characters of Shakespeare became more easily understood when the neo-classical

.

theories on which they are based are presented, so an explanation of the
critical ideas which the authors of the ane.lyses of Shakespeare's characters
espoused will be useful in showing the part they played in the revolt
against neo-classicism.

Tilis chapter does not propose to prove that the

character analysts by the force of their work alone supplanted the neoclassical critical theories.

This chapter will attempt to show how these

critics fitted into the larGer group of which they were a part.

Since

Shakespeare was one of the facts for which neo-classicism could not give a
satisfactory explanation, it can be seen that the work of these critics in
making clear Shakespeare's use of art and judgment in his dramas was an important part of the movoment which discredited neo-classicism.
As it has been: ointed out in Chapter Two, Samuel Jolmson's Preface (1765) to his edition of Shnl:es!,onre took up the important points of
controversy be"t\'reeri Shakec;pco.re and the strict neo-classical critics.

But

it must not be forgotten that Johnson's Preface is also of the greatest importance, as D. N. Smith points out, because it sums up

admir~bly

the

critical opinions which hE'.d been accepted as truths by critics who had gone

89
'i;
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before him.l "tAl though Johnson's jUdQllOnts were rendered to support Shakespeare against" the proponents of tho rules, it cannot be said that Johnson's
ideas immediately carried tho day.2

It will be rg,mg,mbered that almost fifty

years later Samuel T. Coleridge found it necessary to confute the theory of
the unities. 3
Johnson's first defense of Shakespeare was on the poet's use of
tragic and cqmic material in tho Grim;) play.

Mixing the two produced trag;i-

comedy, a form of drama which found no authority for its existence in the
poetics.

Johnson defends :;;hakospoare by admitting that his plays are not in

the strict sense either comedies or tragedies.

They are

compositions of a distinct king; exhibiting the real state of sublunary
nature, which partakes of good and evil, joy and sorrow, mingled wi~h
endless variety of proportion and innumerable modes of combination.

1 Shakespeare in the ::;ir;hte(3nth Century, Oxford, 1928, $. Smith
lists the follow~ng as th'o-- cri tical corrnnonplaces to which Johnson lent his
authority. "Shakespeare i:; c.~)ove 0,11 wTitors, at least all modern v{Titers,
the poet of nature • • • • " -~RaleiGh, Johnson on Shakespeare, 11. Shakespeare's plays are fi1led ":[i th practice.! axiaiiiS and domesb.c wisdom. "Yet
his real power is not shevm in the splendour of particular passages, but by
the progress of his fable, and the tenour of his dialogue • • • • "--Ibid.
ft • • • perhaps no poet ever kept his personages more distinct from each
other."--Ibid., 13. "Shakespeare has no heroes; his scenes are occupied
only by men;-who act and speak as the re~der thinks that he sould himself
have spoken or acted on the same occasion • • • • "--Ibid., 14. This therefore is the praise of Shakespeare, that his drama is-tne mirrour of life ••
•" --Ibid.
2 Thomas M. He.; ;or. "Tho Dovmfall of the Unities," M:odern Language Notes, Bal timore XL~ i • .0ocolilbor. 1927, 1-9. See also his introduction
Iiilirs edition, Coleridce': v;;o.J:ospcuro:J..ll Criticism, London, 1930, I, xix.
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Johnson's detense is an appeal from the laws of criticism to nature itself,
for he establishes the fact that Shakespeare's plays possess an artistically
effective form even thOUGh tho conduct of the plot is not similar to the
c:;

conduct of the plot of e. r,': ubr dnl.mv. • ..J

Jolmson's defense of Shakespeare's

characters from the charge that they viole.ted the decorum proper to them

haS already been noted in Ghapter

~wo.

By asserting that the characters

5 Neo-classical critics following the Poetics naturally emphasized the importance of the plot in a.chieving the tote.1 effect of the play.
but they were aware that Shakespeare's plots, which did not conform to the
rules, were dramatically 0 Cf'ective. In Letter I of Dennis's series of
letters "On the Genius and:ritin,~:G of :.:hakespeare," the author admitted
that Shakespee.re had such: 1;r: Iont for l:;ouchinr::: the passions, "that they
often touch us more wi thou:; their clue preparations, than those of other Tragic Poets, who have all til]iJocuty of Josir:;n and all tho Adve.nts.ge of Incidents." --Hooker, Works 0 f ,J olm Denni r.;, II, h. Alexander Pope me.de the observation that Shakespenrc;n"io's"uch- power over the passions that he shows no
labor or preparation to guide us to the effect. "We are surprized the
moment that we weep; and yet upon reflection find the passion so just that
we should be surprized if we had not wept and wept at that very moment.!I-J•• Pope, ed., The Works of Shakespee,r, London, 1723, I, iii. Dennis's
editor, E. N. EQaker, poInts out that both critics recognize that a drama in
which characterization is highly developed--and admittedly Shakespeare excelled in characterization--might attain the end of tragedy, i.e., arousing
the emotions of pity and terror, more successfully thon other plays which
perfectly fulfill the requirements laid down for the design and conduct of
the plot.--V¥orks of John ~,)nnis, II, L125. The idea vvasrepeated more emphatice.lly '5"Y"Teter t'ffi.fi11r:;lr:lm 2uquiry into the Learninr; of Shakespeare
wi tho Remarks on Severe.l p. 3c,·oso'i"·l1T.sl='l.ays:- London, 17h3,
Whalley
pOlntea:ou~tMt'""Tr~))l". ',;-o"c TTo~lTl- ~:ol'-ci- ir~o.de "of Shakespeare's plays, hi s art
end judgment in developin tho COll:'i:i. stoney and contrasts of his characters
end in developing the "different Underp1ots, which are all made subservient
towards the carryinE out 0":' tho lLe.in design" ",'Iould become more obvious.
Three years before Jolmson' s Preface appeared, Daniel Vlebb in his Remarks on
the Beauties of Poetry, London, 1762, 104-105, remarked that ShakespearetsCli'fef beauty came from his particular kind of plot: II For , as the Poet was
not confinod to a unity and sirnplici ty of action, he created> incidents in
proportion to the promptnoss and vivacity of his genius. Hence his sentiments spring from.motives exquisitely fitted to produce them: to this they
OW'? ~hat original spirit I that conunanding energy, which overcame the improb~~l:i'r ty of the scene; and tnmsport tho hoart in defiance of the understand-

-r-r.
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followed

"gen~ral

nature," ( Johnson

1;;0.::;

nble to free them from the obliga-

tions of the code of decorwn7 and at tho same time establish the distinctness with vthich Shakespearo conceived each character.

The distinctness of

each character is, as shall be seen, one of the qualities of characters
which led tho authors of the analyses to study the characters in detail.

6 Raleigh, Jolm;on on ,:';h8]:ospeare, lh.

7 Although John,;on doos not say that the characters represent individuals, his using" genoi"cl neture" o.s the bo.sis of characterizetion puts
him with earlier and later <Jri tics who proclaimed boldly, in spite of Aristotle and his followers, tilFlt it ';ras 3he.kespeare's glory that his characters
were individuals5 Pope rocoCnized the fact and found it praiseworthy when
he said: "His characters are so much Nature her self, that it is a sort of
injury to cS.11 them by so distant a name as Copies of her. • •• But every
single character in Shakespeare is as much an individual as those in Life
itself; it is as impossible to find any ~vo alike; and such as from their
relation or affinity in any respect appear most to be Twins, will upon Comparison be found remarkably distinct."--~'iorks of Shakespear, I, i i . Theobald illustrated the idea by remarkinE tnat otner dramatists are unable to
vary their fools and coxcombs. IIBut Shakespeare's Clm'ffis and Fops come all
of a different House; the~ [Jxo no farther al1iaato one another as Man to
Man, Members of the same "r;cios: bu':~ DS different in Features and Lineaments
of Character, as we are f;' lU one m1C>thor in Face or Complexion."--Works of
Shakespeare, I, iii. Pet'.;- .'11.::.1107 pointed out that "they are as dlstinct
from oach other, as one ErC', is from [" socond :i.n real Life."--An Enquiry, 21.
Although Charlotte Lennox:m.s not vril1inE~ to abandon the ides-of the type
character J she was wil1in£, to make the type more narrmV5 This she did when
she defended Iago in She.kc8poare Illustruted, London, 1753, I, 129-130. She
a.dmi t'ted that Iago diarlCi-{; possess the trHits which soldiers usually possessed but let Thomas H.ymer remember that he was an Italian soldier, "born
in a Country remarkable for the deep, Art, Cruelty, and revengeful Temper of
its Inhabitants." Mrs .. Montegu in her Essay, 81, said: "Shakespeare's dramatic personae are men frdl by constitution, hurt, by ill habits, faulty
and unequal •• e • We arc int~rested in what they do, or say, by feeling
every moment that they arc' tho same nc.ture as ourselves." Actually it is
a. statement very similar -(;0 Johnson T s l! he thinks only on men." --Re.leish,
Johnson on Shakespeare, 1)8
'
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LastJ.y, Johnson :;uIlport0d ohnl:ospeare' s disregard for the unities
of time and

pl~ce.8

He did not discredit them absolutely, but he held that

theY were unnecessary in a drama and could be regarded as a mere flourish of

dexterity on the part of the dramatist.

To maintain them successfully in a

play, according to Johnson, is comparable to an architect's introducing all
the orders of architecture in e. citadel without reducing its strength.

The

greatest graces of a play fre to copy nature and to instruct life, and these
graces may be accomplishod in spi to of the violations of the unities. 9

8

Raleigh~

Johnson on Shakespeare,

25-30.

9 Ibid., 30. Cf. Raysor, 11 The Dovmfall of the Unities, II Modern
Language Notes,xtII, 1-9. Actually the defense of Shakespeare's use of
tragi-comeay is a defense of his plots insofar as the unity of action is
concerned. Defenses of Shakespeare's violations of the unities are frequently so phrased as to make it difficult to decide whether the critic is defending Shakespeare's unity oi ~ction, or his violations of the unities of time
and place, or both. Generr~lly few critics paid much attention to the unities
of time and plD.ce. Almost ell critics insist that Shakespeare's beauties of
characterization amply IDa'
for his violations of the strict rules of the
plot. Even Charles Gildm Cll~litt.1<l, "'l'here i~; such a Witchery in him, that
all the Rules of Art, vlhie. IlO der, c no~~ observe, tho built on an equally
Solid and Infallible Rense' J vnnish ['.VTO;;' in the tr8.nsports of those he does
observe, so entirely, as L' I hnd never Imown anything of the Matter."-Gildon, Works of Mr. Shako::poc.r. VII, v. In his Observations on Poetry,
Londo~, ~ Renry Pemberton devoted the entire book to a general defense
of the theory that charact~rization was more important than plot structure
in his attompt to prove tho ~reat merits of Richard Glover's epic poem Leonidas (1737). Needless to say he used Shakespeare's ple.ys as his chief justrrrcation. The anonymous author of An Examen of the Suspicious Husband,
London, 1747. 22-23, admits that Shakespeare does iiOt" always fol1mv the
mechanical rules of the unities of time, place, and action but he does observe lithe most essentiel ~'ncl noble ~{ulos of the Drama" which are the preservation and consistency of character nnd the working up of the passions ..
Peter Whalley in An Enquir;f" 17, insists that the rna.sterly e~pression of
characters and manners is more useful o.nd conducive to the ends of tragedy
than the strict following of the rules for the design and conduct of the
plot.
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These then are th" critical attitudes which were current in the
111'

strue;gle against the authority of the rules and which the character analysts
used in attempts to gain recognition for Shakespeare's art and judgment by
showine that these principlos helped to account for the greatness of Shakespeare.
Actually, the body of character analyses which were made during
the first half of the

eight~onth

century is not large, nor are the corranents

of the critics such as hvvo any more the.n a historical interest.

They are

interesting in the fact th8t tho v.uthors of ono variety of analyses assume
that Shakespeare's characters are accurate transcriptions fram life.

These

.
, ',
I

"

authors used Shakespeare's characters as examples of human behaviour in
periodical essays.

The other variety of essay concerned itself with the

characters fram a dramatic point of view.

Actually, even in the essays

which are critice.l in their intention, a moral interest is frequently present.
'!

In 1710 Richard

[;0010

usod

l~llG

I

characters of Desdemone. and

Othello as examples in an ussaylO in which he maintained that the ordinary
part ?f mankind is never

hi2.:hl~r

pleased or displeased but that "the more

informed part of mankind" is seldom indifferent and usually spends its time
"in the most anxious vexation, or the highest satisfaction. 1I

Shakespeare

shows us both varieties of informed beheviour in "the most excellent tragedy
of Othello."

10

Tatler, No. 188, June 22, 1710.

~"----
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In the character of Desdomone., he runs through all the sentiments of
a virtuo~s maid, and u tender ·wife.. She is capti vnted by his virtue,
and faithful to him as well from that motive as regard to her honour.
Othello is a creat and noble spirit, misled by the villany of a false
friend to suspect her innocence; and resents it accordingly. v1.hen,
after the many instances of passion, the wife is told the husband is
jealous, her simplicity makes her ince.pable of bel.ieving it, and say,
after such circumstances as would drive another woman into distraction,
I thinJ- tno sun ':There he was born
Drev! c. 1 ;;ucl, nuc'lOu!'s from him •

.

This opinion oe ilim is so ju:,t, that his nobl.e and tender heart
beats itself to piece' J berOt'O ho can affront her with the mention of
his jealousy; and he 0-:;113, tilis susrJicion has blot;ted out all the sense
of glory and happines.3 which before it was possessed with; when he
laments himself in th8 warm allusions of B. mind accustomed to entertainments so very different from the pangs of jealousy and revenge. How
moving is his sorrow, when he cries out as follow's:
I had been happy, if the general camp, etc.
Steele concludes his analY:3is by remr:.rkin;>: toot he did not think that a more
strong and lively picture

cor

n8.tur

C

)

c011.1d be found in any other part of

Shakespeare's work ..
Steele returned to 0hakespearo for an example of human nature

L~

an essayll on the sUbject of flattery in which the imaginative conception
of the character by the critic is

apparent~

Steole is confident that the

character will meet the roquirements of the actual wor~d as well as he met
the requirements of the plot of the play ..
Thus it is with Malvolio; he has wit, learninc;, and discernment, but
tempered with an alloy of envy, self love, and detraction. Me.lvolio
turns pale at the mirth and good humour of the cmnpany if it center
not in his person; he Crows jealous and displeased when he ceases to
be the only person admired, and looks upon commendations paid to anothe
as a. detraction from !lis merit, and an attempt to lessen the superiorit

11

Specta.tor, No. ~:3f), Decembor

3, 1711.
,,\,'

_
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he affects; but by this very method he bestow's such praise as· can never
be susp~ted of flattery. His uneasiness and distaste are so many sure
and certain signs of another's titlo to that glory he desires, and has
the mortification not to find himself possessed of.
It should be noted that Steele completely ignores the use of the characters

in the drama.

He is concerned only with their trueness to life, and this

fact he assumes.
John HUGhes in 1'/13 used Qthallo in an essay which combined I i tera.ry criticism vd th a cauti(Jn

a.~A.inst

tho vice of jealousy.

Actually the fo

of the essay is overburdenod 'oy the author's first telling of a performance
of Othello to which he took his famale wards, durinG which he saw them all
betrayed into tears.

fol1m~

Then

the analysis of the play, and after the

analysis he further enforces the morc.1 of the play by recounting in detail
the misfortunes of the jer lous Don I.leuzo "which really happened some years
a.go in Spain."
Although the form of the essay is most awkward, it contains exce1lent observations not only on the characters of Othello and Iago but also
on the conduct of the

plot~

There can be little doubt that he had Thomas

I
I

Rymeris condemnation of the play in mind as he

wrote~

Hughes considers

Othello a noble but irregular production of a genius who had the power of
animating the English theatre beyond the power of anyone else.

The touches

of nature. i.e., the depiction of the characters, are strong and masterly,
but in some respects the probability of the plot was too much neglected ..
Yet to speak of it in the ~no;:d-; sevore cerms one would have to borrow Waller'
rema.rk on the Maid i s Yragody:

-----

.•.

-

Great are it:; faults, but 3lorious is its flame.

'I
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H0W'9ver l i t w~uld be a poor employment for a c ri ti c to point out the faults
and pay no a tt·ention to the beauti e s of a work "that has struck the most

sensible part of our audiences in a very forcible manner."
The beauties of the piece lie in the characters and in a circumstance of the plot.

Otheno oxemplifies the truth that the strongest love

is noarest to the stron[';os '. 'rtn tred..

Tho tompestuousness of his love and the

.

peculiar wildness of his c: :nrc ctor Cocm very artfully to prepare for the
change which is to follow.

Othello' c strife of passions, his starts I his

returns to love and threatonings of

180[,;0,

his relapses toward joalousy, his

rage against his wife, and his asking pardon of lago, whose fidelity he
~inks

that he has abused,

are touchos which no "no C8.n ovorlook thD.t has the sentiments of hu:rn.an
nature, or who has cOlL:.>icierwl tlie :13art of man in its frailties, its
penances, and all the vctricty oC its ac;i tation.
He concludes his remarks on Othello by s8.ying that the torments of the Moor
are so exquisitely drawn as to make him an objoct of our compassion even in
the killing of Desdemona..

Hughes approvos of the" deep and subtle villany
I

of lago" which is dravm with e. masterly hand.

Of the temptation scene,

I

Hughes has an opinion at vnrio.nce vrith that of Thomas Rymer:
lego's broken hints, questions, and seemine care to hide the reason of
them; his obscure suggestions to raise the curiosity of the Moor; his
personated confusion, and refusinc; to explain himself, while Othello
is drmm on and held in suspense until he grov{s impatient and angry;
then his throwing in the poison, and naming to him the passion he would
raise
0, beware of jealousy
are inimi table strok"~ of art, in that scene which has alvrays been
justly esteemed one of the best which ,vas represented on the theatre ..

I,

The circumstance

of',~hG

:'lot '::hich arouses Hughes's admiration is

the use of the handkerchief to confirm the suspicion of Othello.
slibhtness of the circumstrnce is its beauty.

The very

Hughes ends his examination

of the play by admitting; that
It would be easy for a tasteless critic to turn any of the beauties I
have mentioned into riclicule; but such a one would only betray a mechanical judgment, formed out of borro';rod rulos and conunonplace reading,
and not arising from'ny;;rue ,~lsc0rlUnent in human nature and its
passions.

The criticism of HUGhes was examined at length because it defends
othello against Rymer's strictures and because it is the first essay to consider the characters of Shakespeare within the framework of the plot of the
play.

In HughesVs comment, moreover, on the proper critical attitude rest-

ing in true discernment in human nature and its passions is heard the first
statement of the opinion 'which the character critics will hold to be the
most important critical requirament as the rules become less and less important.
EiGhteen yee.rs bafore Lenis Theobe.ld published his much maligned
edition of Shakespeare in '..73), h,:;

~JUolished

in his periodical, The Censor,

the first essays devoted o;;:clusivoly to tho examination of a ShakespearetUI.
playe

In two essays~12 Thoobald examined KinG ~ by comparing it with the

I,'
'II

r

original legend and by using the examen form to point out the faults and
beauties of the play.

Theobald did not renounce the rules when he criticized

Shake speare; he ignored them ~

12

Honco he says nothing of "the General Absurd-

No.7, April 25, 1715, and

l~o.

10, May 2)1 1715 ..
i;

jS=---------------------~------------------------------------------------,
'tl'es of Shakespear in thi, anu 0.11 his other

1

•

Tra~edies • • •

•" 13

They were

ce.u sed by his ignorance of mechanics,l rules and by the constitution of the
stories; but if they were:;o come under the lash of criticism. he "could
without Regret pardon a Number of them. for being so admirably lost in Excellencies."

His purpose is to view' the plr.y on its beautiful side by

remarking
the Propriety of Lear's conduct, how well it is supported throu~hout
the scenes, I4d what ,jpirit find ::;lor,ance reign in the Lane;uage and
Sentiments.
Censor, No.7, is largely
the story of the ancient king.

~iven

over to Theobald's retelling of

In the second essay he shows hmv Shakespeare

heightened the distress of the story and yet maintained the same tenor and
how finally he "Artfully preserved the Character and lmnners of Lear
out his

Tra~edy .. tI

throu~h-

This is accomplished by pointing out briefly the parts

of the play which demonstrate each of these claims.

This study. which is

I,I

completely in the neo-classical manner, finds Theobald in opposition to
John Dennis and Charles Gildon in his opinion that Shakespeare's ability in
the artful preservation

0';,

;"cnr I~. C[laraC'cer .ms so creat that

had Shakespeare read all the,t j.,ristotle, and Horace, and the Criticks
'have wrote on this Score, ho could noE have wrought more happily.15
This burst of confidence leads Theobald to a further praise of Shakespeare
in his depiction of Lear's madness

13

j

which had never been equalled in the

No .. 7·

14 Ibid e

I,

1'1'\
'I

15 No. 10.

,

:I

,
'

I
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past nor, he

~uspects,

wi 11 avar ~)C

Although the stully of KinG

0']1)[1.

lled in the future.

Le~r

vms completely literary in its

tone and purpose, Theobald did not return to this type of essay again.
Allusions to the other plays occur in the Censor,16 but these references
have little to do with literary criticism.

Theobald's use of Othello in No.

16 to prove that jealousy arisos from. a poorness of spirit shov/s the same
use of the characters as 0"0oele and HU'rhos had employed.

Theobald's view of

Shakespeare's wisdom was hiGh:
The Plagues and Consequences of this Passion are so exquisitely describod in ShakespearYs Othello, that this Play may serve as a com~7eat
Commonplace Book of Cautions against entertaining rash suspicions.
But such a remark also shows that Theobald did not realize the beauty of
the whole drama but could only see its individual good pointse
It cannot be claimed that anyone of these essays is remarkable
for any deep understanding of the characters or for an enthusiasm which the
critic felt and attempted to pass on to his readers.

Hughes had mentioned

Shakespeare's art, and Thc088.1d returned to the idea in his essays .. l8

The

16 HrunletJj Nos. 18, 5L j., 83, 90, 93, end Julius Caesar, No .. 70.

17 No. 16 ..
18 A typical statement occurs in No .. 16: "As I never see the Rage
of the Moor when he is ';'lorked up by the Villany of Iago, without the greatest pi ty; so I am strongly pleased to observe tihe1l.rtOf the Poet., with
What a curious Happiness ho has trac'd this Passion, vrith what little Baits
he has laid to feed Othello's suspicion, and what Sentiments of Resentment
he has firYd him withJj at overy nOVI sUGgestion of being injurYd a His very
Resolution against Jealou"7 srenk;3 him preparYd for Doubts, and bent to
sift the Truth."

I,'"
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ne o_classical critic usually spoke of Shakespeare's genius and implied that
<I)

Shakespeare was not conscious of his powers.

The critics who interested

themselves primarily in tho clluructers however noted that Shakespeare skillfully worked for the effects which he achieved.
The essays of Joseph Warton (1722-1800) on The Tempest 19 and King

-

-

-

Lear20 appeared thirty-six years after Theobald's essays had appeared in
t he Censor.

Although no character analyses were apparently v;ritten during

this period,2l Warton's essays reflect the increasing disregard for the
rules on the part of the critics who found them unsatisfactory or on the
part of those critics who ,:lflimeu thc.t :.ohskospeare was Ifoutside the rules." 22

19 Adventurer, Hos. 93, September 25, 1753, and 97, October 9,
1753·
20 Adventurer, Nos. 113, December 4, 1753, 116, December 15, 1753,
and 122, January-"-m4.
21 Thomas li. RayC'or, "Tho ,~tud::; of Shakespearefs CharEl.cters in the
Eie;hteenth Century," Moder,'c L8nc~m;_'(1 lJotes, Baltimore, XLII, December 1927,
495-5 00.
- - _ ...- .. -. - _.- - -.. - --.. --..
22 From the bo[;jJ.:.ninG ollDo centurJ' Shakespeare presented an
embarrassing problem to th(J follo',rors of the rules. Rowe had observed in
1709. that "It would be hard to try a mun by a law he know nothinrr, of."
Steele in the Spectator, No. 592, September 10. 1714, deniod their validity,
at least insofar as Shakespoare was concerned, when he asked, "Who w'ould not
rather read one of hi sPlays, where there is not a s incle Rule of the Stage
observed. than any production of a mod~rn Critick, where there is not one
of them violated?1I In the Preface to his edition of Shalcespoare, Pope had
follovred Rowe when he observed that !ITo judge, therefore, of Shakespear by
Aristotle's rules, is like tryinG; 9. man by the Laws of one Cduntry, who
acted under those of anot~1'n·.n --'(forks of LJhakespee.r, I, vi • . William Warburtonfs opinion is, as OLe michrEi;:peC€',"STrililar to Pope's opinion: IIFor
tho' it be true, as Mr. PC')O h8.th observod, that Shakospeare is the :fairest
and fullest subject for c:'iticiBr.1, yot it is not such a. sort of criticism
as may be raised mechanic: lly on tho rules which Dacier, Rapin" and Bossu
hnve Collected from antiq;lity; and of ~vhich such writers as Rymer" Gildon,

i, .
I

"I

, III
~ ,

, I
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The position

ot

the latter group of critics suggested a deficiency in that

no critical standards were available to evaluate so important an author as
Shakespeare.

In Viarton's

OSS8.yS

one finds s.n attempt to fill this need.

In the first eS[t'y of the series, Warton announced that his purpose was to fix Shakespearo t s merit as a poet.

In language which recalls

pope's observation on the same sUbject,2 3 Warton states that the regularity
of Horace and Virgil confine critics of these poets to perpetual panegyrics
on their beauties and afford the critics fmv opportunities for diversifying
their remarks by detectinr latont, l)lomishes.

Shakespeare is an ideal author

to examine
because he exhibits r'Oore nUrl'3l"OUS eXf';Jilplos of excellencies and faults,
of every kind, than £"-1'0, perhaps, to be discovered in eny other author.
Althou['")1 Warton's use of the beauties and faults tenninology seems to place
him on a level with the judicial critics, he triumphs over the method and

uses little more than its technical words.
'I,

Before Warton br':::in::; his exanination of The Tempest, he lists the
characteristic faults und :)onutios of the poet.

I'

Shakespeare's plots are

sometimes blamable because they violate unity, and his diction is sometimes
obscure and tureid.

This is the complete list of the faultsJ> and one

notices that Warton uses

II

sometimes ll to qualify both judgments.

,'
':.1
I:,1 •

He lists
,f,'

,,'

Dennis, and Oldmixon have ge.thered only the husks." --The frorks of Shakespear
London, 1747, I, xviii. The work of the character crrt:rcs of. tne secon
half of the century vms an effort to provide such a variety of critioism.

23 Pope, The,'forks of

~)hakespearJ>

'!

I, i •

, I
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Shakospeare's«texcellenCi,es under three headings: his lively creative imagina.tion, his strokes of nature and passion, and his preservation of the consistency of his characters.
Evidence of the reaction against the rules of the unities appears
in Warton's statement that Shakespeare's excellencies and particularly his
ability to preserve his chnracters are of so much importance in the drama
the. t they amply compense.to for his tranSGressions against the unities of
time and place which are oCton obsorved strictly by geniuses of the
order.

1~lest

But to portray characters naturally and to preserve them skillfully

require such an intimate knowledge of the heart of man and happen so seldom
I

I

that perhaps only two writers have enjoyed them, Homer and

Shakespeare. 24

Holding these principles, Vrarton na.turally intends to shaw the
consistency of Shakespeo.ro' s cho.ro.cters by pointing out some of the "master
strokes" in The Tempest.

In No. 93, J!',rton examines Ariel and finds that

!:

he has a set of images peculiar to his station and office and that his
habitations and pastimes, which he describes in the exquisite song
,I,

Where the bee sucks, there suck I,
are qelightfully sui table

~o

his character.
1\

I!'

In Ho. 97, Ws.rtC<l cxo.rdncs tho characters of Ca.librul and Miranda.
In his opinion, Shakespcarn ho.s ::mcceeded in the difficult and hazardous

"

i \i

task of creating en oriCiYw 1 charr.cter in Caliban, vrho is a monster of

24 By the end of the century, Shakespeare had been frequently
compared favorably in character analyses with Homer, Aeschylus, Sophoclesj/
and Euripides"

"I

,

;
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cruelty, mali.e, pride~ ignorance, idlenoss, gluttony, and lust.

Shakespeare

shOVTed delicate judgment in showing Caliban' s ignorance by having him ignorant of the names of the sun Dnd moon and in thinking that Stephano was i:;he
man in the moon.

His using his power of speech to curse and the delighi:; he

takes in enumerating the ways in which the sailors could kill Prospera are
further touches Shakespeare has used in painting Cali ban.

Shakespeare

seems the only poet who is able to unite poetry with propriety of character.
The most striking example of this ability is Caliban's saying to the sailors,
Pray you tread softly, that the blind mole may not
Hear a foot-fcll.
This image is at once highly pooticcl and exactly suited to the wildness of
the speaker.

However, Vvarton thinks that Shakespeare erred in having Cali-

ban change from his fierce and implacable spirit by having him say at the
end of the play,

.,III'I'

··1":

ii
I.,

I'll be vrise hereafter ..
The character o:~ i.riranclr is entirely original..
so much fancy that he is

~'~18

to put trro

orir~inals

Shakespeare has

in the same play.

The

lovely and innocent Miranda show·s the tendernoss, innoconce, and simplici. ty
of her character in meetinc with Ferdinand in the wood as he goe s about the
task imposed on him by Prospero.

Shakespeare is a.ble to depict character

by selecting little and almost imperceptible circumstances such as this

one..

Shake~peare

shows cllB.rocter far better in this way than Dryden did by

his characters or Howe d5.} with tho amorous declanw.tions which he put into
the mouths of his charactors.

105
Warton's po.instf1Jrin;j onL',lysi s of the characters was undertaken to
shO'Y

how uniformity of character, "that leading beauty in drama. tic poetry, n

is preservod throughout the play.

His close attention to his task did not

cause him to overlook the spirit of the whole play.
the magic of Shakespeare's poetry.

He noted with praise

Of the lines,

The isle is full of noises
Sounds- and sweet airs the.;t ::ive delight and hurt not,
he observes:
The poet is more a powerful magician than his en'ffi Prospero. We are
transported into fairy land; we are rapt in a delicious dream, fr~
which it is misery to be disturbed; all around us is enchantment.~~
Here one can see the beginning of a new appreciation for Shakespeare's art.
The critic catches the tone of the play in a lvay that the judicial critics
had been unable to and then communicates it to his audience.
In his series of esse.ys on King Lear, 26 Warton proposed to con-

',
I 'I

sider the judgment and art of the poet in presenting the origin and the
cause of Lear's madness,27 and the three articles follenv Lear scene by
scene in the playa

In the first essay of the series, Warton again asserts
, I:

Shakespeare's rightful

pl~ce

in literature when he says that Shakespeare

has succeeded in showing the ori;"in and progress of LearY s distraction
better than any other writer who attempted a similar task.

Shakespeare has

even excelled Euripides, whom Longinus had commended for his representation

25 No .. 93.
26

Nos~

27

No. 113.

113, 116, 122.
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of the

madnes~

of Orestes.

Warton perhaps felt that such a close examination of a play might
seam unnecessary to people who followed the neo-classical examen method.
Bis defense of his method, a method which came to be the ordinary method in
Shakespearean criticism as a result of the work of the character analysts,
deserves full quotation:
General criticism is:n ('.11 slt~jects useless and uninteresting; but it
is more than commonly absurd y:i\:.h respect to Shakespeare, who must be
accompanied step by step and scene by scene, in his gradual developments of characters and po.ssions, end whose finor features must be
sinGly pointed out, if we would do compleat justice to his genuine
beauties. It would have been easy to have declared in general terms,
'that the madness of Lear was very natural and pathetic'; and the
reader might then have escaped, what he may, perhaps, call a multitude
of well-knm\n quotations: but then it had been impossible to exhibit
a perfect picture of the secret workinGs and che.nges of Lear' 5 mind,
which vary in each succeedinc passaf,o, and which r~gder an allee;ation
of each particular so,~timont nbsolutely necessary.
The passage is remarkable not only for

pointinf~

out the growing feeline the.t

the method of the judicial critics was inadequate but also for the assertion
that Shakespeare's characters develop graduallY41

Here are individuals whose

characters unfolds> not static type characters whose tra.i ts are knovm at the
beginning of the play and whose propriety can be checked against the laws
of a 'compiler of the traits 'which char8.cters OUGht to possess.
Just as in his romrTks on Tho Tempest, so also in his remarks on
King Lear,
--

Warton is conscious of 3hc.kospoare1s great art in Civinr; natural

dialogue to his characten: in "ho most tryinr; circumstances
three scenes in which Shakespeare has oxercised this art.

28

No. 116.

Q

He points out

Irl the first of

."
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these; Lear in!onns Regan of the harsh treatment which he had received from
Goneril.
Beloved Regan,
Thy sister's naught--O Regan' she hath tied
Sharp-toothed unkindness, like a vulture, here.
I can scarce speak to thee--thou'lt nQt believe
Wi th hmV' depraved a quali ty--O Regan1 29
warton points out that it is

It

a stroke of wonderful art" to represent Lear

.

as incapable of saying exactly what ill-usage he had received and to show
him breaking off abruptly as if he was choked with tenderness and resent-

ment.3°
The second expression of Warton's admiration for Shakespeare's

I

I

great art comes when Warton comments on the line,

°me. my heartl

my rising heartl--but down. 3l

He points out that other tl'a,'-ic nritors would have put a long speech enumerating the causes of his anc;uish in his mouth.
But Nature, Sophocles. and Shakespeare represent the feelings of the
heart in a diffet~nt manner; by a broken hintj/ a short exclamation, a
word, or a look.~
The third e:cpression which calls for 'Warton' s praise is Lear's
rema.r~.

"Wilt break my hee,rt?!I when Kent asks him to take shelter in the

hovel. 'Warton presents what he iJr1.'l.i~incs to be the thoughts of Lear at the
time as he oontrasted tho cruelty of his daughters with the kindness of his

29

II, iv, 135-1 39.

I

:1,

i

!'

30

No. 113·

31
32

II, iv. 122.
No. 113.

!'\'
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serve.nt. 33
In the third essay, Warton traces the cause of Lear'0 madnoss,
and in this essay finds that the resignation of his crmvn to cruel and unnature.l daughters is the particulnr idea on which Lear dwells in his madness.34 Viarton brings all the passages in which Lear speaks of royalty to
prove his point.

Having thus accomplished his purpose in showing the con-

sistency with which Lear's character is presented and shovring the cause of

his madness, Warton concludes the series of essays with a paragraph in which
he lists "the considerable imperfections ll with which the drama. has been
charged .35
Warton's essays on The Tempest and King

~

can be said to be

the first indication of tho real promise which the new method of Shakespearean criticism showed.

Tho ido8. tIl['. t)D.[',kespeare' s plays must be examined

I",'

minutely, and the insistence on the importance of Shakespeare's great gifts
as a natural character delineator are the

33

~vo

most important developments,

No .. 116.

3h Warton t s enrHer opinion exprossed in f.dventurer, No. 113, is
much more cogent: "Their 1l!mf.~urr..l in[;::"2.titude the intolerable affronts,
indigni ties and cruelties ~10 sui'fo:cs from them)l and the remorse he feels
from his imprudent resi[,IH cion of (lis ))O'iIOr JI at first enflarne him vri th the
most violent rHce and by (;° 0 1'005 dri vo iyim to madness and doath."
j

35 These are tho Ecl.mund-ZdC:;D.r plot which distracts the attention
and destroys unity, Gloucester's blinding on the stageJl the improbability
of his leap, some turgid passages and strained metaphors, an~ the too
savage and unnatural cruelty of his daughters. In his notes to King Lear,
Samuel Johnson defended Shakespeare from Warton's criticism of t'!i'i3"EclmundEdgar plot and of the cruolty of the daughters.. Cf. Re.leigh, Johnson on
~hakespeare,

160.

.1
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althOUGh Warto~'s reference to Shakespeare's magic and "Nature, Sophocles,

e.nd

Shakespeare!' are also important, pointing as they do towards the new

appreciation of Shakespeare.
The discussion of Lear's madness in The Adventurer, No. 122,

oall ed forth a reply from Arthur Uurphy (1727-1805), who devoted three
essays to the problem. 36

In tho first of these essays, 1furphy claims that

the behavior of Lear's children is what is uppermost in his mind and that
eventually Lear oannot take his attention from the subject of his children's
ingratitude.

The rest of the essay is given over to a careful examination

of the text of the play to prove the correctness of his view. 37
essay, No.

66,

The second

supposedly written by one of Murphy's readers, points out

that both qualities J the loss of royalty suggested by Warton and the filial
ingratitude pointed out by I:urphy, era responsible for Lear's madness .3

8

The last essay of the serios, Ho. 87, returns to Murphy's original position
I.,

which he considers an adequate explanation.

He does not answer the objec-

tion that the plot shoW's Lear's folly.
Murphy's essays show an awareness of Shakespeare's art as a de-

36 Gray's Inn Jr:urnc 1, Ho. 1,5, Jnnuary 12, 1751+, No. 66, January
19, 1754, and"""'N"07d"r;Ap'r-n-G- 175L.

37 Samuel Johnsc'n decidod t?lis controvorsy in l~urphyY s favor in
his notes on the play. Cf. Raleich, Johnson on Shakespeare, 1628
38 In No ... 65, Murphy claims that an examination of the plot sh01.VS
that it displays "the hOrl"id crime of filial ingratitude." Tne author of
No. 66 counters with the claim that the moral of the play "does not expose
the Ingratitude of children, more than the fo1ly of parents." The author
points out that the sub-plot shows the same folly in Gloucester.

'I
1
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lineator of ch~racter.39

According to 1rurphy, Shakespeare's characters are

individuals each of vrhom operates" accordine; to his peculiar Habit and Frame
of Ivrind .,,40

Not only is each character an indi viduB.l, but Shakespeare also

/.,

contrives to show us fully rounded characters, as the author of No. 66 points
out when he says that Shakespeare not only sho;'rs us the characters as they
exist in the plays, "but we are a.lso made acquainted, by some nice Touches

.

in each Play, with their former Mode of thinking and acting. • .."

This

reference to the fulness of Shakespeare's characterization is one of the
points which the later critics cems to notice and praise, and it is the
actual basis of the work of Iiaurice iJ:organn.
As it .vas noted in Chapter Tvro, Samuel Johnson's notes on the
characters of the plays are usually short and in the judicial style.

Two

notes, however, stand in contrast to the others and in them is apparent the
quali ty which distinguishes all character analyses from the jUdicial enumeration of the traits of charncter.

The quality is the imagination of the

critic which lifts the c:harncter out of tho play and examines it, not accordint to a code of character decorum but a.ccording to the critic's kno;Tledge
of human life.,

In his note on Polonius, Johnson's method recalls thut of the
i,!

39

In No.

41, July 28, 1753, },Iurphy had placed himself on the side

of those . . rho emphasized C:larncter depiction at the expense of plot regularity

when he said, "But Fable :;.:J 1)l1t a 3econdary Beauty; the Exhibition of Character, and the Excitement oi' tho PU3 sions justly claiming the Precedence in
Dramatic Poetry."

ps------------------------------------------------------------------------,
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"riodical essayist who looked for G. character to servo as an example of
po
'*'
the truth of his remarks. For him~ tho character of Polonius 4l is one in
~~ich

Shakespeare shows a truth to life as the critic knows it or to what

Johnson called" general nature."
or not a kine, a general, a
particular feeling.

No longer is it necessary to ask whether

soldier~

or a slave would "probably" have a

One shifts to another basis of jUdging and asks whether

a roan who is a patriot, or in love, or is melancholic, or is
rash, etc., would act as the character acts.

jealous~

or

Instead of looking for occupa-

tional characteristics, the critics examine the charaoters in the light of

I

I'

the human emotions.42

41 "Polonius is mr;! bred in courts, exercised in business,
stored with observation, confident of his lmoy,rledge, proud of his eloquence,
and declining into dotae;e. His mode of oratory is truly represented as designed to ridicule the practice of those times, or prefaces that made no
introduction, and of method that embarrassed ruther than exple.ined. This
part of his character is accidental, the rest is natural. Such a man excels
in general principles, but fails in particular application. He is lmowin g
in retrospect, and ignorant in foresie;ht. Vfuile he depends upon his memory,
and can draw from his repositories of knovrledge, he utters weighty sentences,
and gi~es useful counsel; but as the mind in its enfeebled state cannot be
kept lon~ busy and intent, the old man is subject to sudden dereliction of
his faculties, he losos tho order of his ideas, and entangles himself in his
own thoughts, till he recovers tho leadinG principle, and falls again into
his fQnller tram. II --Ralei h, Jolmson on Shakespeare, 190-191.
<

r

LJ2 The applicc.t ~ on of this v8riety of criticism has been seen in
the work of Steele, HUGhoc. end '_'heobr,.ld. It occurs again in an essay by
William. Craig in The Loun[:er, No. 91, October 28, 1786. The author, writing
on melancholia, uses rue Characters of Hamlet, Jaques, and Timon to shovr the
various stages of the development of this quality in an individual. According to Craig, melancholia and a gloomy point of view spring up when a person
of Genius finds folly where he expects wisdom, falsehood in the place of
honor, coarseness in the place of delicacy, and selfishness and insensibilit
~here he had expected to find generosity and refinement. Such a person is
In danger of becoming a misanthrope. The misanthropy of which the author
speaks does not proceed fl'om hato of m£nkind but rather" from too much sen-

'II
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The new touchstono is o.pparont in Johnson's character sketch of
~

Falstaff.

The cordiality and gusto of its beginning put it in a class dif-

fer ent from the work of men who were more interested in proving a point of
their mvn making than in examining the characters of the plays as they presanted themselves.

filien one reads the note one feels the srune warmth of

appreciation that one felt in reading the note of Warton on the Tempest.
But Falstaff unimitated, unimitable Falstaff, haw shall I describe
thee1 Thou compound of sense and vice; or sense which may be admired
but not este~ed, of vice which may be despised, but hardly detested.
3
8

8

•

Such ardor, it must be confessed, soon cools, for Samuel Johnson is well
mvare that Falstaff is possessed of many vices, a great many of which he
proceeds to catalogue,

To his credit,

h~rever,

he sees that Falstaff is

not simply a cmvardly clown but thGt he is a complex character in whom
cmvardice is only one and then not even the most predominant vice.

In John-

son's mindJl Falstaff's pleasing qualities are "the most pleasing of all
quali ties," a perpetual gaiety and the unfailing pow'er of exciting laughter.
As if he thought that his enumeration of Falstaff's vices were a little too
unrelenting, Johnson notes that Falstaff's crimes are not enormous or sangUinary, so that his licen'Jiousnoss is not so offensive that it cannot be
borne for the sake of his:nirth.Ul-

sibility, hurt by disappointment in the benevolent and amiable feelings."

43

Raleigh, Johnson on Shakespeare, 125.

Wl-

Ibid ..

....,.
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The ~hakesp·earean criticism of Thomas vThately, Uaurice Ivforgann,
Henry Mackenzie, and Richard Cumberland illustrates the truth of D. U. Smith'

assertion that Johnson's summary of the criticism which had gone before left
little or no room for furthor cenerrlizutions.J,J.5
~d

Already in 1753, Warton

pointed out haw meanincless beneral prnise of Shakespeare was.

In the

work of these later men one sees the efforts to show the achievements of
Shakespeare by making minute examinations of the actions of the characters
of the plays and by

sh~«in~

that Shakespeare's achievement was one of art

end not chance, and that the approach to artistic achievement need not be
made by means of the rules.
Thomas Yfhate1y's Remarks on Some of the Characters of Shakespeare
is an example of the urge to shaw in detail that Shakespeare vms as able to
keep his characters distinct from each other as he was to preserve their

"

f!,

consistency.

Vlhate1y proposed to

sh~{

in detail that each of Shakespeare's

characters was so completoly cCld individually conceived that, although tvro
1,

45

Shakespeare in the Eishteenth Century, Oxford, 1928, 78.

, 46 Although it vms vrritten before 1770, Remnrks on Some of the
Characters was first publishod in 1785 after the death of TIs-a:utlior.~e
ea~ hon used in this thesis vms edited in 1839 by his nephew Richard Whately
who added his ovm introduction to the work. AccordinG to his nephew, the
study of Hacbeth and lUche.rd was only one of several pare,llel studies which
Thomo,G \'lhatoly intended to make to sh~r Shakespeare's pOV'rer E',S a delineator
of character. After finishin,r the study of Macbeth and Richard hO':rever he
set the project aside in erdor to c omplcte his Observations on Modern GardoninG, vrhich appeared in 11'10. ,rhen he died in 1772, -Ehe s~dy of llacbeth
was still in MS and was prin';,od by Jose?h~·.'hately in 1785, who credited it
to "the Luthor of ObserVE',tlons on l:Iodern Gardening." The study .vas reissued
With his name attached in TSDB e.ndviii"STssued w~th e,n introduction by
Richard ':Jhatoly in 1839.

I,!I
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, I

che.racters heJ,4 the sruno sc;rtion in lifo ond did similar things, they were
rarne.rkably distinct in their porsonnli tics.
il",I"',

Whately's attitude towards dramatio theory is the one which ern.phasizes the primnry·importance of oharacter depiction in the drama.

He

notes that rulos for the oonduct of the plot in the past have been called
the rules of the drama, but ho insists that the plot is of secondary importence.
The distinction and preservation of character is more worthy of attention than the common topics of discussion. Without distinction and
preservation of character a play is at best a tale and we perceive that
the character before our eyos is merely suppositious.~7
Yfuately points out that experience has shown that the three unities may be
dispensed with and the "magic of the scene" may mnke the absurdity invisible.
Tragedies may not be pathetic and still may be engaging, just as comedies

may be destitute of humor and still be

~usinG.

The beauties of poetry and

fancy cannot be used with somo subjects, and very few· of them absolutely
require the beauties of poetry and fanoy.

But variety and truth of oharac-

ter are absolutely required in drama; and vmen the charaoters are not well
presented, the want oannot be supplied or concealed..

The delusion fails,

and the interest ceaseS .L:.f
Well conceivod characters possess chare.cter traits which are as
individual as those of people in life.

In IlJhately t s theory the audience

47 Remarks on Some of the Char&oters of Shakespeare, 3rd ed.,
edited by Richard l'lha"Uily,Lonaon, 1839, 19.
Ibid., 20.

I
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looks for

rea~sm

in the characters and finds it in the personal touches

which the author has given the chnracter.49

His attitude

t~{ards

the sub-

ja ct is also seen in his remark that if the expression does not fit the
character exa.ctly, the effect on the audience will be weak because "so much
of the reality is wanting in the imi ta.tion." 50

In the past" critics have

rea.lized the importance of characterization and have attempted to give
directions for constructinG well distinguished and preserved characters,
but they have failed because the General marks of distinction these critics
have given to the characters do not shmv the individual but merely shaw the
general class of mankind to which he belongs. 51
Whately's theory does not" as it will be seen" advocate a depiction of character which stresses idiosyncracies and praises caricature.
In reacting against the type theory of characterization with its neat
formulation of the probable character traits$ he emphasizes the particular
traits and insists that tho charactor is convincing because it possesses a
personality which the c.udimco

r0co~nizes

as human.

The old system of probnble trf'i ts simply is not convincing.
iThately points out that characters are not as simple as the neo-classical
critics claimed that they were.

He points out the difference between the

neo-classical theory and the a'ctuali ty in this way:

49

Ibid.

50 Ibid u
51

$

22 ..

Ibid.

I
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Elevated ideas become the hero; a professed contempt of all principles
denotes a~villain; frequent Gusts of rage betray a violence, and tender
sentiments shmr a mildness, of disposition. But a villain differs not
more from a saint, than he does in same particulars from another as bad
as himself: and the same degree of anger excited by the same ~ccasion
breaks forth in as many shapes as there are various tempers. 5
The artful depiction of character by the author in such a way as

III

..I

to portray

B.

natural character must therefore avoid the extremes of giving

the character a collection of
and

cenora~

traits which are not particularized

hence making the character vague in outline, and must avoid on the other

extreme giving the character so many distinguishing peculiarities that the
Urltation is overcharged.

The first fault is commonly committed by tragic

writers who fall short of depioting character» and the second fault is
commonly committed by comic writers whose work runs to caricature. 53
Using this theor;'t of cheracterization as a guide, Whately rinds
that Shakespeare has gener lly avoided both faintly defined characters and
caricatures.

In character depiction, "the most essential part of the d r ama,1l

Shakespeare is excellent beyond comparison.
No other dramatist could ever pretend to so deep and so extensive a
knowledge of the human heart, and he had a genius to express all that
his penetration could discover& The characters therefore which he has
drawn are masterly copies from nature; differing each from the other
ru;.d a~tmated as the orisinals thou[;h correct to a scrupulous precisJ.on.
Shakespeare's excellence as a delineator of character suggests that a study

52 Ibid.» 23-24.
53 Ibid.» 24.

54

Ibid.,

25 ..

'I
'I'
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of his characters is worthy of our attention even thoue;h e;eneral rules suoh
111'

as are used iri criticizing the plot are not available.

Each character

Suggests a variety of remarks, and the critio soon becomes accustomed to
observing traits of character which is a useful and agreeable method of
forming one's judgment on dramatic characters and on one's fellow men.
Having thus set up his principles, v1.hately selects the characters

.

of Macbeth and Richard III to show how differently Shakespeare has conceived
and developed the two charaoters even though they are similar in their surface situationse

Of all of Shakespeare's characters,

none seem to agree so much in situation, and differ so much in disposition as Richard the Third and Macbeth. Both are soldiers, both usurpers, both attain the throne by the same means, by treason and murder;
and both lose it too in the same manner, in battle age.inst the person
claiming it as lawful heir. Perfidy, violence and tyranny are common
to both; and those only, thoir obvious qualities, would have been
attributed indiscriminately to both by an ordinary dramatic writer.
But Shakespeare • • • has ascribed opposite principles and motives to
the same designs of the same events upon different tempers. Richard
and Ma~beth, as represented by him, agree in nothing but their fortunes.:J?
The comparison of Richard and Macbeth is made in great detail on
the bases of their basic feeling towards humanity, their ambition, courage,
attitudes tmrards their crimes, disguising of their wickedness, and attitude
towards the outcome of the docisive battle.

Whately finds that the charac-

tars are not only marked by opposite qualities but even differ in cause,
kind, and degree of the similar quaE ties which they possess •

Ambition is

common to both, but Macbeth's ambition proceeds fram vanity which is flat-

55

Ibid., 28 ..

r
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tared by the

s~lendour

of a throne l and Richard's ambition is founded in

prida and his ruling passion is lust for power. 56 Vfuately compared their
oourage and found that Richard's courage is intrepidity and that of Macbeth
is no more than resolution.

Accordinc to Vfuately, Uacbeth's coure.ge comes

with a conscious effort and not naturally.

In his actions he betrays some

fear although he is able to stifle it. 57
The

reader~of

Whately's book is struck by the good judgment of the

critic which is apparent in his remarks on the characters and in the con-

.
58
cluslons.

56

He does not insist that Shakespeare was conscious of the con-

Ibid _I

48-49.

57 IThately's opinion of Macbeth's courage led to a controversy.
John Philip Kemble (1757-1823) took an opposite point of view in a book
which will be discussed later in this chapter. George Steevens, the She~e
spearean editor, praised '.Vhf1.tely's essay hiChly. uThe late Mr. ,'fuately's
Remarks on Some of the Characters of Shakespeare have shmm. with the utmost
clearnesS-or-a:rs~nctron and felic~ of arrancementl that what in Richard
III is forti tude, in Macbeth is no more th(1n resolution." He II dissents in
one particular from an EssaYj which otherwise is too comprehensive to need
a supplement and too rational to admit of confutation." Steevens objects
to Whately's opinion that Nacbeth's inferiority of courage is caused by his
natural disposition. In Steevens's opinion his genuine intrepidity forsook
him when he ceased to be a virtuous character. He smns up l:Iacbeth's character in these words: liTo conclude; a picture of conscience enroaching on
fortitude, of magnimity once animated by virtue and aftervrerds extinguished
by guilt, was what Shakespeare meant to display in the character and conduct
of Macbeth."--Isaac Reed, ed., The Plays of William Shakespeare, 5th ed ••
London I 18031 XI 296-299. The fact that ~eevens took no notice of Kemble's
work so annoyed Kemble that he included a confutation of steevens's opinion
in the 1817 edition of his book.

58 The book had more influence than any other study of the characters which vras made in the eir;hteenth century.. Charles Knight, the Victorinn publisher, notes that Vfuately's Remflrks, which he read in 1811, gave him
his first critical understanding of Sfui.kespeare. In 1838, Knight first publiShed his Pictorial Edition of Shakespeare. Cf. Charles Knight, Passages
~ ~ WorkinG Ll.i'e, Lonaon, 18$, II, 281. Vifilliam Hazlitt in speaking of
I
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tre.s t

bet\veen~

the two char€tcters.

In his opinion the distinctness of the

tlvo characters comes from Shakespeare's different idea of each man which he
followed so closely that the contrast is surprising when the two characters
are compared. 59

Also note"orthy is

indiscriminately.

i~he

fact

tha~

Whately does not praise

He find , i'or inGtunce. that the character of Richard is

carelessly drawn in comparison vii th the charecter of Macbeth.
Through whole speeches and scenes chare.cter is often wanting; but in
the worst instances of this kind Shakespeare is but inSipid; he is not
inconsistent; and in his peculiar excellence of drawing charaoters,
thou~h he often gaglects to exert his talents, he is rarely guilty of
penterting them.
Whately's opinion of the rolative poornoss of the characterization of Richard
is somewhat indicative of what close attention to character development can
achieve for the critic.

Using other methods, the modern "Shakespeare dis-

",

I""

integrators" have rea.ched the conclusion that Shakespeare had only a small
part in the writing of Richard the Third. 6l
The study of the two characters
delineator of character

b~r

sh~rs

Shakespeare as a masterful

con :~rastinb 1.Tacboth and Richard..

Whately imagines

that they are ree.l characters and discusses them independently of the plot ..

the originality of his character analyses mentioned only three predecessors:
William Richardson, A. W. Schlagel, and Thomas ·Whately.. He considered the
comparison of Macbeth and Richard "an exceedingly ingenious piece of analytical criticism." Cf. Characters of Shakespear's Plays in The Collected
Works of 1Yillinm Hazlitt. eds. A. rr; Waller and 1irnold Glover; London and
~OrK, 1902, I, 171.

59 WhatelYj Remarks, 119.
60 Ibid., 120 ..

61 F. E. Halliday, Shakespeare and His Critics, London, 1949, 345.

z
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This is a tri~te to the characters; hmvever such a restricted treatment
slights a consideration of the plot which provides the occasions for the
characters to act in such a characteristic fashion. 62
Vthately's Remarks provoked a sharp answer from John Philip Kemble.
the Shakespearean actor, who published Macbeth Reconsidered 63 to defend Macbeth from what he considered an accusation of covrardice by VIhe. te1y.

In his

oomparison of the court;le;e of the tw·o men, Yfuato1y had said that Richard's
courage is intrepidity and ;;acboth's no morc than resolution. f4
thought that this opinion did less than justice to Macbeth..

Kemble

His book. hav,-

aver, is more interesting for its author's critical attitude tovrards the
characters of Shakespeare in general and his method of analyzing them than
it is for the conclusions he reaches.

Actually his book attacks a position

which neither Whately nor :.teovens hf'.d hold.
conclusion that the coun'"'"

Kemble finally came to the

of,l:i.e!ln.rcl is simple intrepidity and the courage

of Macbeth is intrepidity cnd

feolin[~.

()5

It is obvious to the reader that

Whately and Kemble are using different words to express the same idea.

As

62 Morgannts analysis of Falstaff also does not pay attention to
the plot. This neglect is not of course an oversight on Morgann's part but
a necessity if he is to fascinate the reader by provine Falstaff's constitutional courae;e .. See be1ovr, p8.£:osI32, 143. But in Morgann's work Falstaff'
is the occasion of a much more se8rchin[~ investigation of Shakespeare's
abilitye See below,
63 London, 1786.. This edition of Kemble's book was unavailable for
use in writing this t.hesis. The second edition, entitled Mac.beth and King
Richard the Third, London~ 1817, was used in its plaCge
-------

t4

Remarks I

54 ..

65

Macbeth,

181.

p~--------------------~--------------------,
121

Riche. rd

·;ihate~

r~a.tely

is possessed of a kind of coura~e that would make him welcOme to the

points out, the character of I,Tacbeth presented by Thomas

general of any army.(£;

One feels that Kemble has overstated his case when

he claims that he has rescued Macbeth from a charge of constitutional
t:iJnidi ty. 67
The critical supposition of Kemble's book has an interest for the
historian of criticism because Kemble views the character,. as an actor
natura.lly would, from the point of view of the construction of the play.

He

points out that the shortness of the time alloted to the presentation of a
play does not allow the main chara.cters to unfold themselves gradually and
that the audience is to

t[J~:e

at face va lUG the descriptions of the characters

presented by other charact0rs ;)efo1'8 they enter the scene. 68

In general

Kamble's critical position ?n the characters development is similar to that
of Elmer Edgar Stoll. 69
Kemble's attitude taffards characterization shows that he followed

(£;

Remarks, xiii.

67 Macbeth, 171.
fJ3 Ibid., 15. Kemble's position is one which presupposes static
rather than dynaiiiic characters.. No doubt Kemble would not insist on it ce.teGorically, for he would recognize that what a character says of another may
be used by the playwright to characterize the speaker ..

69 His Shakespearean Studies Historical and Comparative in Method,

1927, ana Art an(["'1;iH1Tce:rn Shalcespeare,-Cambridge, EnCTa....YJ.d, 1933
insist on the necessity Tor" interp1'etIne;" the plays in strict accordance with
their construction and thair adherence Ceo contemporary theatrical conventions

New York,

..
1 I'

..L.Ji

4
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the trond

tm~ds

emphasizing tho importance of characterization over plot.

Truth of character an(l passion, the real touchstone end test of dramatic worth, is the unr:: vHlled Dttributo of Shakespeare's muse; and, in
the general estimation of lTIs.nkind, this charm will probably maintain
to him the highest pl:cc mllonL: I~ho pocts of the stage, as long as Human
Nature shall hold on its nppointed course. 70
As en actor, his opinion of the indi viduA.li ty of the characters is worthy

of attention.

He speaks of them as human creatures individuated by peculiar-

ities, but always connected vii th the general nature of man "by some fine
link of universal interest end by some passion to which they are liable in
connnon with their kind.,,7 1
The character enalyses which William Richardson {1743-1814)72
produced are proof of the ever growing belief that Shakespeare's oharacters
ware so lifelike that for all practical purposes en examination of the characters of Shakespeare was

I~he

snme as 8n examination of living persons.
: i

The purpose of ld0h8rdson' S oxaminations of the characters is not
literary, however; he is not concerned I'd th demonstrating Shakespeare's
accuracy as a depictor of cheracter, he assumos it..

He is not interested

in the esthetic problems of the parts the chars.cters play in the total effect

70

Macbeth. 6.

71

Ibid., 166.

72 Essays on Sh; ::':;:::r'curo'::: Drc,TflD.tic Characters, 6th edition, London, 1812, is the fiiialeaJ. ti on of' 1lis work on the characters of Shakespeare
which he began in 1774. The sixth edition contains stUdies of, Macbeth, Hamlet, Jaques, Imogen, Richard III, Falstaff, King Lear. Timon, and Fluellen,
and also essays on the faults of Shakespeare, the female characters, and a
concluding essay on the chief objects of Shakespearean criticism.
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of the draina..

ft

'Richnrdson'.

PUl'lJOSO

is moral rather than critical, as he

admits:
It is therefore my intention to examine some of his remarkable
characters and to analyze their component parts. .An exercise no less
adopted to improve the heart than to improve the understanding. 1~
intention is to make poetry subservient to Phi7~sophYI and to employ
it in tracing the principles of human conduct.
As R. W. Babcock points out,7h Richardson selected the plays of Shakespeare
because in them we can noto tho passions statically whereas it is impossible
for us to analyze our own

fleetin~

passions.

tions of the passions we may be improved

By seeinf, Shakespeare's imita-

mo~ally

and conquer our awn passions

to our own everlasting salvation.
Richardson'S primary purpose of making "poetry subservient to
philosophy" makes his criticism of Shakespeare of only secondary interest,75
and for that reason his work ...rill not be considered in detail.

The sub-

servience of poetry to philosophy is so complete that only at rare intervals
does Richardson remember that he is examining a literary work.
His method racs.lls the.t of tho earlier analyses of Steele

jO

Hughes,

and Theobald, although tho detail is TilrulY timos increased and the ".,"hole
attitude is much more soleem.

73
London, 1798,

Tho met;lOd is strictly

~

priori.

Richardson

Essays on Somo of Shakespeare's Dramatic Characters, 5th ad.,

33.

- ---

74 "William. Richardson's Criticism of Shakespeare," The Journal
of EngJish and Germanic PlliloloC~Y, Urbana, Illinois, XXVIII, January 1929.

12"0

-'. --'-"'-'--

75

Augustus ltr.l· ., "

1932, I, 90, and Robinson,

;Ii.:: ~or;r

of Jhak:espearean Criticism, London,
criticismj) 183 ..

':;n'~ll3'1l:)'Ilal~0sp'earean
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begins by noV-he some tru·'.', of htUTlrcll no.ture, next he eX8lI1ines the character,
and finally he draws a monl conclusion.

It can be seen that this type of

criticism contains a gravo dancer in that the critic merely shmvs that this
piece of literature supports his contention or does not support it.

Less

fraught with dangers is tho method ".,hich eX8lI1ines the play carefully and
then asks whether tho pic·;;:tr n of lifo corresponds to life as the critic
knows it.

Richardson's axioms never conflict with Shakespeare but the

reader wonders if the moralizinG 1"rould not have succeeded just v.s well VIi thout using the characters.

It cannot be said that Richardson's insight makes

most of the examinations \'forth the trouble.

His conclusion to the study of

Macbeth's character is that
by considerin3 the rise and progress of a ruling passion, and the fatal
consequences of i ts ~ndulGence, Vie have shown, hmV' a beneficient mind
may become inhuman. 7b
Nor did Richardson's insicht into the significance of the struggles
of a Shakespearean tragic hero increase with the passing years.

In the

volume 'which he publishecti.n 178L:., he concludod that the study of the character of Lear shows us th, ;::
mere sensibility, uncllrec ted. oy roflection, leads men to an extravagant
~xpression both of SOCiD1 and unsocial feelings; renders them ca riciously inconstant in their affections; variable and irresolute. 7

7

The character of Timon shows us

76 A Philosophic /,nO-lysis and Illustration of Some ,of Shakespeare I s
Remarkable Charv.cte"rs;-Lol1:6n. 'T'f!7~, lI~~---crre~nKoornson-; Eilgl~sh ~ha.k e~ean-c-ri hc~ sm, If,L1.e
77 Essays on 0hrNj'orro ' c jjnmrctic Characters, London, 1784, 83,
as cited in Hobinson-;lillvTs"113;iukrJspea-l':-oa:rllJri ticism, 186e
j,.1

c
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the cons~quences of that inconsiderate profusion which has the appearance of l~berality, ~nd is supposed oven by the inconsiderate person
himself to proceed frlHl [. ;'enorous principle; bU1 which, in reality,
has its chief ori:~in 'n t:10 10'".0 of distinction. 8
Robinson points out that
in his analyses.

j'

,;k'c rrJ:::,

en did not reach a hi[,h degree of success

The morD.l and othic&l implications which he abstracts from.

the charo.cters may be corrf1ct, but the anolyst fails to make the cause of the

~ramatic strength of the charo.cters explicit. 79

One feels that the cha.racte~

is ~ittle less real after reading an analysis of it by RichardsonNone the less it ..rould seem to be impossihle for a critic to devote as much attention a.s~ich8.rdson did to the characters and fail to note
some of the achievements of 0hakospeare as a delineator of character.
Baboock80 has found three achievements in Richardson's work..

R. W.

In the first

place he emphasized the fact that Shakespeare's female characters were to be
considered as finished portrfl.i ts not less skilfully made then hiS portraits
of his male characters.

81

He also noted that Shakespeare presented various

national traits skilfully in comedy8

Lastly he noted the seeming lack of

motivation for Hamlet's hesitation.

78 Essays on Shakespeare's Dramatic Characters, 85, as cited in
Robinson, English ShaKespearean Criticism, 186.
79

Robinson, En '1is11 JllC±:cspOo.ree.n Criticism, 186.

80 "William Hic: c.rc]c;on' s L:ri ticism of Shakespeare, It Journal of
En£;lish and Germanic Philu1or,y, ~:=C'iJ.IIJ 135-136.

81 In Ta.t1er, No. 42, July lA, 1709, Steele had praised Shakespeare for showing women as they were in his day when they were seen usually
as mothers, sisters, daughters, and wives, and not as "shining wits, politicians, virtuosae, free-thinkers, and disputants." .And he praised Desdemona
in Tatler, No. 188. 'Warton's praise of Miranda in Adventurer:l .:Noe 97, seems
to 'Se the only other notice of the female chare.cters in analyses before this

CHAPTER IV

MAURICE MOlWAN1{tS R:" 'OG;fITIOli OF

,~TIAKESPEARE'S

CONSCIOUS ARTISTRY

Although the work of Richardson on the characters is specifically
non-literary~

life.

it is based on the assumption that they are exactly true to

A work written in the same year that Richardson's first studies

appeared

(1774) but published three years later proves that the poet who

produced this trueness til lii'e

'I[(l$

an artist who was supremely conscious of

the effects which he Vins e.chievinl>
tic Character of Sir John Falstaff,

j,;ourice Morge.nn' s essay,
1

which was published in

On the Drama------

1777, stands

alone and far above all the other specifically literary criticism which concerned itself in detail with Shakespeare during the eighteenth century.2
It is undoubtedly one of the most successfully carried out literary tours
de force of any age.

Its purpose according to its title is to investigate

1 Maurice Morgann, On the Dramatic Character of Sir John Falstaff,
in Eighteenth Century Essays o~EaKespeare, edited by D:-NICho~th»
Gla.sgov{ and London, 1903, 216':}03.
2 Maurice Mornnm (172(,-1802) was not a professional man of
letters. He held a varict~T of·;o'ferI'...I11Gntal positions, the chief of which
were under-secretary to ',;i llicJ[l Fi tZInuuri ce Petty durint:; hi s admini stra tion
of 1782 and secretary to '·.he embassy for ratifying the peace with the United
States in 1783. His essay on Ff'.lstaff is apparently his only work of literary criticism, his other published works being anonymously issued pamphlets
on publio questions. At his death he directed that all hi~ unpublished
papers be destroyed.
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Falsta.ff's character, and

it do% "/rith a. precision and attention to de-

iLl:;

1It

tail which anticipates 10. tor rom£mtic criticism.

However, 1,50rgann enn01.mces

early in the essay that his purpose is much broader than the title suggests:
The reader need not bo told that this Inquiry will resolve itself of
course into a Critiquo on the ~onius, the arts, and the conduct of
Sha.kespenre: For what is Falstaff, what is Lear, what Hamlet, 3r
Othello, but differen t; mOdil'lce.tions of Shakespeare's thought?
But in spite of this statf: :ant,
vrith the character of Falstaff.

110rfl~::"nn's

ossay concerns itself primarily

All of I.Iorgann's principles and opinions

on Shakespeare, in which he clearly anticipates Coleridge and He.zli tt in
insight and enthusiasm, are sca.ttered throueh an essay which baffles the
reader who attempts to follow Morcann in his argument in order to discover
just how he is able to vindica.te Falstaff from the charge of cowardice ..
The whole essay is e. tribute of praise to Shakespeare, and in that
it is no novelty in eighteenth century criticism; but Morge.nn' s essay is a
tribute, not to an inspired barbarian, but to a craftsman who worked consciously to achieve the effects his plays created..
that Falstaff

'\V'8.S

such a T)opular clmra.cter, for Shakespeare had decided to

produce a more complete
the stage.

It was not by chance

CCiniC

chnrr;cter than he.d ever been seen before on

Before Shakespoaro's time, the "fools and Zanys" had been crude

characters possessed of one essential folly together with a dash of knave
and coxcomb.

Shakespeare had decided to produce a more difficult figure,

an eminent buffoon who had the high relish of wit, humor, birth, dignity,

3 Huarice ]\Iol':::m, :)ir John Fdstaff, in Eighteenth Century
Essays» 225 ..
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end

courage.~'

This opinion of Morcann on Shakespeare's art in creating

Falstaff is the one, of ccnrso, YJ'hich he expects the reader to accept as
correct after the reader [;:, <; follm'l-ed him in his demonstrations and reasoning.
Morr;e.nn's critic:,l ideas occur in le.rge part in digressions from
his examination of the character of Falstaff, although these ideas implicitly underlie the whole work.

The examine.tion of Falstaff's character is

undertaken on the basis of Uorgarm' s opinion that Shakespeare created characters so real that they c:'.n be considerod as historical rather than dramatic characters.

The second opinion nn.ich Bor~ann insists upon is that

Shakespeare's great art consists in his concealing his art.

Lastly, the

whole criticism of Morgann is based on his belief that true poetry is mar;ic
and hence is able to achieve its effects

va thout

its causes being recognized

The workine out of these critical ideas can best be seen in Morgann's use
of them in the essay ..
The essay takes the form of a discussion of vlhat might well be
called "the Falstaff problem. 1I

How is it that Falstaff is such a favorite

char.acter if he is essentie.lly a coward, and further, hmv is it that no
part of his character seems fixed in our minds?

We all like" Old JackTl and

yet "we all abuse him and deny him the possession of anyone single good or
respectable quality."

It cannot be that his wit, cheerfulness R and good

humor are enough to 'win us over, for if they were united to vice, then

h

Ibid., 287·
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these qunli ties would mnk~ us hate the man more thorour;h1y than if he lacked
them.

Yet they do not, for "when he has ceased to amuse us, we feel no dis-

gust and can scarcely forri vo lithe inrTutitude of the Prince in the new born
virtue of the king.,,5
Because we all like Falstaff, 1:rorgo.nn believes that Shakespeare
did not intend to make cowardice an essential part of his character.
strange that the question of Falstaff's courage can be

~ai~ed

It is

and that the

reader finds that he does not know whether he respects Falstaff for possessing courage or despises h:i.;;). for luck-inc it.
throu.~h

difficulty may have arisen

But, according to Morgarm, this

tho ort of She.kespee.re, who has contrived

to make secret impressions on us of Felsteff's courage nnd to maintain

th~

in a character which was to be held up for sport and lauchter on account of
his actions of apparent

c~mrdice

and dishonor.

If such a feat was intended

by Shakespeare rather than by any other dramatist we have less reason to
wonder "as Shakespeare is

D.

Name vlhich contains All of Dramatic Artifice and

Genius." 6
The solution which Morgann proposes for this problem is that Shakespe~re

has carefully constructed the chnracter of Falstaff so that Falstaff

appears as a complex chnrn cter whose inconGruities make him richly comic.
Morgann points out that tilo r08.dor :,reserves both respect and eood will for
Fnlstaff but has the hic;hoct disdain for such cowardly soldiers as Parolles

5

Ibid., 223.

6 Ibid., 22h.
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and Bobadil.

The
ft

re~der

would be surprised to see them possess themselves

in danger, but the reader <loes not accuse Shakespeare of violating the consistency of Falstaff's chru','lcter vrhan Fnlstaff gayly acts under the most
trying circumstances.

V'ihy :3hoc;ld this be the case?

Perhaps, af'ter all, tho ree.l ch(tracter of Falstaff may be different from
his apparent one; and 'JOssibly this difference between reality and
appearance, whilst it accounts at once for our liking and our censure;
may be the true point of ~umour ~n the character, and the source of all
our laughter and de1ir;ht.
Since this is possible solution, Morgann asks his readers to suspend their
judgments and follow him in his proof that "Cowardice is not the Impression
which the whole character of Fnl:3k.ff i::; calculated to make on the minds of
"d"1ce d au d"1ence • • • • ,,8
unpreJu

As Morgann admits, the evidence seems to GO against Falstaff.
From the beginning of the play Falstaff is involved in apparent dishonor;
he is called a coward by his friends; the audience sees him run avray at
Gadshill and then use lies and braggadocio as crnvardly military men usually
do; and finally the audienco sees him escape death at the hands of Douglas
by counterfeiting death.
business of the play.

Furtherj these things are presented as the great

The facts which indicate that Falstaff is not a can-

stitutional coward e.re mora hidden; the business of the essay is to bring
them forward. 9

7 Ibid.
8

Ibid., 220.

9 Ibid ..
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In1lt good dramatic Vlritinc, the impression is the fact.

lO

Even

though this is true, cowardice is not the impression which the whole charactar of Falstaff makes on an unprejudiced audience.

The purpose of the essay

is to examine exactly what the impression is ..
The basis of Hor 'nnn's nnolysis of the character of Falstaff lies
in his distinction botwe-311 wC'n's foo lin 3;:) and his understandine.

Shakespeare

accordine; to Morgnnn, he.Si'ochcod a character, parts of which are understood and other parts of vr:lich arG faIt by the reader to be true.

The 17no

facul ties are frequently nt variance wi th each other.
The Understanding seems for the most part to take cognizance of actions
only, and from these to infer motives and character; but the sense we
have been speakine of proceeds in a contrary course; and determines of
actions from certain first principles of lhe.racter, which seem wholly
to be out of reach Oi'·'-:C118lJndor::otc·ncrrnc;.1
MorgennYs invosti,::-;:;tion of' ?,lstaff's courae;e

10

12

takes up the first

Ibid e

This strtoment is of course n complete denial of the
of literal delusion in the drama, which demanded among
other things the observance of the unity of place on the stage because the
stage was a symbol of that place in the world where the action supposedly
happened. Cf. this thesis, 32, for d'Aubignac's rule on the unity of place.
Horgann's statement recoc;nizes that the success of the a.rtist in achieving
his. effect is sufficient ,varrant for his methode Morgann's statement is
more emphatic than Johnson's earlier statement .. Cf .. Raleir::h, Johnson on
Shakespeare, 2A-28.

neo-clnssical~ory

11

Morgann, Sir Jolm Falstaff, in Eighteenth Century Essays, 220 ..

12 lilt is true that this Inquiry is narrowed almost to a single
point: But general criticism is as uninteresting as it is easy: Shakespeare
deserves to be considerod i:2 detrdlj--a te.sk hitherto unattempted." Ibid.,
229. Morgann repeats Wur:.on's commont. ,'Hmtely's comparis'on of Macbemand Richard had been wri t".:cn aut not published at the time ..
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part of the essay.13
staff is a
c~Na.rdice

In it he proposes to> investie;ate the charge that Fal-

c~Qnstitutional

cmvard,14 by discovoring what impressions of

or courage Falstaff had made on the other persons of the drama,

by examining all evidence of persons and facts relative to the matter, and
finnlly by accounting for :~ho appearance which seem to have led to the
opinion of his cowardice.

Tho h.-o events which have led to this opinion

are the robbery at Gadshill nnel hi$ encounter with Douglas.

Morgann asks

that the reader allow him to postpone his discussion of the robbery until
the rest of the examination has been made.

15

Before Morgannbegins his investigation of Falstaff's courage, he
presents in a provisional ""fay his conclusions on Falstaff's character.
finds that the leading
coloring is

II

Qlwli ty

He

in Fdst8ff from which all others take their

a high degree of ,Iii. end ;lUlliour, accompanied with great natural

vigour and alacrity of mind. lIl6

Falstnff' s mind was always free from malice

or any evil principle, but he never took trouble to acquire any good prin-

13 Morgann distin~uishos two kinds of courage: moral and constitutional. The former which is an acquired trait operates in spite of man's
nature and because of moral promptinEs; the latter extends to a man's whole
Uf.e and is a part of his nature. :rJorgann claims that Falstaff possessed
constitutional courage but vms losing moral courage as well as all his
other moral qualities late in life.--~., 229.
14 Ibid., 216-288. The second half of the essay which takes up
the whole character of Falstaff is slichtly shorter, extending from 289-303·
15 The unsuspec-tinc; render plays into Morgann's hands by agreeing
to this arrangement. So(' -below, 143- l L4.
16

Morgann, ;:;ir Johxl. F81stnff, in Eighteenth Century Essays, 226.
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ciple.
soldier.

He ha~also a spirit of boldness ond enterprise necesM.ry for a
17

His most notvb13 lock vms a lack of prudence, "alike the guardian

of virtue and the protector of

.

v~ce

••••"

If he had spurred and ridden

the world with his wit instead of allowing the world, boys and all, to ride
him, he would have been the admiretion and not the ,jest of mankind.

Hence

he has a character every wise man will pity and avoid, every knave will censure, and every fool will fear.
And accordinGly Shake;; ~leare evor true to Nature, has made Harrz desert,
and Lancaster censure :1im:--=Ie dies where he lived, in a Tavern, broken
hearted without a fri r ):ld; and his finoI exit is givon up to the derision
of fools.
We unjustly censure him as [' G(),'r::~rd )y noturo and a rascal on principle.
he were these things, we sflould not GOO him with pleasure and delight.

If

18

Lest the reader rnisunderGtend vrhat 1,rorgann means by constitutional
cowardice, he uses Falstaff I s encounter ,vi th Douglas as an exemple.
admits that Falstaff's actions are externally a mark of cowardice-

He
Actually,

however, althou:h Falstaff uon:; not ,lis'lcy moral courage and although what
he does may be dishonorablo, tlhe neithcl' does nor says anything on this
occasion which indicates terror or disorder of mind. • • •"

Falstaff' "saw

the point of honour, as well as everything else, in ridiculous lights, and
began to renounce its tyranny_,,19
In examining what impression Falstaff made upon the persons of the

17

Ibid., 227 ..

18

Ibid., 228.

19

Ibid., 230 ..
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drama. in

rega.r~

to his

rdice I ],!orr;unn finds that the "vulgar" persons do

C0'm

not consider him to be a cmmrd, nor do the higher placed individuals: Lord
Bardolf; Prince Hal, who gets him a charge of foot; the Chief Justice; Coleville of the Dale, and Shallow.

Finally, we see Falstaff in the royal party

when the rebels came to parley with the king.

20

Thus the persons or the

drama do not give us the impression that Falstaff is a coward.
The second part of the investigation of Falstaff's courage is made
by examining his past life, and it is in this part of the essay that Morgann
first lays down the princi :',le that Bhakespenre' s characters have the reality
of historical rather than

1

,

EJrely dnunatic characters and ma.kes his claim

that true poetry is·magic.
From an examination of Falstaff I s past life ''Te gain the impression
that he is a man of couraco.

Falstaff had been a familiar of John of Gaunt;

he was of noble birth;2l he maintained a retinue and had a place in the

20 Morgann admh.~; ~Ghat it 1112y be said that Falstaff was a coward
after all and that introducin~: him into the court group vms an indecorous
thing for Shakespeare to do. But Morgonn's ansvrer is adequate: "In camps
there is but one virtue and one vice; Hili tary merit swallows up or covers
all. But, after all, what have we to do '.'lith indecorums? Indecorums represent the propriety or impropriety of exhibiting certain actions;--not their
truth or falsehood when exhibited. Shakespeare stands to us in the place' of
~ and nature: If we desert this principle i we cut the turf under us; I
~en object to the robbery and other pa.ssages as indecorums, and as contrary to the truth of character."--Ibid., 239- The statement that Shakespeare stands in the place of truth-a:ruinature ma.ke explicit the whole
general neo-classical praise of Shakespeare at the same time that it shows
the artificiality of the theory of decorum.
21 Morga.nn claims that in feudal days "rank and wealth were not
only connected with the point of honour but with personal strength and
courage."--Ibid., 240 ..

m
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country in aidition to his lodgine;s in London; he had been a page to the
Duke of Norfolk; his knighthood itself was acquired by the courage which
we deny him; and finally he had a pension which is a Sign of his past
22
prowess.
These thine;s may soorn to be minute incidents from which Morgann
has inferred principles I'/h' c:h r,re too General, but he is confident that a
consideration of the na tur,' of 0hf1kospoo.re t s characters will satisfy the
objection that he is bringing too minute facts to bear on the situation.
This consideration of the characters has led Morgann to

~,o

conclusions.

The first has to do with the principles of human character which Shakespeare
regarded as fundamental, and the second deals with the kind of characters
which Shakespeare created.
This analysis of vlhat

;jimkos~oaro

soems to have considered the

first principlas of conduct Obviously is based on the idea that Shakespeare
was a conscious artist and is similar in its assumptions to Whately's
opinions of Shakespeare as an artist who worked from definite principles.
Morgann finds that the qualities and capacities which Shakespeare held to
be first principles are
certain capacities of courage and activity accordine; to their degrees;
together with different degrees and sorts of sensibilities, and a
2
capacity, varying likmrise in degree, of discernment and intelligence. 3
This is the broad nature shared by all the characters, but it is only the

22

Ibid., 240-2 1 ,is.

23 Ibid., 2h6 n. J.:ore;c.nn dOG s not define more specifically ..{hat
he means by "CO;:U:-age." It -,'[ould seom to be similar to self-assertivoness.

....
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basis of

eac~character

who is individuated from all the others by the

various influences which work upon them.

These influences include the dif'-

ferent ranks and inequalibos in society; and the different professions of'
men which encourage or rop,'CJ33 diiToront sorts of passions and induce differant modes of thinking and he- bits of life.
instinctively what these

v~rious

Shakespeare seems to have known

influences were and which influences would

be most inbibed by certain charactors and which influences would most easily
associate and coa1esce. 24
Such is the

basi~:

0

f -=hake speare's characterization.

characters themselves, Mor;:onn is oquBl1y emphatic.

Of the

Not only did Shakespeare

work from a clear understandinG of the principles of human nature, he lived
every situation which he created and spoke through the character which he
had formed.

Because this is true, it is not surprising thnt Shakespearets

characters that are seen only in part are capable of being unfolded and
understood because every part of .3hakespeare t s characters is a fact relative
to and inferring all the other parts.25

Because this is true, Shakespeare

frequently makes a character speak and act from parts of his character which
are.merely inferred and not shm'lIle

The effect of characterization of this

sort is to carry us beyoneJ the poet to nature itself and to give an integrity
and truth to facts and chc X'D-dar w'1ich they could not otherwise attain.

24

Ibid.

25 n It is true we feel no pain for Shallow, he being a very bad
character, as would fully appear, if he were unfolded; but T;"~ '.staff' s deliberation in Fraud is not on that account more excusable. 11 -··Ibid., 300 •
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"l.nd this is in reality thr tort in

.~;}wJ:ospeare

which being withdrawn from

fl'

our notice, vie more emphaticclly cnU nature .,,26
This is, of
before.

cour~,e,

Its importance

Crul

a wholly noW" idea which had not been stated

be ror.lized when one considers that it is iden-

tical with S, T. Coleridge I s conception of the characters which still maintains its position in 3hn):::""pcnreun criticism. 27

Moree.nn' s statement of

the idea is forceful and crJUci;;o:
If the characters of 0hakespoare are thus vmole, and as it were orieinal
while those of almost all other writers are mere imitation, it may be
fit to oonsider them rather as Historic than Dramatic bein~s; and when
oocasion requires, to account for their conduct from the whole of character, from §eneral principles, from latent motives, and from policies
not avowed. 2

26 Ibid., 247 n.
27 A good example of Coleridge's assumption that the characters
have a fulness which cannot be seen in the linti ted stage presentation and B.
consistency vmich can be established by analyzing motives which can be
assumed is found in his brief discussion of Richard III, Ia.go, and Falstaff
in his "Outline of an Introductory Lecture upon Shakespeare." Cf. Raysor,
ColeridGe's Shakespeareen'riticism, II, 286-'287 .. The whole problem of the
nature of the chc.racters 1.i:i;-;·-r-eo-pen:cd b~r Levin L. Jchucking, who noted what
he considers inconsistenci.G in t:10 cho.l'scters in Die Charakter-Probleme bei
Shakespeare, Leipzig, 19l5 [~:r.U lS'~7. J~. :~. 0toll has, in keep~nc; "nth hi-sgeneral position, tended :~O (~isec.roo with those who have found nothinc but
pre.fse for the life likencsGcs of the characters. Limnel C. Knights continued this cri ticnl attitude tovrard character ana.lysis in a book whose title
indica tes the na.ture of its contents, How Many Children Had Lady Macbeth,
Cambridge, EnGlnnd, 1935, vi. In his introduction to-rr.-r,[~~
The Ymeel of Fire, London, 1930, xviii, T. S. Eliot mainta.ins the Coleridgeljradley theorY:---J. Dover .{ilson in The Fortune s of Falstaff, London, 19LI4,
recocnizes the value of tho work of 't"hO earl~er cnaracter analysts but cautions against abuses of thn method. See below. page185. Hardin Craig in
An Interpretation of Shak-::ccTo, HoV! York, 1948, 270, points out that conSistency in-----cha.racterTUT'l- )i1":,,:a-s unLnovm as a theory to Shakespeare, but n as
e. sane man, he made peopl' ,;.oGJlinr·,s which it was natural for such people to
do."
28 Morgann, Sir John Fe.lstaff in Ei hteenth Centu

n.
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To his credit it must be

G~.. ld thn'~

I.:orr;fnn not only enunciated the principle

1It

but first put it into operntion, both when he examined tho particule.rs of
Falstaff's past life and when in tho second part of the essay he makes it
the basis of his examination of the whole character of Sir John Falstaff.
This attitude

t~mrds

Shakespeare's conception of human nature

and the reality of his characters is Morgann's defense of his using every
available allusion which Shakespoare makes in an attempt to throw light on
all parts of Falstaff's character.

Morgann does not here return to a con-

sideration of Falstaff's character; the thoughts of Shakespeare's achievements which rises to a lEw()l of eulo:;y which makes earlier praise of Shekespeare seem tame and half-hearted.
This section is introduced by 1,Torgenn' s observation that Shekespeare has not been fortunc.te in the labors of his editors, some of whom
gave their

aim

works the attention which they should have given to his and

others who, although they ','[ore more professional critics, did not succeed
in removing all the interrolc.tions found in his works.
in spite of the negloct
cultivated barbarian"

0:' .~():nG

doo~

Morgann feels that

Lnd tho censure of others, "this wild un-

not yet have half his proper fame, and that some

new Stagyrite will arise who will enter into the inward soul of his compositions and by the force of his congenial feelings expell those foreign
impurities 29 which have disgraced his page.
gyrite is merely the prelude.

29 Ibid., 248.
purities he refers to •

.

The reference to the new Sta-

Mor::",rom continues:

Unfortunately Morga.nn does not specify what im-

h
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Vilien tho hand of tir.1e Ghdl hpvo brushod off his present Editors and
Commentlltors, and . . ''1101l t:1.0 vor:! ne.mo of Voltaire. and even the memory of
the language in which :10 hns "l"r1'i tten sho.11 be no more. the Apalachian
mountains, the banks of the Ohio, end tho plains of Sciota shall resound
with the accents of this ;3nronrlen: In his native tonGue he shall roll
the genuine passions of nat~re; nor shall the griefs of Lear be alleviated, nor the charms nnd '1iri t of Rosalind be abated by ti~ There is
indeed nothing perishable about him, except that very learning v/hich he
is said to vmnt so much. He had not, it is true, enough for the demands
of the age in which he lived, but he had too much for the reach of his
genius. and the interest of his fame. Milton and he will carry the decayed renmants and fri.pperios ,of ancient mythology into more distant
ages than they are f::r.J t.heir own force intitled to extend; and the Metamorphoses of Ovid, up;\elc1 b;r i,hom, Iny in a new claim to umneri tedl:iii=
morality.3 0 - It is difficult to imagino euloGY roin[!: £lny further.
But still Morgann feels that he has not said all that can be said.
Falstaff is forgottan as Morgann returns to the idea that Shakespeare is
above all things a conscious artist.

Morgann points out that we feel rather

than understand Shakespearo and are possessed by him rather than possess him.
He scatters the seeds of l;:linr:s. the principles of character and action with
so cunning a hand yet vnth a careless air, and being master of our feelings
suhrili ts himself only.. s lightly to our judgments.
like chance

j

All incidents and parts look

yet we feel that the whole is design}l

Morgann returns to the

31 The idea is, as has been pointed out (Cf& above 94) one which
meny eighteenth century critics felt to be true u Coleridge seemingly was
unaware of the long tradition and claimod prioritye IIg • e I own that I am
prourl. that I was the first in time who publically demonstre.ted to the full
extent of the position, that the supposed irregularity and ~xtravagance of
Shakespearo were the mere dreams of a pedantry that arraigned the eagle because it had not the dimensions of the swan."--Raysor, Coleridge's Shakespearean Criticism, II, 2238
j

characters timake his comu.mt specific:
His characters not only speak and act in strict confonnity to nature,
but in strict relation to us; just so much is shewn as is requisite,
just so much is impressed; he co.mmands every passage to our heads and
to our hearts, and moulds us as he pleases, and that with so much ease,
that he never betrays his mvn exertions. We see these characters act
from the min~led motives of passion, reason, interest, habit, and CQ1plection, in all their proportions, when they are supposed to know it
not themselves; and we are made to acknowledge that their actions and
sentiments are, from those motives, the necessary result. 3c
This leads Morgann to speak of the individual characters.

Sheke-

speare is able to convert everything into excellence; nothing is too great
or too base.

He produces a Richard III and a Hamlet; action produces the

excellence in the one and inaction in the other.

The king, the beggar, the

hero, the madman, the sot, and the f06l are drawn with a genius which pervades them 13.11. 33
Such praise is conventional; however, when Morgenn comes to speak
of Shakespeare's abilities to shmv the proGressive chan"es in some characters
and to comprize the action of years within the hour, he comes to the point
where he stands with the greatest romantic critics in his recognition that
true poetry is magic which accomplishes its effects without paying attention
to those very reasonable neo-classical rules which merely reduced nature to
method.
The Understanding
rooted prejudices
sisters rise, and
and leave nothing

32

Morgann,

33

Ibid.

must, in the first place, be subdued; and 101 how the
of the child sprinG up to confound the man' The Weird
order is extinguishede The laws of nature give way,
in our minds but wildness and horror. No pause is

~

John Falstaff in Eighteenth Century Essays, 250.
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allowed us for reflection: Horrid sentiment, furious guilt and compunctiofi, air dre.wn daggers, murders, r;hosts and inchentment, shake
and poss'ess us wholly. In the meantllne the process is completed. Macbeth chances-unaer our eye, the milk of human kindness is converted~
galT; he has supped full of horrors, ana his May of life-is faI1en imo
~ sear, --n:i'e yo IIow-Ion fTi:rilTIST\'re, --:eKo!'Oors-oraiile:"Z"ement, are ~
sensible t'Q1;hesnITt :u;-;'-of :o1l::\C8 and the lapse of time, and till the
curtain drops, nev~4.mce wako to the truth of things, or recognize the
laws of existence.

"

~
I

Here is open defiance of the established order.

Morgann ima.gines

,
,

,,

"I

Tho.me.s Rymer waking from his trance and arresting Shakespeare in the name of

Ii

I'ii

Aristotle, only to have Aristotle fall prostrate at Shakespeare's feet to

'i'I.'

l, ,

I'J
ill,,!

acknowledCe his supremacy.

Aristotle confesses that he had been led astray

by the Grecian practice oj' procision in copying the details of nature which
are forced upon the Grecirn dromDt:icts by their use of the chorus.

He had

not been a'ware that a more compendious na.ture might be obtained, a nature
of effects for which the rolntions of space or continuity of time are not
always essential.

In ordina.ry daily life nature shows a regular chain of

causa and effect.

But poetry doli--hts in surprise a.nd reaches her object

without shovring her steps:
True Poesy is I1W.gic. lot nnc.. ur:;; nn effect from causes hidden nnd unknown. To the Magic:i:'n rpre'scribo no laws; his lew end nis l'oviel' are
one; his power is hi::: la.w. Him, "i:10 neither imitates, nor is within
the reb-chof imitation. :-10 preced~nt can or ou£;ht to bind. no l:ilnits
to contain.. If his and is obtainod, '.vho shall question his course?
Means, whether apparent or hidden, are justified in Poesy by success;
but then most perfect and most admirable when most concealed. 35
Putting such words into the mouth of Aristotle makes the reader feel that

34

Ibid.,

251.

35

Ibid.,

252.
I I

z

i~

14,2
finally

Aris1~p'tle

has found someone in the eighteenth century vrho speaks in

his name and recognizes, as he did, first the excellence, and only then
attempts to account for it.
After these digressions which mark the high point of Shakespearean
criticism in the eighteenth century, Morgann returns to his vindicntion of
Falstaff's constitutional courage.

After

readin~

Morgann's account of Shake-

speare's greatness, one is convincod thnt the consideration of a work by
Shakespeare cannot avoid

b')in'~

n closo analysis of the whole work.

But the

return to Falstaff is an e,l)rupt one.
The next point in the proof of Falstaff's constitutional courage
consists in shmving that Falstaff is not a miles gloriosus.

This he does

by shovring that Falstaff's boastinr; is spoken only to those who understand
" 36
h :un.

His remark, "Yroul( it,

the fearful outcry of a
generous fellovr .. 37

Cl

'\;01'0

c.rd but

[Jod thao, Hal, and all were well" is not
'(,ilO

fronk and honest breathinG of a

Laneas ::-01" s reLl£',rks to Falstaff should be carefully

','
,i

I

weighed, for his integrity and candor are not above suspicion after his infamous trick on the rebels.

His censuring of Falstaff's "tardy tricks" at

best,is a condomnation of Falstaff's idleness and debauch in London before
he set out to meet the army.38

On the other hand, vre must remember that

Coleville of tho Dale yielded himself up to Falstaff without a battle on the

36 Ibid., 0225.

37 Ibid.

38 Ibid., 256.

~

lLt3

strength~f

Falstaff's reputation. 39

It should also be remembered that all

but three of the soldiers under Falstaff's leadership have been killed in
battle.

His jests with Hal about sack durinr.; the battle do not prove that

he is a coward.

"No, a 30bor ehnracter would not jest on such an occasion,

but a Coward could not; ho w'ould have nei thor the inclination, or the
power." 40

The Evidence Ghov{s

t~t

Falstaff's courage is purely natural and

has no relation to honor J for we see that he says that he will not seek Percy
or death but will die if he has to.

His encounter with Douglas forced him

to choose between death n.nd a stratagem. 4l

Lastly we note that the prince

docs not mention CQ'l.'ro.rrlL~o ':[hen h8 thinks that Falstaff is dead/J2
Only one chare) rm,lc.in:-: ;;0 bo considered, Falstaff's running away
after the robbery at Gadshill, tho discussion of which Morgann had asked the
reader to postpone until after all the other evidence had been examined.
Faced with the necessity of justifying

Falstaff~s

conduct on this occasion,

Morgann now says that a discussion of the robbery is unnecessary because
even if we erant that
Falstaff was surprizod 'I'd th fear in this single instance, that he was
off his guard, and ovon acted like a CQ'I.'{ard; what will follow, but that
Falstaff, like great~r he3oes~ had his weak moment, and was not exempted
from panic and surpr1ze.
.

.

I

J
II

,/
39

Ibid., 260e

40

Ibid., 263.

41

Ibid." 2660

42

Ibid. , 2$.

43

Ibid., 271.

The reader was warned that Morgann had prepared a
;11

11.,1.,.
Al~hough

the reader may object that this is too easy a dismissal

of a principal piece of evidence, Morgann points out that the wit of the
whole situation lies in baffling Falstaff rather than in ridiouling his
cowardice.

Falstaff1s lio:; rather than his courage are called into question

by Poins and Hal; moreovor Fr 1:st8ff'::; lie s are so preposterous that one may
doubt that they were intencied to be believed and so ought to be called
humorous

rhodomontades.}~ Even more conclusive is the fact that Hal apparent

ly does not consider Falstaff a coward for his running away at Gaushill because the very same night Hal says that he will get Falstaff a charge of
foot, and further we see and hear no more of this action nor does any imputa ti on arise from it .h5
Thus Morgann concludes his vindication of Falstaff's courage, but
before he r,oes on to" his examination of Falstaff's whole character he pauses
to point out that it is the incongruities in his character which make Falstaff richly comic.

Shakespee.re knew that laughter \vas to be raised by the

opposi tion of qualities in a mnn [md not by their agreement or conformity to
each other. 46

Hence he has created an eminent buffoon who had "the high

relish of wit, humour, birth, dignity, and Courage .. "

Because these qualities

very clever defense.. Obviously, the whole dramatic force of the robbery is
lost when it is taken from its proper sequence in the plot.
1.,1.,. Ibid., 277-284.. Morgarm points out that the lies of Parolles
and Bobadil are-tntended to be believed.

45

Ibid., 286 ..

46

Ibid.
I
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produce

respec~i

an impression opposite to laughter, Shakespeare has dressed

these qualities in fnntastic forms and colors, cheating the eye with sh~Ns
of baseness and folly in order to make Falstaff's character more incongruous
and deprivinr; him of

ever~'

·ood principle at the same time that he conceals

every bad one.
He has given him also ovel7 infirmity of body that is not likely to
avraken our compassion, and whicn is most proper to render both his
better qualities and his vices ridiculous: he has associated levity 'lnth
age, corpulence and inactivity with courage, and has roguishly coupled
'lJi"e gout wi th Military honours, and a pensi on with the pox. He has
likmvise involved this character in situat~ons out of whICh neither vnt
nor Courage can extricate him with honour. The surprize at Gad's Hill
might have betrayed a hero into fli~ht, anfr the encounter with Douglas
left him no choice but dor.~th or stratagem/a
Hence Falstaff is ridiculouG in his fiGure, situation, and equippage.
these are mere superficial qualities.

But

Shakespeare desired to throw on Fal-

staff "that substant.ial ridicule which only the incongruities of real vice
can f urn~. sh. • ._

0,,1.0

Lj.U

To investigate Falstaff's whole character in which these vices are
found, Norgall!! employs the ',rinciple tllr't :Shakespeare's characters are historic rather than drrumatic persons.

The investigation of Falstaff's courage

was undertaken to show the readers that their feelings that Falstaff was not
a cmvard were correct and thus to correct their understandings of Falstaff·
on this point.

Morgann points out that:

Most stage characters can only be examined in this fashion, for most of
them are only impressions or appearances which can be praised or con-

47

Ibid., 287-288.

48

Ibid.

i:l·

damned ae suoh without further inquiry or investigation.49
'III

But when we want to a.ooount for our impressions or for oertain
sentiments or actions in a oharaoter which are not derived from its apparent
prinoiple but yet seem natural, we must then look further into the charaoter
to see whether or not there is something in the oharaoter which is not
shown and whioh is inferred but whioh is not brought to our speoial attention.

Few oharaoters oan bear this kind ot examination beoause most oharac-

ters are not drawn in exaot conformity with the prinoiples of human nature
to which we must refer.

Morgann points out that.

this is not the case with regard to the Charaoters of Shakespeare; theyil
are struok out whole, by some happy art whioh I oannot olosely oompreII1
hend, out ot the general mass of things, from the blook as it were ot
I
nature I And it is, I think, an easier thing to give a just draught ot
III!I
man trom these Theatrio forms, whioh I oannot help oonsidering as
II
originals, than by dra~O trom real lite, amidst so muoh intrioaoy,
II
obliquity, and disguise.
III
The remaining pa.rt ot the essay is given over to an examination

illlll

ot those parts of Falstaft's oharaoter which are hidden from the reader.
The external view of" Falstaff, whioh we gather fran our impressions, is good.
He is a man of birth and fashion, bred up in the learning and aooomplishments
of the time, filled with ability and oourage, capable of tne highest affairs,
trained to arms and possessing the tone, deportment, and manners of a gentleman. 5l

The internal view of Falstatf, whioh we gain by examining his aotions

49

Ibid., 289.

50

Ibid.

51

Ibid., 295.

I ,

m

in the light ~f human nature, presents a picture of vices which strike
through and stain the exterior view of the oharacter.

The vices which we

infer are licentiousness of mind, inso1enoe and oppression towards his inferiors, and a oapacity for aooommodation to and flattery of his superiors. 52
Also we infer that there is a natural activity in Falstaff which for the
want of proper employment shows itself in a bustle to which many of the

.

things which he says and does which appear to be natural oan be referred. 53
Morgann concludes his essay with a graceful tribute to Falstaff,
who oannot be demolished by hostile moralists.

Every time he is seemingly

defeated by these men he rises with new strength like Antaeus beoause his
ill habits and the accidents of age and corpulence are no part of his essentia1 constitution.

They solioit our notioe, but they are seoond natures

which we pursue in vain.
stanoe. 54

Falstaff himself has a distinot and separate sub-

other oharacters are forgotten when plays and but not Falstaff.

He passed through the play like a lawless meteor, and we wish to
oourse he is afterwards to take.

mO'ir what

Even the Fleet would have been no bad

scene of further amusement, and perceiving this, Shakespeare knew that this
oharaoter oould not be dismissed but by

death~

So ended this s'ingular buffoOll) and with him ends an Essay, on whioh ,
the reader is left to bestow what oharaoter he pleases I An Essay pro-

52

Ibid.,

296-291.

,
I

I'i

ill

53

Ibid.,

291-

54 Ibid., 299. By this statement Morgann means that although they
are an essent!lt1!>art of the Falstaff of nature, they are secondary quali tie
raoter which Shakes are has roduced.

"

"

r~,

fessing to treat of the Courage of Falstaff, but extending to his Whole
oharact,r; to the arts and genius of his Poetic-Maker, Shakespeare; and
thro' him sometimes with ambitious aim, even to the prinoiples ot human
nature itself. 55
That Morgann's essay deserves a high place among all the evaluation

ot Shakespeare is obvious.

The essay itselt shows the .full extent ot the

possibilities whioh an attitude unbiased by the rules oan aohieve in analyzing Shakespeare's plays and by

impl~oation

any other works of art. Morgann's

critical opinions on Shakespeare as a oonsoious artist whose great art lay
in oonoealing it, on the fulnass and historical nature of the oharaoters,

and most important of all, on the true nature of poetry being magic whose
suooess is its justifioation are still acoepted as

true~

It is diffioult

for the modern critio to remember that these opinions were not always held.
He owes a debt of gratitude to the man who first enunoiated them.
I~

is ironioal that the essay did not aohieve greater tame and

oiroulation than it did. 56 Coleridge and Hazlitt57 apparently did not know

56 In 1785, Tom Davies mentioned Morgann's essay but saw in it
nothing more than the effort of a men "to convinoe the publio that he was
very oompetent to support any hypothesis by brilliancy of wit and plausibility of argument."·-Dramatio M~soellanies, I, 272-273. Henry Macke~ie
knew the essay. See below,
• It was listed in Isaao Reed's "List of
Detaohed Pieoes of Critioism on Shakespeare" in his edition of The Plays ot
William Shakespeare, London, 1803, II, 169-180. Henry J~es Pye mentiona-it In his Short Observations on the Genius and Writings ot Sha1cespeareJ 8IIld
the Labors 01' his CODDD.entators, London, 18or,lx. Morgaiiiits essay was
1r:nal1y repFIh~ ra 1820 and again in 1825.

57 Haz11tt claimed that h. knew the work of only three menl
Whately, Riohardson, and Schlegel. See above, 118-119.

~,i1i

a u , $ mat

'I
II

ot its

existen~e,

but it is on a

le~el

with their work.

Coleridge's editor,

Thomas M. Raysor, states clearly his opinion ot the worth ot Korgann's essay
in oomparison to Co1eridge s Shakespearean

'

oritioi~.58

It Morgann did not influenoe Coleridge, he oertainly anticipated the
method of his oharaoter studies more tully than any other critio. He
treats Shakespeare as a supreme and consoious artist, philosophizes
over human nature and aesthetio questions, and analyzes the charaoter
ot Fa1statt as it he were not merely a oharaoter in a play but also a
real human being. TIlis is the method ot Coleridge, and it is applied
with as muoh sensitiveness and power as Co1er~ge oou1d show, exoept in
the very best ot his Shakespearean oritioism.

,

, I

'i

. ,,

.

58 Morgann, Sir John Falstarf in Eighteenth Century'Essays, 303.

--

59 Thomas M. Raysor, Coleridge's Shakespearean Critioism, London,
1930, I, xxiii ..
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CHAPTER V
THE APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF CHARACTER CRITICISM
IN THE WORK OF MACKENZIE AND CUMBERLAND

In turning tram the Shakespearean critioism ot Maurioe Morgann

to

that of Henry Maokenzie (1745-1831);1 the reader soon'disoovers that Maokenzie is still working towards that full appreciation of Shakespeare whioh
is only possible to a oritio who prefers to oonsult his reaotions to a work
before he oonsults the rules. Maokenzie's critioal position on the subjeot
of oharaoter criticism presents no new ideas, and for that reason a discU8sion of it can be brief.

Maokenzie's critioism of the oharacters deserves

close attention.
Maoke~ie's

position in regard to the validity of the rules is

ambiguous) at least lVh.en he canes to judge Shakespeare this is true.

He

points out that no one oan doubt Shakespeare's sublimities and irregularities.

The former provide the occasion for his admirers to praise him; the

latter the occasion for his detraotors to blame him.

Shakespeare's standing

outside the rules leaves no legal code whereby a passage which strikes two
readers differently can finally be judged.2

1 The Mirror, Nos. 99-100, April 18 and 22, 1780"oontains a
study of Hemler. The Lounger, Nos .. 68-(J:j, May 20 and 27, 1786, oontains a
study of Falstaff.--2 The Mirror ~ No 99 ..
I)
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Suoh a beginning seams unpromising, but Maokenzie redeems himselt
~

by olatming that Shakespeare really cannot be judged fram partioular passages or inoidents.

Some of the former of these suffer from. distortion and

some of the latter from a laok of probability.
how much his admirers deny these faults.

This is true in spite at

l&'aokenzie finds, however, that

She.k:espearets superiority lies "in the astonishing and almost supernatural
powers of his invention, his a.bsolute command over the passions, and hi.
wonderful knowledge of Nature. n3

The reader is now aware that Maokenzie

belongs to that school which believed that character depiction makes up tor
plot deficiencies.

Shakespeare may select his plots at random from. legend-

ary tales or extravagant romanoes,
but his intimate acquaintance with the human heart seldom. or never forsakes him; and amidst the most fantastic and improbable situations, the
persons of his drama speak in the language of the heart, and in the
style of their characters.4
Maokenzie with his thoughts too much on a strict interpretation of the
probability apparently did not see that his own remark de.moDStrated that

..

truth to character 1s able to hold an audienoe even though the action ia
outside their ordinary experience.
Mackenzie's other critical opinion has to do wi th the form ot
Shakespeare's plays.

He recognizes that Shakespeare's plays tollow their

form, a form which he finds more natural than the pure classical camedy or
tragedy because it gives the poet

3

4

Ibid.
Ibid.
1,.1:

II ~ ,

?

I.
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an oppo~tunity of delineating the passions and affeotions of the human
mind, as. they exist in reality, with all the various oolourings whioh
they reoeive in the mixed soenes of life, not as th~ are aooommodated
by the hands of more artifioial poets, to one ,reat undivided impression
or an uninterrupted ohain of oongenial events.'
Maokenzie follows his opinion logically, and hence he objeots to attempts to
regularize Shakespeare's plays because suoh attempts to make them pure

.

canedies or pure tragedies oan be pursued only at the expense of depriving
them. of their particular excellence of mirroring life as it is. 6

In his charaoter studies, lIackenzie is dmilar to Whately, Kemble,

and Morgann in that he looka for a leading prinoiple in the oharaoter which
will explain its aotions satisfaotorily.

This he does in his analysis ot

Hamlet and of Falstaft.
Mackenzie's analysis of Hamlet has an important plaoe in the history ot Hamlet critioism, for in his essays Maokenzie finds an apparent oontradiotion in the oharaoter of Hamlet. Aotually, the purpose ot the essay
is to vindioate Shakespeare's oonsistenoy in oreating the oharaoter of Bamlet. 7

5 The Mirror, No. 100.
6 Ibid.

~

7 The reader is referred to Paul S. Conklin's exoellent study, A

History of Hamlet Critioism, New York, 1947, 63-81 for the exact history 07
the Bifule-c problem, whioh Conklin traoes both in its theatrioal and literary
origins. Before 1770, aocording to Conklin, there was no Hamlet problem;
Hamlet was a hero like any other Shakespearean hero, a man of action, who
put off his revenge beoause of a soruple that can easily be understood, i.e.,
he was not sure of the king's guilt. Conklin points out that slOWly oritios
began to see what they oonsidered to be inconsistencies in his oharaoter.
In his notes to Hamlet, George Steevens in The Plays of William Shakespeare,
London, 1773, X, 343-344, suggests that Bam.Iit delaysmexcusably, and on
,I .•
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In Maokenzie's mind this is the apparent contradiction in Hamlet's
'lit

charaoter.
With the strongest purposes of revenge, he is irresolute and inaotive;
amidst the gloom of the deepest melanoholy, he is gay and jooular; and
while he is described as a passionate lover, he seems indifferent about
the object of his affeot1ons. 8
The solution to the diffioulty lies in finding a "fixed or settled prinoiple"
whioh will explain the apparent oontradiotions in his aotions. lIaokende
finds this prinoiple in
an extreme sensibility of mind, apt to be strongly impressed by its
situation, and overpowered by the feelings whioh it exoites. Naturally
of the most virtuous and amiable dispositions, the ciroumstances in
whioh he was plaoed unhinged those principles of aotion, which, in 9
another situation, would have delighted mankind and made him happy.
This principle of extreme sensibility Mackenzie finds suffioient to explaiR
Hamlet. s oharaoter, whioh is often variable and uncertain.

For we see

amidst the gloom of melancholy and the agitation of passion, oooasional
breakings out of a richly endowed and oultivated mind, gentleness in his demeanor, wit in his oonversations, taste in his amusements, and wisdom in his
reflections.

Maokenzie is convinced thB.t such a charaoter is the exaot one

various occasions is oruel, emotionally unstable, and "immoral" in tendenoy.
William Riohardson was the first to attempt to resolve the contradiotions.
His Hamlet is a man moved by higher principles than those of self interest
and his reactions are far more intense than those of the average person.
His Hamlet is in the grasp of emotions whioh almost tear him asunder. Naturally suoh an emotional oonflict as Riohardson suggests puts the integrity
of Hamlet's feigned madness under suspioion. The old Hamlet of aotion becomes in Riohardson's oriticism the new Hamlet of thought.
8 The Mirror, No. 99.

Iii,

I,tl

I!~ ~ ~

9 Ibid.

I.

..
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whioh Shakesjeare intended Hamlet to have.
Maokenzie's analysis of the plot puts all the emphasis on Hamlet.s
mental struggle I
His misfortunes were not the misfortunes of aocident whioh, though th~
may overwhelm at first, the mind will soon oall up refleotions to alleviate, and hopes to oheer; they were such as refleotion only serves to
irritate, suoh as rankle in the soul's tenderest part, her sense of
virtue and feelings of natural affeotion; theroarose from an unol.'s
villany, a mother's guilt, a father's murder'
Acoording to Mackensie, arranging the plot and the oharaoter in this fashion
makes us more interested in Hamlet than we would have been if Hamlet had
pursued his vengeanoe with a steady determined purpose through diffioulties
whioh arose fram accidental oauses and not from oauses deep within his mind.
Bad the plot been based on aooidental events we should have been anxious tor
the event and not for the person.

Sophooles' Orestes lays down a plan ot

vengeanoe whioh he resolutely oarries out. As a result of this kind ot
plot, we are interested in him only as the instrument ot justioe whioh overtakes the murderers of Agamemnon,
but when Horatio exolaims on the death of his friend.

'Naw oraok'd a noble heart"
we forget the murder of the King, the villany of Claudius, the guilt of
Gertrude; our reoollection dvtells only on the memory of that 'sweet
prinoe' the delioaoy of whose feelings a milder planet should have
. ruled, whose gentle rirtues would have bloomed through a life ot felioity and usefulness.
10

Ibid.

lr Ibid.
would

imagine~

This sent1ment is exaotly consistent with what one
author of The Man of Feeling would say.

",1111
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The sensibility of' Hemlet plaoes him under the dominion ot melan~

oholy, and it" is this prinoiple whioh we see inf'luenoing Hamlet f'ram the
beginning of' the play.

Mackenzie uses it to acoount f'or the problem ot

Hamlet.s madness,12 his oonduct towards Ophelia, and his oooasional mark. ot
gaiety and playf'ulness.
Maokenzie is of' the opinion that Hamlet·s distraotion is always
subject to the oontrol of his reason but that his mind shows same tempor&r7
marks of' a real disorder at the grave of' -Ophelia.

However Maokenize points

out that Hamlet.s counterf'eit madness suits his oharaoter exaotly beoause
Hamlet is not strong enough to be the oomplete master of' his f'eelings.

Mao-

kenzie proves his assertion by pointing out that in the real madness ot Lear
and Ophelia both oharacters constantly speak of' the objeot which has driven
them mada Lear speaks of' nothing but his daughters' oruelty and the resignation of' his orown, and Ophelia speaks of nothing but the death of her
father.

On

the contrary, Edgar never speaks of a father's oruelty or a

son's misf'ortune.
IDunlet, in the same manner, were he as f'irm in mind as Edgar, would
never hint any thing in his af'f'eoted disorder, that might lead to a
,suspioion of' his having discovered the villany of' his uncle; but his
f'eeling, too powerful for his prudence, of'ten breaks through the disguise whioh it seems to have been his original, and ought to have oontinued his invariable, purpose to maintain, till an opportunity should

12 Conklin points out that Steevens quoted Dr. Aikenside in his
edition of' 1778 to the effeot that Hamlet·s oonduot was ~tural and indefensible unless he was regarded as a man whose grief's had in sane degree
impaired his reason. Cf. ~ History of' Hamlet Critioism. 70.
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present '1ftitself of accomplishing the revenge which he meditated. 1;
The ambiguousness of a madness of this kind is obvious.

B8mlet according to

this aooount is sometimes mad and sometimes sane in his :madness.
Paradoxioally, Maokenzie is able to justify Hamlet's treatment ot
Ophelia on the grounds that he loves her deeply.

Sinoe he had ohosen hie

love for her as the oause of his madness, suoh an attitude towards her
the only oourse open to a man of his tender feelings.

~

If he had only loved

her slightly, he might have kept up same appearanoe ot love for her; but
really loving her, he would have been hurt by a resemblanoe in his counterfeit love because a downright oaricature oan be borne with more easily than
an unfavorable likeness.
Hamlet's melanoholy also justifies his ocoasional gaiety and playfulness of deportment beoause his type of melanoholy arises neither from. a
natural sourness of temper nor fram chagrin, but it is the effeot of a
delioate sensibility impressed with a sense of sorrow or a feeling of its
own weakneSS.

A man with suoh a sensibility wi1l often be found indulging

in a sportiveness of external behavior amid the anguish of a broken heart.
He has a double person and gives to the world an indifferent person whioh
aooommodates itself to the world but keeps from the world his inner person
whioh is deeply oonoerned with its misfortunes. 14

1:] The Mirror, "No. 100.

14 Ibid. Maokenzie defends the soene of Hamlet and the grave
digger on the-gFOunds that it oontributes to the tragio effeot of the play.
When he hears Hamlet's transient jests he is aware of the deepest melanoholy being rooted in Hamlet's heart.

1:
1
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~ok«nzi.'s

interpretation of Hamlet as a oharaoter whose oo.a11iots

were largely caused by his own constitution 1s the eighteenth oentur,y contribution to an interpretation of B8mlet which Coleridge was to develop still
further. 15
Maokenzie's analysis of Falstaff l6 i8 also based on his idea ot a
leading principle in each

charao~er.

In the two essays on Falstaff a same-

what greater appreoiation of Shakespeare's abilities as a delineator ot
charaoter is apparent.

Perhaps this appreciation is more apparent in these

essays because Falstaff's oharaoter is more riohly normal than the oharacter
which Maokenzie assigned to Hamlet.
In the first essay, Maokenzie observes that Shakespeare has been

oompared with Homer in fancy and imagination.

In the invention ot inoidents,

the diversity of oharacter, and the assemblage of images it may be that
Homer oannot be surpassed; but in the creation of fanoy nothing in the Iliad
can oompare with The Tempest, and Macbeth.

Homer used a machinery which was

known to men; Shakespeare produced and combined the machinery by himself.
Although many of his charaoters are founded on fancy, his personages are so
true that the reader recognizes their justness even though he has never seen
their like.
This observation is not new; Dryden had made it in his observations
on Caliban. 17 Maokenzie also finds that Shakespeare exc~s in producing

15 Conklin, ~ History or Hamlet Critioism, 72, 135-136.
16 The Lounger, Nos. 68-ti}, May 20 and 27, 1786.
17 Ker, Essays ~~ Dryden, I, 219-220.
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in the beaten field of ordinary life, characters of such perfect
originaf~ty, that we look on them with no less wonder at his invention,

than on those preter-natural beings, whioh 'are not of this earth'J and
yet they speak a language so purely that of common society, that we
have but to step_abroad into the world to hear every expression of whic
it 1s composed. 18
And in this ability to make his charaoters speak naturally on the subjeots
of daily life, Shakespeare is surpassed by no one, not even by the anoients.
The delineation of manners found in the Greek tragedians is excellent
and just; but it consists ohiefly of those general maxims which the
wisdom of thi schools might inculcate, which a borrowed experience
might teach. 9
This reoognition of Shakespeare's ability to oreate partioular oharacters
oan eaSily be seen to be similar to Morgann's reoognition of the speoia1
quality of the oharacters.

Mackenzie sees that within oertain limits it is

possible for all dramatists to describe oharacters naturally.

Shakespeare's

oharaoters go beyond the achievements of other dramatists.
Falstaff i8 an example of this ability of Shakespeare to oreate
oharaoters fram the ordinary paths of life, for we see him in a play in
whioh Shakespeare has as his purpose to illustrate the dissipated youth and
extravagant pranks of the eldest son of Henry IV.

18 The Lounger,

NOe

In order to oreate a

68.

19 Ibid. The same observation had been made by Peter Whalley in
his Enquiry inro-:Ehe Learning of Shakespeare, 78: "For marking every charac·
ter with sen'E3ii'enU-wnich cannO£ possibly be applied to any other, he was
under less Neoessity of having reoourse to any oommon-plaoe Topics; and
especially to that ourious }uxture of the fierce and the te~der; of ranting
against the God's, idolizing a Mistress, or unnaturally braving one's misfortunes; than all which nothing can be more dextruous, it being as easy as
lying."

i!
,"

'.:1'1

·'1'
~,

,
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charaoter

wh~h

would illustrate this wanton extravaganoe of the prince. he

had to endow a character which would attract the prinoe.
Falstaff

pos~esses

Hence

we

see that

an infinite wit and humor together with an admirable

sagacity and acuteness in observing the oharacters of men.

To these quali-

ties is added grossness of mind which the prince must see. and seeing despise. These are the neoessary
his talents had been

less~

ingr~dients

for Falstaff's charaoter, for it

he would not have attracted the prince, but it

his profligaoy had been less gross and

contemptible~

he would have attraoted

the prince teo strongly.20
Maokenzie's preliminary analysis is noteworthy in that he reoognizes the tact that Shakespeare had very oaretully oreated the charaoter to
tit the plot.

Falstaff is not merely a wondertully comio oharaoter whose

qualities are wholly those of a buffoon) he is a charaoter whose qualities
are such that they will raise laughter and aocomplish his share in the
action at the same time.
In analyzing Falstaff's oharaoter. Mackenzie finds that three

qualities, the first of which he considers Falstaff's leading prinoiple.
Fa.lstaft is primarily a sensualist, "truly and literally

~

Epicuri grege

porcus n who is plaoed in the world to batten at his leisure. neither disturbed by feeling nor restrained by virtue.
much ot a

v1l1ain~

However. he was not positively

and llackenzie notes, as Morgann did, that Shakespeare

had skilltully worked to present such vices as would produce'oontempt rather

20 The Lounger, No. 68.

-
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than indignaUon tor his orimes.

Hence we enjoy the ridioule ot the situa-

tion and the admirable wit he uses in speaking ot his deeds.

Lastly he is

endowed with a superior degree of good sense and discernment of oharaoter.
and nwe see that he thinks like a wise man, even when he is not at pains to
talk wisely.n2l Falstatt's admirable wit and humor are, however, alw~ys
marked by the Epiourean grossness

wh~Oh

Maokenzie found to be Falstaff's

leading quality.
In the second essay,

22 Maokenzie subjects the oharaoter of Fal-

staff to an investigation largely on the basis of his consistenoy with his
Epiourean nature and concludes the essay with a thoughtful comparison first

ot Falstatf to Don Quixote to show that the same essential idea had guided
Shakespeare and Cervantes in the oreation of their great oomio characters
and finally of Falstaft, Richard III, and Macbeth to show the similarities
in their characters.
In showing the oonsistency of Falstaft.s oharacter with the prin-

ciples of Epiourean grossness, MaCkenzie pointe out that none of his
passions ever rise beyond the control of his reason, selt-interest, or indulgence. Falstaft in love in The Merry Wives of Windsor intends to make
love the factor of his intorest and he wishes to make his mistresses nhis
Exohequer, his East and West Indies, to both of whioh he will trade. n Fal-

21 Ibid. This enumeration of qualities shows a olose resemblanoe
to Morgann's conception of Falstaff. It should be noted that cowardice ia
not mentioned among Falstaff's leading qualities.
22 No. Y).
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starr's cmvardice,23 Mackenzie concludes, is not a weakness but a principle.
1ft

He has sagaoity in his oowardioe in that "he has the sense of danger, but
not the disoomposure of fear."
1&

Falstaff's oowardice, Maokenzie oono1udes,

only proportionate to the danger, as every wise man would be a ooward it

other feelings did not make him valiant.24
The amusement whioh audienoes derive from Falstaff is based an the
inoongruities of Falstaff's character, whioh join a gross, sensual, and
brutish mind to the admirable powers of invention, of wit, and of humor
found in his oonversation.
We are astonished at that art by whioh Shakespeare leads the powers of
genius, imagination, and wisdan. in oaptivi ty to this son of earth) -tis
a8 if, transported into the enchanted island in the Tempest, we saw the
rebellion of Ca1iban sucoessful, and the a~~ spirits of Prospero
ministering to the brutality of his slave.
The analysis of Falstaff's oharaoter does not introduoe any new
lights on Falstaff, but it shows the recognition of Shakespeare's ability
to oreate oharaoters whioh engage the imagination of the reader by their
signifioanoe to the total meaning of the play.

In the same way the later

part of the essay shows how the reader's understanding of the charaoter oan
be inhanoed by oomparing it with other oharaoters to show their essential
similarities and differences.

23 Maokenzie says that "he will not go so far as a paradoxioal
critio has done and ascribe valour to Falstaff4 • • •"

24 It is hard to see any important differenoe in the analyses of
the courage of Falstaff by Morgann and Mackenzie.
25 No. 69.
Ii.

I'
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.,. The oomparIson of Falstaff with Don Quixote shows that the essential part of oomic oharaoters lies in the inoongruous joining of their oharaoter traits.

Cervantes has shown Don Quixote's essential ridiculousness by

raiSing low and vulgar incidents in his imagination to a rank of tmportanoe,
dignity, and solemnity whioh is exaotly opposite to the truth.
aoter ot Falstaff, Shakespeare

~s

In the ohar-

reversed the order by subjecting wisdom,

honor, and other grave and dignified prinoiples to the oontrol of grossness,
buffoonery, and folly.26
Maokenzie ooncludes his study of Falstaff by contrasting Falstaff
with Richard 11127 and then both charaoters with Maobeth.

The comparison of

the first two is a very close one and chiefly revolves around their sagaoity
and understanding and their contempt for refined feelings, motives of delicacy, and restraint of virtue.

There is little difference in their attitudes

their objeotives differ beoause Richard is ambitious and Falstaff is only
luxurious and dissipated.

The two characters are so stmilar that Mackenzie

thinks that
it were not difficult to show in the dialogue of the two charaoters,
however dissimilar in situation many passages and expressions in a
style of remarkable resemblance.
The comparison of Maobeth with Falstaff and Richard III is useful
in showing hOW' it is that lrfaobeth retains our sympathy while Riohard does

not.

Mackenzie claims that Falstaff is a knave and sensualist on prinoiple,

26 Ibid.
27 Coleridge's oomparison of Falstaff, Richard III, and Iago bas
already been noted. See above, 137.
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Riohard a villain
on principle, and
<II

}~obeth

a villain ot passion.

The tirst

'I
iii

two oharaoter~ are almost devoid ot feeling and even passion. Macbeth produoes horror, fear, and sometimes pity in the audienoe; Riohard produoes

•
detestation and abhorrenoe.

Maobeth is sometimes more sanguinary than

Riohard whose cruelty is only proportionate to his ambition just as Falstatt.s cowardioe is proportionate to the objeot ot his tear.

But the

bloody Maobeth is susoeptible to compassion and subjeot to remorse and hence

'1111

ii

11.1.

,I'I!,
, '

I Ii !
II:

we regret the perversion of his nature even when justioe overtakes him.
The imaginatiye quality of all the character analyses is apparent
in Mackenzie's summing up ot the leading principles of the three characters.

Richard is the product of the worldly and creeping demons who place on earth
their instruments ot misohief to embroil and plague mankind; the weird sisters, the gigantic deities of northern mythology. are the agents who torm
Macbeth; Falstaff is formed by less sanguinary influencesl
Falstaff is the work of Ciroe, and her swinish associates, who, in
some favoured hour of revelry and riot, moulded this oompound of gross
debauohery, acute discernment, admirable invention, and nimble wit, and
sent him for a oonsort to England's madcap Prince; to stamp ourrenoy
on idleness and vice, and to wave the tlag of tolly ~d dissipation
over the seats of gravity, of wisdom, and ot virtue.
It would be vain to deny that the imagination ot the oritic has not seen
qualities in the oharaoter whioh aid the reader in a new evaluation ot
Shakespeare's art.
,I

The torm ot the Shakespearean oriticism whioh Richard Cumberland

'I

(1732-1811) employed in his studies ot the oharaoters of Maobeth, Riohard

28 No. 69.

i",

1~

III, and Falttaff and his associates in The Observer29 during 1786 showu
that the critio realizes that the neo-classioal examen form is not suited
to a oonsideration of Shakespeare's plays.

He examines the plays of Shake-

speare in the light of their charaoters; the plays of other dramatists he
examines by using the examen fonn. 30 Cumberland, who was well educated in
the olassios and who was a practioing dramatist, paid tribute to Shakespeare
as the peer of Aesohylus and as a dramatist whose skill and artistry might
well be imitated.
The oomparison of Aeschylus and Shakespeare suggested several interesting parallels to Cumberland, who declares that Shakespeare is Aesohylusts superior in oharaoter depiotion.

Both are styled the fathers of'

tragedy in that it oan be said that they had no models to look to, but
Aesohylus was a warrior of high repute, of a lofty and generous spirit, and
was deeply erudite whereas Shakespeare was humbly born, of menial oooupation,
and as it is generally thought, unlearned.

In point of plot, both poets

stand on the same ground in regard to originalitYJ both so modified their
fables as to make them their own. Aeschylus alone oreated persons fran

1,

II

i
"

heaven and hell and in his heroic and military figures excelled Shakespeare.

29 Nos. $9, 70, 71, 72, oont~in a comparison of Macbeth with
Richard III. No. 73 contains an analysis of Falstaff and the other comio
characters of Henry!!_ The series is not dated.
30 No. 75 contains an analysis of The Fox by Johnspn; No. 76, an
analYSis of Samson Agonitos, Nos. 17-79, a oomparison of ROffe's Fair Penitent with Massirigeris F'atoT Dowry, and No. 76, an analysis of CoiigFi'vi""'il
Double Dealer. As the author of forty plays himself, Cumberlandts remarks
on the drama deserve respect.

,!
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He stands as a.,. respectable but not equal rival to Shakespeare in his
imaginAry being.
but in variety of charaoter, in all the nicer touches of nature, in
all the extravagancies of caprice and humour, from the bolde~r feature,
down to the minutest foible, Shakespeare stands alone • • • • '
Cumberland, however, justly recalls that Greek tragedy allowed for little
variety of character and that Aeschylus never offended against nature or
propriety in ,his chafacters.

The comparison ends with the admission that

both poets are sublime and sometimes extravagant and henoe provide faults
for the critic who looks for them.
Cumberland signals out Shakespeare's ability to portray individual
characters as a virtue which he possessed preeminently.

He agrees

~th

Whately and Maokenzie in finding particularly praiseworthy not the depiction
of the great passions, because every poet can describe them.
but Shakespeare gives you their the characters humours, their
minutest foibles, those little starts and caprices, which nothing but
the most intimate familiarity brings to lightJ other authors write
charaoters_like historians; he like the busom friend of the person he
describes • .?2
Cumberland's observations on the charaoters of Maobeth and Richard
III follow the lines laid down in \Vbatelyis study of the two characters but
emphasize the skill with whioh Shakespeare oreated the plots in which the
Ili,11

characters move.

It cannot be saia that Cumberland abandoned the rules in
Iii

oonsidering Shakespeare's plays; he found, however, in Shek: espeare an artist

III
;1

whose work made their use 8uperfluous. 33

31 No. 69.
32 No. 72.
33 This is seen

in the comparison he makes of Jonson to s}]tlke-

l~
~

his analysis of the oharacter of Macbeth, Cumberland points

out the skill with which Macbeth is led to his guilty ambition.

Because

Macbeth does not stand in the line of royal succession, it is necessary that
the ocoasion whioh moves him to think of gaining the crown be preternatural
and prodigious.

The weird sisters provide this oooasion; his discovery ot

.

the truth of their first prediction moves him to think of striking for the
crown which their seoond prediction promised.

His soliloquy34 reveals, how-

ever, that he does not have a disposition prone to evil and that he is
struggling against the evil whioh suggests itself.

Richard on the contrary

presents himself as a villain and announoes his deoision.
I am determined to be a villain. 35
Because Riohard is a settled villain we do not look upon him with
the sympathy with which we view Maobeth.

The struggle whioh Shakespeare

portrays in Macbeth's character affords the noblest the.me for the drama and
puts Shakespeare's creative fanoy to a test in whioh he has been rivalled
only by Aeschylus in the prophetic effusions of Cassandra. the incantations
of tae Persian magi to raise the ghost of Darius, and in the conception of
the Furies. 36

speare in The Observer, No. 75, whioh oontains his examen of The Fox. "In
one we may:respect tne profundity of learning, in the other we-:mu~admire
the sublimity of genius; to ona we pay the tribute of understanding, to the
other we surrender up the possession of our hearts ••
.n
8

34 I, iii, 130-142.
35 Riohard III, I, i. 308
36 No. 69.
,I
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Cumberland is tho first critic to emphasize Lady Maobeth's im"I

portance in the tinal determination of Maobeth's guilt in assassinating
Banquo. 37

70 he examines Maobeth's oonduot from the time ot his
deoision to' kill Banquo until the deed is done 38 and shows that Lady Macbeth
In No.

has a relative as well as a positive importance in the plot.

The promptings

she is forced to use show as strongly as possible Macbeth's reluctanoe to
strike for the orown.

Her natural influence on Maobeth, whioh springs from

her high and predominant spirit, makes the weird sisters only secondary influenoes in bringing about the action of the drwma. 39
Cumberland follows the aotion of Aot I, Soene 7, very olosely in
order to show exaotly how Maobeth is moved to aotion.

When Maobeth annO'lm.ce

We will proceed no further in this business
her satire and questioning reproaohes are pressed so fast upon him that he
oan only ocmnnand her to be silent as he olings to his last fragment of
innooenoe and honor.

His wife then realizes that satire and oontempt oan-

not serve to move him and ohanges her argument by appealing to his honor,
claiming that when he first dared to do the deed he was a man and that by

37 Whately had pointed out that the speeoh of Lady Maobeth, "I
have given suok and know • • •" (Aot I, Soene 7, 11. 54-59), which had been
objeoted to by neo-olassioal critios beoause it violated deoorum, was used
by Lady Maobeth to remove all remains of humanity from his breast, beoause
only suoh an urging oould overoome his objeotions. ct. Whately, Remarks,

r
~!

34-35.

38

I, vii, and II, i-ii.

39 Cumberland sees that if the weird sisters had been the prinoipal movers of Maobeth he would appear as the mere machine ot an unoontrollable destiny and his aotions would not appear to be free with the result

:1

I,
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doing it he would
~

Be so much more than man.
Baving paried his objeotion by sophistry, she breaks into vaunting
display ot intrepidity calculated to remove his last objeotion.
have given suok and know
How tender 'tis to love the babe that milks me,
I would, whilst it was smiling in my taoe,
Have pluok'd my nippLe trom its boneless gums,
And dash'd its brains out, had I but so sworn
As you have done in this.
I

ot the speech Cumberland says:
This is a note of horror, screwed to a pitoh that bursts the very
sinsws ot nature; she no longer oombats with a human weapon, but seizing the lightening extinguishes her opponent with the stroke. here the
oontroversy must end, for he must eithlt6 adopt her spirit, or take her
lite; he sinks under the attaok. • • •
Cumberland's attitude toward the speeoh is wholly realistio; it would take
such a speeoh to move Maobeth, and Lady Maobeth realizes the taot and uses
the argument which will suooeed.
Aooording to Cumberland, the strong and SUbliMe stl"okes ot a
master in this scene make it a model of dramatio oomposition.
from a dramatist is not to be taken lightly.

Such praise

Cumberland points out that the

omission ot all references to the propheoies ot the weird sisters oannot be
supposed to be anything but a oonscious
relied

an

stroke~

A weaker genius would have

these instruments, but Shakespeare was strong enough to use

natural means and to show his mastery "took his human agent trom the weaker
sex."

40 No. 70.

,i.

','

i1
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C1.1DWerland's examination of Maobeth and Riohard during the time
that they

hol~ swa,41

shows how Shakespeare maintains the oonsistency ot the

two oharaoters in showing the openness with whioh Riohard hires Tirrel to
kill the prinoes and the long conversation Maobeth nas with the assassins 1D
whioh he strives to blind his oonscienoe and make the assassins personally
responsible for the deaths ot

Banqu~ and his son.42

Shakespeare's artistry in oreatingtheatrioal ettects and at the
same time maintaining truth to oharaoter is seen in the management ot the
appearanoe of Banquo's ghost.

Cumberland points out that Shakespeare

aohieves an etfect by having the ghost appear without any forewarning to the

By having Banquots ghost appear Shakespeare makes it seem natural

audience.

that Lady Maobeth does not see it because she had no prior knowledge ot the
murder.

If Dunoan's ghost had appeared we would expect her to see it, but

because the intrepidity of Lady Maobeth is so marked we imagine that no
waking terrors would shake her.

Hence it is a natural expedient to have her

give expression to her agonies in her sleep.

Cumberland points out that

AesohyluB and hundreds of other dramatists had used dreams to create terror
but that those dreams had merely been related.

41

No. 71.
1'1

42 In this essay Cumberland points out that whenever Macbeth's
mind turns to a distasteful subjeot his language beoomes highly figurative.
Of the language in Aot III, Scene 2, Cumberland-says, "The oritio of language will observe that there is a redundanoy and orowd of metaphors, but
the oritio of nature will aoknowledge that it is the very truth of charaoter • • • •n

III
.1
. 'I i '
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1
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Tbi, whioh is done by Aeschylus, has been done by hundreds after him)
but to introduoe upon the stage the very person, walking in sleep, and
giving vent to the horrid fanoies that haunt her dream, in broken
speeohes expressive of her guilt, uttered before witnesses, and aooompanied with that natural and expressive aotion of washing the blood
fram her defiled han~s, was reserved for the original and bold genius
of Shakespeare only.43

In

th~

last essay of the series,44 Cumberland contrasts the oataa-

trophes which finally overtake

.

and Macbeth.

R~ohard

There is nothing in

this essay of special note exoept the remark on the truth to nature in )laobeth's striking the messenger who brings the news of the approaoh of Birnam
wood.
A burst of fury, an exclamation seconded by a blow is the first natural
explosion of a soul so stung with soorpions as Maobeth's, the sudden
gust is no sooner disoharged, than nature speaks her own language and
the still voioe of oonsoienoe, like reason in the midst of madness,
murmurs forth these mournful words-I pall in resolution, and begin
To doubt the equivocation of the fiend,
That lies like truth.
Suoh a comment is the result .of the oritio's observation of human nature; he
does not ask htmself what the oode of
the unweloome news that a hostile

deoo~

a~

allowed to a king who heard

was moving against him.

The study of the oomio oharaoters of Henry

~5

oonoentrates most

of its attention on Falstaff as one would expeot, but the whole play i8
studied in a manner whioh antioipates the studies of Hazlltt in his Charao-

43

No.

71.·

w...

No.

72.

45

No.

73.

"Ii
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•
of Shakypeare' IS Plays.
The ideas of Cumberland on Falstaff present no new opinions.

He

sees Falstaff as Morgann and lmokenzie did, a skillfully oreated character
who possessed enough pleasant qualities to attraot the prince and suffioient
bad qualities to make the attachment only a passing one.
he did not see Falstaff as a simple oowardly buffoon.

Needless to say,

For Cumberland, aa

tor the other charaoter analysts, the good nature and the wit ot the oharaoter were its ohief attractions.
His lies, his vanity, and his oowardice, too gross to deceive, were to
be so ingenious as to give delightJ his ounning evaSions, his witty
resouroes, his mock solemnity, his vapouring self-consequenoe, were to
furnish a oontinual feast of laughter to his royal oompanion; he was
not only to be witty himself, but the oause ot wit in other people; a
Whetstone of raillery; a buffoon, whose very person was a jest. • • •
Cumberland points out that Falstaff bears the comic part of the
first part of the play almost by himself, but that Shakespeare, feeling the
difficulty of sustaining Falstaff as the only comio oharacter added several
recruits to aid Falstaff in the second part.

Ancient Pistol is

80

new,

whimsical and extravagant a character that one would think'hfm a charaoter
as wild and imaginary as Caliban if it was not known that his dialogue
oomes from the absurd and fustian passages of many plays .46 Shallow and

I

',111:

'I!
i'
1

Silence also please Cumberland.

"i,,'
I

Surely two pleasanter fellows never trod the stage I they not only
oontrast and play upon each other, but Silence sober and Silenoe tipsy

46 Cumberland prefers Jonson's Bobadil to Shakespeare's Pistol',
apparently because Shakespeare founded his bully on parody while Jonson
founded his on nature.

I:
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make tlw most oomioal reverse in na.ture; never was drunkenness so well
introduoed or 80 happily employed in any drama • • •
Mistress Quiokly's oharacter varies slightly in Part Two so that Doll Tearsheet oan be introduced.

Cumberland does not exouse Shakespeare for the

introduotion of Fa.lstaff's soene with Doll, but he does point out that Shake
speare managed the soene with oare by showing Falstaff in a ridioul&us light
without indulging in any of the gross indeoenoies which poets of his age
used in similar ciroumstanoes.
The essay conoludes by Cumberland's observing that Shakespeare
had put Falstaff to death in order to put him out of the reaoh of other
dramatists. We are not to imagine that Shakespeare was unable to sustain
Falstaff any longer.

Shakespeare had suoh a talent for oanedy that he was

able to introduoe oanedy even in soenes of the English army's distress betore the battle of Aginoourt.

The dialogue between Captain Gower and Flu-

ellen provides such oomedy and on that ocoasion the talk was of Falstaff •

•

Fluellen ••
as Alexander killed his friend Cleitus being in his
ales and his oups; so also Harry Monmouth, being in his right
wits and his good judgment, turned e:way the fat knight with
the great belly doublet. He was full ot jests, and gipes,
and knaveries, and mooks; I have forgot his name.
8

Gower:

••

Sir John Falstaff.

Fluellen: That is he. 47
Cumberland notes that the passage has always given him a pleasing sensation
beoause it marks Shakespeare's regret at parting with a favorite oharacter
and it is a tender farewell to his memory.

47

He

V, IV vii.

The passage is put with a par-
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• the mouth of Fluellen, who stands in this playas
tioular proPliety into
• Falstaff' 8 substitute and whose humor as well as that of Nym may be said to
have arisen out of the ashes of Falstaff.
Cumberland was the first critic to note this referenoe to Falstaff
in Henry V and to comment on it.

His oomment is in keeping with the appre-

oiation of Shakespeare and his art whioh the oharaoter studies fostered.
As long as the oritio had before him the rules for produoing regular plots
and deoorous oharaoters, he oould have only a partial enj oyment of Shakespeare, who not knowing that suoh rules existed produoed great plays by
Skillfully working to aohieve the exaot effect he desired.
Cumberland t s study of Falstaff was the last study of importanoe4B

48 The following other studies of the oharaoters of the plays
were written during the last fourteen years of the eighteenth century, but
in none of them are found any prinoip1es whioh have not already been disoussed. James Wright brought out Falstaff's Letters, London, 1789, which is
supposedly a oolleotion of the letters or the tat knight. It shows the
interest whioh the oharaoters had aroused, but it oannot be oonsidered oharacter oriticism in the striot sense. Thomas Robertson's "An Essay on the
Character of Hamlet, in Shakespeare's Tragedy of Hamlet," Transactions of
the Royal SOCiety of Edinburgh, II, 1790, 251-267, comments on Shakespeare's
dramatio skills ~ neglIgible way and its interpretation of Hamlet's oharaoter modifies Maokenzie's interpretation only slightly. In The Bee, or
Literary Weekly Inte1ligencer, Edinburgh, I, January 12, 19, and ~ 1791,
the author, a "W.N." studies bhe characters of Othello and Iago very 010se1
from the opening of the play until the end of the temptation soene. Wostenholme Parr's Story of the Moor of Venioe, London, 1795, oontains a transiation of Cinthl.o's noveT;-aii"9ssay on Coriolanus, and a study of Othello's
oharaoter. The rarity of this book made its examination impossible. The
last essays on Shakespearean characters are found in Essays by a Society of
Gentlemen at Exeter, editod anonymously, London, 1796, "An Jl..pology tor the
Character and Conduot of Iago," 395-409, and "An Apology for the Character
and Conduct of Shylock," 552-573. The author, who signs himself "T.O.",
pays no attention to Shakespeare's skill as a dramatic artist. In the firs
essay the author playfully attempts to justify Iago's conduct by magnifying
the supposed injuries which he had suffered from Othello. The essay on
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of a Shakespearean oharacter
in the eighteenth oentury.
~

Cumberland's rank-

ing of Shakespeare as an equal to Aesohylus, his reoognition ot Shakespeare'
skill in delineating oharacters by showing their iDmQst traits, and his
recognition at the skill with which Shakespeare oonstruoted his soenes, recall appropriately enough the opinions of the earlier dramatist and the
father of Shakespearean oritioism, John Dryden.

This thesis has attempted

to show the oontinuity of the praise ot Shakespeare's achievement during
the period whioh extends fran Dryden to Cumberland and it has attempted to
show the part whioh the oharacter analysts played in demonstrating the
weaknesses of the neo-olassical rules as these critics pointed out the
oonsoious artistry by whioh Shakespeare aohieved his great suooess as a
dramatist.

Shylook is an attempt to prove that Shylock is a charaoter whioh the audienoe should sympathize with rather than laugh at.

•

ii

II
I

CHAPTER VI

II,

II

CONCLUSION
Although Shakespearets great achievements as a dramatist were not
seriously disputed by anyone except Thomas Rymer during the one hundred and
twenty-one years surveyed in this thesis, the oritios who wrote during this
period gave various emphases to their evaluations of his work.

The basio

faot of his aohievement, however, was testified to by the oontinuing dramatic produotions and printings of his plays.

This popularity oan attest to

the faot that the plays pleased the majority of playgoers and readers who,
uninterested as always in oritioal theory, asked only to be entertained.
Critios, however, could not be oontent with their unguarded reactions to
literature and had to qualify them by judging the pieoe ot literature in
terms of their literary atEtndards.

Than as now, in suoh an operation the

oriti0 may find that his original reaction does not coinoide with the judgment whioh the oanons ot his critioism impose on the work..

This was the

situation which developed when neo-olassioal critics applied their theories
to the plays ot Shakespeare.
It was pointed out in Chapter I that Frenoh and English neo-classIi

ioa1 oritics as a group in their attempts to follow Aristotlets observations
in the Poetics seriously misunderstood his observations on the key dootrine

ot probability_

Undoubtedly the pervading rationalism of the age was
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largely responsible for the attitude or "Cammon Opinion" whioh restrioted
<It

the probable in Dryden's words to "that whioh sucoeeds or happens oftener
than it misses."l With suoh an arithmetio attitude as a oriterion. it i.
not surprising that ihese critics attaoked as improbable both aotions and
oharaoters which were not to be met in their ordinary experience.

As Irving

Babbitt has pointed out, these critios identified the world of ordinary tact
with the world ot artistic

creation~2

Whatever taots the poets employed

whioh did not oorrespond with reality as the oritios had experienoed it were
oondemned as improbable by these oritios.
Just as suoh an outlook made it neoessary to condemn many plots
beoause they did not oonform to everyday experienoe, so the oonfusion ot the
world ot ordinary taot with the world oreated by the poet banished all
imagination in regard to the dramatic presentation ot the plot.

The whole

I;

;1,

theory of the unities of time and plaoe was established to make the presentation on the stage more like the lite Whioh the oritio experienoed fram
day to day.

Aooording to the neo-olassioal oritios, suoh as dtAubignao,

Rapin, Rymer, Gildon and Dennis, the audienoe was aware that it spent only
a few hours in the theatre.

That play, then, was most true to lite whose

total aotion took no longer in its representation on the stage than it
would take in everyday life, but the absolute limit to the audienoe's
oredulity was reaohed in a play which represented the aotion ot more than

Essays ot

~

1

Ker

2

Rousseau and Romantioimn. 22.

j

Dryden, I, 209.

I
I
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a day

taking~lace

in a few hours in the theatre.

In keeping

with this same

rigidly logical theory, these same critics rejected any play whose plot demanded that the scene of the action shift fram one looality to another.

The

audience, according to these critics, would refuse to believe that the stage
which represented one place at the beginning of the action oould represent
another place during the same play •

•
The stifling
and restricting effects of this interpretation of
probability on the poet's choice of dramatio material are self evident.
Vast areas of human experienoe were declared to be outside the scope of
dramatic poetry because they contained situations whi'ch the critio could not
verify from his own experience or whiCh could not be dramatized in suoh a
fashion as to conform to the restriotions imposed on the poet by the observations of the unities of time and place.

Even more disastrous for the

poet, however, was the applioation of the neo-classical ooncept of probability to the oharacters of the dramatis personae.
Aristotle's observations on the goodness and agreeableness or
suitability of the traits assigned to the oharacters were interpreted in
terms of the same rigid idea of probability.

The desire to strive after the

average led neo-classical critics in general to refuse to see or to see wit
great difficulty anything which particularized a Character and distinguishe
it in some way fram a similar character.

Hence it is natural that in

analyzing a character they should think of it in the most

g~neralized

terms

In Gildon'S words, Homer shows us in Achilles nwhat Violenoe and Anger wou'

j
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make all Me~ of that Character say or do • • • •"3

The assumption that these

oritios make is that the most important traits of classes of men spring tran
similar souroes and that the actions and thoughts of two similar charaoters
will be identioal in similar situations.
It is true that the idea of type oharaoters was not originated by
the neo-classical critics. As it has been pointed out, they round the idea
in Horaoe's ~ Poetica and mistakenly aocepted it as a oorreot interpreta-

tion of Aristotle's thought. 4 Horace's modest oatalogue of type oharacters
with their attendant probable traits provided the model; the industry and
laok of

imagination~of

a Mesnardiere provided the oomplete list or all the

traits whioh were appropriate to the various ages, sexes, qualities, e.mploymenta, and fortunes of all the oharaoters who could possibly find their way
among the dramatis personae.
Thus the oritic direoted his attentiaq to deciding whether or Dot
the traits which the poet had given to his oharaoters were the ones which
the oodifiers had assigned to the various types as the ones which they
probably possessed.

If a poet had depioted a king in love or as an aooes-

sory to a crime. or a Moor with tender feelings, or a soldier who was not a
hale and hearty individual. he had violated probability and had oommitted a
breaoh of deoorum by presenting a characterization whioh shooked the audienoe by its lack of probability •. A oareful poet could avoid such mistakes

3 The Works of
sance,

~.

William Shakespear, VII, xli.

J. A. Spinga.rn, A History

~

Literary Critioism in

~

Renais-
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by oonsultinf!;t the critios who had solved all the problems iuvolved in this
difficult art.
The result ot thiaattempt to st8ndardbe the traits ot the oharaoters is obvious.

The oharacters are seen only in a superfioial way, and

as a result their aotions and thoughts oan be prediQted fram the time they

.

enter the scene beoause they are allowed no individuality or private lite
by the oritio.

..

They act, so to speak, in an official oapacity and oan pas.

from one play to another and take up their new parts without anyone's notioing the ohange.

Such characters leek any depth and move through the

aotion of the play impelled by only the most obvious motives.
The critio who judged oharacters from the point of view of a
standard of decorum was poorly equipped for his task, for all his tenets
and dicta gave him a purely negative approach to the subject.

He was pre-

pared to say whether or not the oharacter had the proper traits; he was
, '

i'l

unable in the terms of neo-classical critioism to judge between two similar
characters with strongly marked traits which were proper to them.

It would

I
'
I'

',1

be instructive and at the same time amusing to Bee Bucha critio evaluating
Hamlet and'Philaster.

One could not be sure, however, that Shakespeare's

1

oharaoter would reoeive the laurele
Attention to characterization does not occupy the position of
being foremost in importance in neo-classioal criticism as it does in romantic

criticimn~

In neo-classical criticism, primary consideration was

given to an examination of the plot, and only after the plot had been examined did the oritio go on to oonsider the characters in his examen of the

-

-----.-------------------~--~

____
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play.

In considering the plays of Shakespeare such an emphasis was un~

fortunate, for as it has been pointed out, a distorted idea of probability
influenoed the examination.

Using the observations made by Aristotle and

modified by his interpreters to inolude the unities ot time and plao$ in
addition to other refinements, these critios were forced to find the plots
of Shakespeare's plays very faulty.

It is true that when the oritics

evaluated the characters they did so in terms of high if somewhat general
praise.

But the praise of the oharaoters was not able to remove the impres-

sion that Shakespeare's works were not examples of an art which consciously
sought after the effects which it aohieved.
Neo-olassioal oritios generally praised Shakespeare for his fine
charaoterization, but these oritios evaluated the oharacters in terms of
the neo-olassioal theory of the type oharacter and the attendant idea of
probable charaoter traits.

As a result, when his charaoters were critioized

adversely, the same theory was the basis of the blame.

The distinctness or

goodness of Shakespeare's oharaoters was noted by all the critics fran the
time of Dryden.

The remark of

Cha~les

Gildon, who always carefully observed

the minutiae of the rules, that Shakespeare exoelled all poets in distinguishing the traits not only of his prinoipal charaoters but also of his
minor characters became a critical oommonplaoe during the eighteenth oentury.

It is remarkable that no one observed that Shakespeare had sharply

di8tinguished his similar characters by individualizing them_
Praise for the suitability of the traits which Shakespeare gave
to his oharacters was not unanimous, however, although even the censure

or

,',:',
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _" ' . ._ _ _ _. -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11'
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Shakespea~

terse

•
on this score was restrioted to the oondemnation of a few cbarac

Dryden produced the first analysis of a Shakespearean charaoter when

he dsmonstrated that the traits which Shakespeare had given to Caliban
exactly fitted the monster.

Beatrice and Benedict, Shylook, and the ever

popular Sir John Falstaff were only a few of the charaoters whose traits
were singled out for praise.

Bu~

when the critic attsmpted to became spe-

cifio in his praise, the weaknesses of neo-classical critici8.m beoomes
apparent.

The neo-olassioal critic merely named the traits which he found

in the oharaoter and did not show how or why the traits fitted the oharacter

The neo-classical critio did not conceive of the charaoter in an imaginative
way and did not attempt to see the oharacter outside the dramatio context.
When critics censured the charaoters, they blamed Shakespeare for
asoribing unsuitable traits tQ the charaoters and thus violating decorum.
The standard of oonduct which the critios invoked was based on their idea of
propriety.

The critics asked whether or not a oharacter ought to aot in

suoh and such a fashion and not whether or not the action of the character
was understandable.

Hence Gilson blamed Shakespeare for showing the bitter

argument between the royal ladies in King

~

because, in the opinion ot

the critic, ladies of their rank should not talk in suoh a fashion.

The

striotures of all the critics on this score were based on the idea that the
characters should show in their traits the good manners presoribed by an
etiquette rather than the natural traits of human beings.
The modern reader is at a loss to explain how such a superficial
theory of charaoter analysis could long remain unchallenged.

The modern
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reader, however, fails to take into aooount the appeal which this oomp1etely
elaborated and logioally oonsistent theory had during an age in whioh men
relied upon reason and distrusted imagination.

However, when the attaok on

the unities and the theory of oharaoter decorum was made by Samuel Johnson,
he based his arguments on an appeal to faot and showed that the probability
whioh was protected and fostered br the rules was unneoessarily striot.
Men did not find it

~possible

to enjoy a play whose aotion exceeded the

time allowed by the rules and whioh took plaoe in more than one looalitye
In demolishing the idea that dramatists had to ascribe traits acoording to
the oanons laid down by the codifiers of character decorum, Samuel Johnson
emphasized the fact that men share the same nature and differ only in insignificant ways.

Johnson indeed made it a mark of highest praise that

Shakespeare had not been oonfused by non-essentials.

He had always made

nature predominate over accident; and if he preserves the essential
oharacter, is not very oareful of distinctions superinduced and adventitious. His story requires Romans or kings, but he thinks only
on men. • • • a PO&t overlooks the casual distinotions of oountry
and condition, as a painter, satisfied with the figure, neglects the
drapery. 5
Although Johnson vindioated Shakespeare's genius by demonstrating
that the rules which Shakespeare was aocused of violating were based on an
exaggerated and invalid oonoept of probabi1itYj the oritics who ignored the
rules and concentrated their attention

~

his delineation of oharaoter also

showed that Shakespeare waS a genius of the highest order.

>

The differenoe

in the tone of the work of these critics from the tone of the work of the

5

Raleigh, Johnson on Shakespeare, 15.
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judicial cr~ios is at once apparent.

The neo-olassioal critio, even when

he attempted to restrain himself and not judge the plays by the rules, was
unable wholly to conoeal the uneasiness whioh he felt when he was faced with
the freedom and spontaneity of Shakespeare's plays.

The character analyst,

on the oontrary, taced the plays without preconoeptions and simply examined
the oharacters in ter.ms ot human nature.
The purpose ot the character analyst's work was to make speoifio
the general praise aooorded to Shakespeare's characters by neo-olassioal
critics who praised the distinctness with which Shakespeare had conceived
his charaoters and the propriety ot the traits which he had attributed to
them.

As Warton pointed out, the neo-olassical critic satisfied himself

that he had commented adequately when he remarked that Lear's madness was
very natural and pathetic.

The charaoter analyst took upon himselt the

task ot showing why the remark was true by examining the character's speech
and aotions closely.
The examinations of the characters ot Shakespeare's plays resuIted in discoveries which were at varianoe with neo-classical theory, tor
these analyses made it olear that Shakespeare had consoiously sought after
the ettects which he had achieved and in doing so had obviously ignored the
central doctrines of the neo-olassical theory of plot and oharacterization.
A close study ot the individual oharacter as it moved through the play was
achieved more sucoessfully in the library than in the theatre, and hence
the work ot the character analysts is more literary than theatrical in its
prooedures and findings.

It is of capital importance to remember this

Iii
,1,1
I,

,
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circum8tance~en

one oames to evaluate their work, for this oircumstance

carried with it both advantages and disadvantages.
The critio who thus analyzed the oharaoters of Shakespeare soon
•
came to the oonolusion that these oharaoters were drawn with suoh penetrating insight into the truths of human nature that they were far more than
type oharaoters.

These critics came to the conolusion that eaoh of these

oharaoters possessed "a very real individuality which went far beyond the
surface traits dear to the lovers of charaoter deoorum.

Thomas Whately's

analysis was undertaken to show how complex the oharaoters of Maobeth and
Riohard III were and how oompletely different were these two men who were
usurpers and tyrants and hence should have possessed similar traits.
Whately and the later oharacter oritios claimed that Shakespeare's charactars impressed the audience so much beoause the audience reoognized their
great trueness to life.
Not only did the oharaoter analysts demonstrate that Shakespeare's
admittedly superior oharaoters were not oonoeived as type charaoters, but
in the oritioimn of Maurice Morgann the romantio oonception of Shakespeare's
oharacters is' first met.

The oentra.l thought behind Morgann's theory of

Shakespeare's oharacterization was that it was possible to oonsider the
oharaoters as historio rather than dramatio beings.

This idea is the oor-

nerstone of the romantio theory of Shakespearean character

critioi~

and

was accepted not only by Coleridge, Lamb, and Hazlitt, but also by later
nineteenth oentury oritics such as Edward Dowden, C. A. Swinburne, Henry
N. Hudson, and A. C. Bradley.
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Although this thesis has limited itself to ohronioling the de.
oline of the neo-classical critioism and the emergence of those views of
Shakespeare's oharacters which are still ourrent, it should be noted that
in reoent years a group of critics has called for certain revisions in the
opinions commonly held on certain charaoters whioh were arrived at by oritics who followed Morgana and

Cole~idge

in their wurk.

These oritios

emphasize the importance of remembering that the oharaoters must be analyzed
in terms of their own art form, the drama, and that the playwright originally envisaged his characters in action on a stage.

Mr. J. Dover Wilson,

who is the most penetrating of these critics, in his book, The Fortunes of
Falstaff,6 pointed out several deficiencies in A. C. Bradley's analysiS of
Falstaff.1 Mr. Wilson finds that oharacter criticism frequently suffers
from the danger of having the critic read his own personality into the
oharacter.

He also objects to the critio's ignoring the serial nature of

the drama by considering the episodes of a play in an order in which they
did not oocur, and he obj'Jcts to a critic's treating a playas a historical
dooument and oollecting evidonce in support of any point from any place in
the text.

The abuse which Mr. Wilson points out are obvious; equally ob-

vious, it would appear, is the observation of David Nichol Smith!
The criticism of the nineteenth century as a whole owes some of its
finest qualities to its habit of forgetting that they (the oharaoter~
are oreatures of art. But it has also been led by the same oause into

6 London, 19lJj..
London, 19

"The Rejection of Falstaff," in Oxford Leotures on Poetry,

, 241-21,.

1,1'1
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much ne~less discussion. • • • It is a supreme testimony to Shakespeare that the life whioh he gave to his charaoters should be treated
as if it oarried them beyon§ their dramatic conditions in which they
alone have their existence.
No one oertainly can regret the development of the romantio theory of oharacter critioism whioh provided a more satisfactory means of appraising the
charaoters than had

e~isted

previously, nor will the prudent modern oritio

tail to realize that by no means all nineteenth oentury romantio oritioism
is vitiated by the abuses enumerated by Mr. Wilson.
Just as the character analysts were the first to show that Shakespeare's oharaoters did not follow the ideals of neo-o1assical oritioimn
but that their greatness lay in their originality.

80

the charaoter analysts

joined in the attaok on the critios who condemned Shakespeare's plays beoause his plots did not oonform to the rules established to guard against
tragioomedy and violations of the unities of time and plaoe.

It has been

pointed out that both John Dennis and Alexander Pope had recognized at
least implioitly that a drama in which charaoterization was highly developed
might arouse the emotions just as a drama which fulfilled the requirements
laid down for the proper design and conduct of the plot.

The remark that

Shakespeare's genius and skill in characterization more than compensated
for his so oalled deficiencies in plot structure was commonly acoepted as
truee

However, as the plays were examined more carefully by succeeding

critios it became apparent to them that Shakespeare's plots possessed their
own kind of unity which united elements whioh neo-o1assica1 critics had

8

Shakespeare Criticism, xx.
I'

I,
!J.
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considered

to~be

oomplete1y opposed to each other.

Samuel Johnson's state-

ment that. Shakespeare's plays differed in kind from oomedy and tragedy as
they were understood by the neo-olassical critios provided the basis for
the new and all important romantio theory of literature which put aside the

!

priori neo-classical rules and oonsidered each work of art in terms of

itself and not in terms of preconceived rules which were to be applied in
an undeviating way to all members of the same literary genre.
To Maurioe Morgann must go the credit of making a general application of Johnson's observation that Shakespeare's plays are great works
of art which do not oonform to the neo-classical divisions of the drama.
Morgann saw olearly that eaoh work of art must be approached without preoonoeived notions of how it should aohieve its effeots.

In Morgannfs ob-

servation that true poetry is magic whioh achieves its effects by means of
hidden and unknown laws, we Bee the insistence on the effect of the literary
work

rath~r

than on the oonformity of its teohnique to accepted standards.

When the work of art has achieved its effect it is foolish to point out
reasons whioh apparently make it impossible for it to do what it has done.
Morgann anticipated Coleridg:e's similar theory when Morgann said. "Means.
whether apparent or hidden. are justified in Poesy by suooess; but then
most perfeot and admirable when most conoealed."

When Coleridge came to

formulate his attitude on the subjeot of how to judge a work. he contrasted
the meohanical regularity of a work with its consistency with its organic
form.

As it can be seen, he considered mere meohanical regularity to be

superfioial:

, I

II
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The~rganio

for.m on the other hand is innate, it shapes as it develope
from wi thin; and the same fulnass of its development is one and the
same with th~ perfeotion of its outward for.m. Suoh as the I1fe, suoh
is the for.m.

The olearness with whioh both oritios express themselves leavas no doubt
that they were aware of the primary importanoe of the theory.
The speoifio opinions of the critios on the various oharaoters
are of less importance in the history of Shakespearean critioism and in the
deoline ot neo-olassicism than the critioal theories which they espoused.
These oritics saw that Shakespeare's oharacters were conceived in terms
whioh were far more oomplex than oharaoters were whioh were for.mulated in
ter.ms of the rules.

They saw also with varying degrees ot olarity that the

plots of Shakespeare's plays possessed their own form and unity whioh
aohieved its effect in a masterly way.

However, a summary of the work of

the oharacter analysts in the eighteenth century must suffer from the danger of presenting their achievements as a main cause in the decline ot the
prestige of the rules or as the oritioismwhich established for all time
Shakespeare's reputation as a oonscious artist.

Suoh a presentation would

sufter from a serious fault of emphasis, for the oharacter analysts find
their place in the larger movement which was in reaction to neo-olassioism.
Nor oan it be said that the works of the charaoter analysts hold
the decisive place in the establishing for all times of Shakespeare's
reputation as a consoious artist.

The extent of their influence has been

9 Raysor, Coleridge's Shakespearean Critioism, I, 224.
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noted in thi. study, and it would seem not to have made it.elf telt very
widely.

Thomas M. Raysor, however, points out that although Coleridge does

not refer to any Shakespearean oritios exoept the editors, it is unlikely
that so omnivorous a reader would have entirely negleoted his English
predeoessors.

10

Hazlitt admits an aoquaintanoe with the works ot Whately

and Riohardson,1l but does not lead his readers to think that the influenoe
is an inportant one.

The work of the charaoter analysts, however, does

show that it was during the last half of the eighteenth century that men
were slowly arriving at a realization of Shakespeare's art which antioipated
in various soattered studies of minor literary figures the opinions which

Coleridge and Haz1itt were to give permanent torm during the first twenty
years of the nineteenth oentury.

,I

~

10 Coleridge's Shakespearean Criticism, I, xxiv.
11

Characters of Shakespear's Plays, in Works, I, 171.
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